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For full details and other qualifying models, visit:

www.kawasaki-kalculator.co.uk
Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. This finance offer is only available through Kawasaki Finance, which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William 
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£7,807.00
£10.00

£10,805.00
4.74%

4.9% APR

Total amount of credit
Purchase fee†

Total amount payable
Interest rate (fixed)
Representative APR

Representative Example:
36 repayments of
Final repayment of   
Cash price
Agreement duration
Deposit
†Included in final repayment
This finance example is based on an annual mileage of 4,000

£115.00
£4,587.00
£9,885.00

37 months
£2,078.00

Versys1000 Change your view

PERSONAL CONTRACT PURCHASE
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SUB CAN WE ADD A BIT SO WE DON’T START 

ON A QUOTE? Go for a ride,” said the editor. 

“Take a mate. Not a road test, just two people 

going for great ride. Take in some of the places 

that have meant something to us over the last 20 

years. Make sure it’s a route anyone could enjoy. You’ve 

got three days.”

Sounds good to me – best get out the door before he 

changes his mind... I’m not big on forward planning, and 

I have no real idea where to go, except that I don’t want 

to do massive miles, and I don’t want to waste my time 

slogging along motorways. In the end we drew a big 

circle on a map to give us a general idea, and made up 

the details as we went along. I’m on RiDE’s BMW 

R1200R, Jimmy’s on our Suzuki V-Strom 650XT.

With a forecast for showers, it’s no surprise that we set 

out from Peterborough under skies the shade of polished 

slate, with a persistent drizzle soon turning into proper 

rain. I’ve always thought “showers” meant there ought to 

Three days. Two bikes. One job: enjoy yourselves
By Kev Raymond Photographs by Jason Critchell
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PRODUCT FOCUS

GEAR OVER THE YEARS

B
ECAUSE I NEVER h ow

anything out I’ve got an attic

full of old b ke gear ranging

from a l he luggage o f my

Honda CX500 f om 1986 to old

race leathers and more helmets boo s

and gloves than I can remember Some

of it is s rictly for nostalgia and some of

it is probably fu l of mice by now but

some of it is s ill in use

This selection is a l at least 20 yea s

old I know because it’s a l o be seen

in he pages of the first few issues of

R DE f om 1995 And while some of it

serves to how how far we’ve come in

that ime in terms of quality and

style it’s also a eminder hat if

you buy right the first time good

kit can last and last

Obsessive kit hoarder Kev Raymond
leads us down his own memory lane
Photographs by Jacques Portal

THE UK STANDARD

No CE armour CE didn’t exi t.

The op UK make s got ogether

and c eated standa ds for h de

th ckness st tch count

armour and seam s rength

STAY SAFE BE SEEN

These are glow in the da k

kne sl ders made for me by

W z Rac ng’s Wi l Bennett n

he late ’90s They don’t glow

any more but hey s i l slide

1990s ARAI

I th nk he op ven s are fake

but I st ll love the Quan um’s

design th s s he helmet

that tempted me to Arai

SHAPED TO FIT

The comfort offered by A ai is

often rated as second o none

but the Quantum was the f rst

Arai that Kev found that f t ed

the shape of his head!

“This selection
proves that if
buy right, then
good kit can
last and last”

BIKE BEATS JOURNO

Ev ry su t panel s sc ffed

The e marks come f om a

Ha r s Yamaha YZR500 GP b ke

hat chucked me o f and hen

did a b g burnout on my a m

AN OLD FRIEND

These gloves have done

so many miles they could

probably find their own

way home. The downside

is that they do hum a bit....

WHAT WAS I THINK NG?

Th se Da nese summer gloves

wou d pe fectly uit a hot pink

Ford Esco t XR3 conver ible

They haven’t seen much use

largely as they’re paper th n

KEV’S CUSTOM KIT
20 odd years ago it was often

cheaper to buy made-to-measure

lea hers than posh off-the-peg versions.

These were made for me in 1991 by the lovely

Alec (now sadly deceased) and Linda at

Crow ree in Lincolnshire. Later they made me

another pair when these got too tatty, but

despite manycrashes they never failed me.

I’m still wear them for the odd classic

trackday, although Linda did tell me a while

back to check the original stitching hadn’t 

started to rot. Simple foam armour at knees, 

elbows and shoulders – I never wore a back 

protector back then. Nobody did.

Custom helmet paint was all the rage in the 

early ’90s as well. This is a Splat! one from 

about 1994. I’d been wearing Shoei lids for 

years but when the Arai Quantum came out I 

loved it. The quick-release side pods would 

break easily (this is why they aren’t painted). 

FRANK THOMAS
WINTER KIT

Twenty years ago f you were

journo you cou d pret y much back the

van up to Frank Thomas’s Northants HQ

and load t up w th whatever you wanted

They knew he value of cheap publ city!

On one tr p I came away wi h the Aqua

gloves, AquaSpo t oversu t and Aqua

boots pictured here and I’m sti l using

them. The gloves have lost a couple of

studs off the palm in a minor spill, but

they’re still warm, cosy and comfy. Same

goes for the boots – now supplanted by

Sidi Gore winter boots, these are still

good if I want to pile on a few extra pairs

of socks. The oversuit is too bulky really,

but still goes over leathers or textiles and

I was definitely jealous of Jimmy when he

produced an identical one on our

rain-lashed round trip (see page 22).

THE W
WE W
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TURN OVER FOR THE 
BEHIND-THE-SCENES 
STORY OF KNOX 

TOUGH AS OLD BOOTS

About as stylish as your

grandad’s wellies, but about

as practical, too. These have

NEVER leaked, which is more

than I can say about a lot of

more modern kit.

In 1997 it looked like

the future it st ll does

to its leg ons of fans
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THE BIKES THAT SHAPED OUR FIRST

20 YEARS
HONDA CBR954RR
FIREBLADE

The final ve sion of Tadao Baba’s 

game changing litre bike  and one of the 

best to ride St ll the lightest Blade ever  

the engine grew to 954cc adding grunt 

to an already strong road bike The 

GSX R1000 and R1 had long since kicked

the CBR’s arse in performance terms

but the Honda st ll ruled day to day A

future classic that’s now becoming rare

2002 03 In ine four 954cc 149bhp 68kgSUZUKI SV650
Launched at the turn of the century

surely the SV would just take sales from

the Bandit 600? No this a d fferent beast

The V twin is punchier and it also has a

narrower chassis perfect for town Fuel

injected from 2003 its V S rom cousin

is a great mini adventure b ke

1999 ON 90° V twin 645cc 69bhp 169kg

TRIUMPH T509
SPEED TRIPLE

The Speed Triple appeared in 1994 and

early bikes were 900 triples But in 1997

the old 885cc engine was fi ted in o the

T595 Daytona’s new tubular alloy frame

with fuel injection and bug eye lights It

looked great and went even better

1997 2005 In ine riple 885cc 108bhp 96kg

HONDA VFR800

Is the VFR800 really almost 20 years o d? Yup

The first model appeared in 97 and was bang on

trend, with fuel injection s de mount radiators

and an RC45-based engine The 800 was a major

hit. Not super-fast, nor particularly nimble but

just the job for high-mile jaun s La er b kes got

VTEC and ABS, but lost the gear driven cams

1997-2013 90° V4, 782cc 1 0bhp 210kg

SUZUKI BANDIT 600
The Bandit transformed budget b king

The name came from a Japan only 400

as did the layout of inline four engine in

a plain Jane steel tube frame The engine

was from the GSX600F Teapot but it

seemed much more fun in the Bandit

Faired versions and a 1200 appeared

later but he original is a eal milestone

1995 2005 Inline four 599cc 78bhp 204kg

DUCATI MONSTER 900
Most people think he most important

Ducati is the 916 Ironica ly the

superbike would have been nowhere

without the Monster 900 his was the

naked roadster hat provided the cash

to keep Duca i afloat  The spec of the 

1994 900 wasn’t ear h sha tering   

it’s real rick was combining decent 

performance with sweet styling and a 

hint of exo ica  at an affordable price

1994 2002 90° V win  904cc  74bhp  185kg

KTM 1290 SUPER
ADVENTURE

KTM  of all companies, should have

been able o make a great adventure

b ke  but early versions of the Adventure

were a i tle temperamental to say the

least  When the 950 was going well, it

was remendous – but electrical

gremlins weren’t unknown. Fast-forward

to today and the latest 1290 version

is far more reliable, powerful and

we l equipped. It even looks a bit less

mental It’s on the tall side, so probably

not best for novices or shorties (or

novice shorties).

2015 ON 75° V-twin, 1301cc, 160bhp, 229kg

BMW K1200R/S/GT
 Remember when BMWs were dull? 

Well, with the K1200 range the Munich 

massive went mental, sticking a nuclear 

powerplant in a beam frame and adding 

s acks of useful gizmos  The S in 

particular rocked  a 21st century 

Blackbird that crushed continents  The 

naked R and supertouring GT offer he 

same bri liance with di fe ent slants  

2004 08 Inline four  1157cc  167bhp  226kg
HONDA CBR1100XX
BLACKBIRD

The Blackbird’s key attr bute seems

obvious Named after a Mach 3+ spy

plane the aerodynamic styling 200mph

speedo and 165bhp engine all pointed to

a single minded rocketship But the

CBR11 was so much more Comfy

well made and with win balancer

shaf s in the FireBlade derived mo or it

epitomises the term ‘gen leman’s

express’ Linked b akes are the only real

controversy and early carbed b kes

need fett ing to sort the flat spot

1997 2008 In ine four 1137cc 164bhp 223kg

I bought mine this year and a bike that’s 

now 3 years o d has no right to feel this 

good I’ve ridden everything but this is so 

smooth and well put together Stu Hart

YOU SAY:

Luxu y power comfort and sti l nothing 

as sty ish to ake i s place David Sims

YOU SAY:

In no particular order, these are some of
the bikes that have meant the most to
RiDE and our readers since 1995
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 Wacky, wicked 

and wayward

 Speed, comfort, 

handling, toys:  

the 1290 has it all 

THANK YOU for buying this special 20th

Anniversary issue of RiDE. In fact thank you for

all the magazines you’ve bought over those

years, the letters you’ve written, the photos

you’ve sent in, the yarns you’ve shared through

RiDE, the help and inspiration you’ve given us.

More than any other magazine, RiDE is for and about its

readers. So, in keeping with that spirit, we haven’t filled this

issue with self-indulgent stuff about ourselves. Rather, we’ve

done what we always do – share the information that will help

you make more of your time on two wheels – but with a slightly

more historic hue than usual.

Here’s to the next 20 years…

Welcome...

Matt Hull

Technical editor

We could argue all day – and

often do – about the pros

Kev Raymond

Features writer

It didn’t take much searching

to locate the kit I used in the

and cons of bikes we’ve owned or

ridden over the years. Fascinating to

see the debate this feature has

sparked on Facebook. PAGE 44

early days of RiDE, because some of

it’s still in regular use. There’s been

progress, but some things were great

(colours aside) back then. PAGE 74

COLIN OVERLAND
EDITOR

Simon Weir

Deputy editor

As someone who likes to 

plan my trips in great detail, I 

was intrigued to see how Kev’s more 

relaxed approach would work out for 

him. As ever with Kev, the resulting 

story is a superb read. PAGE 22

This month WHAT THE REST OF THE 

TEAM ARE MOST EXCITED BY IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE...

GSX-S1000F 

ROAD TEST P50

GOOD-VALUE

NAKEDS P58

PAINT YOUR 

WHEELS P92

ONE HAPPY 

OWNER P70

ADVENTURE 

BARGAIN P48

GREAT ROADS 

IN SPAIN P16
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BIKES ON THE BOX

HE’S THE HAIRY biker who doesn’t cook. He’s the goateed 

adventurer who isn’t Charley Boorman. He’s a 

shed-dweller to rival Guy Martin and he’s 

posher than James May. He’s Henry 

Cole… and he’s back on your TV 

with a new series of the 

World’s Greatest Motorcycle 

Rides, a huge international hit 

over its previous 17 series.

The new series of five one-hour 

shows – every Tuesday at 9pm 

from November 3 on the Travel 

Channel – traces his journey 

through the Balkans on a 

Metisse Steve McQueen 

Desert Racer.

“Back in 1995 I was a war 

cameraman in Bosnia,” he 

told RiDE. “I wanted to go 

back and see how things 

had changed. This time, I 

found great roads, but also 

an element of discovery. As 

before, we’re keeping it real.”

Next February he’ll also be back 

with more of The Motorbike Show.

Biking’s next hot 

spot: the Balkans

While the huge success being

enjoyed by various Brits in MotoGP

has been grabbing the headlines,

Northern Ireland’s Jonathan Rea

(right) has become World Superbike 

champion. He was riding a 

Kawasaki ZX-10R – as was the 2013 

winner, Tom Sykes. The Ninjas are 

also doing very well in the British 

Superbike Championship.

Although the inline four is a great 

on-track success, it’s not such a 

good performer in the showrooms. 

Since the current version arrived 

in 2011, it’s been a slow seller to 

everyone except race teams. 

The question is whether that can

change with the 2016 version. The

competition is stiff, with the Ducati

Panigale, Yamaha R1, Aprilia RSV4 

and ageing Honda Fireblade 

about to be joined by a new 

Suzuki GSX-R1000.

Only time will tell, but 

Kawasaki say their new bike 

is an evolution of the current 

model, with a reshaped 

fairing and upgraded 

brakes and suspension 

as well as a range of 

new state-of-the-art 

rider aids.

2016 KAWASAKI ZX-10R

Can track wins equal Ninja sales

 Stunning scenery, 

cheap prices and 

friendly folk – is this 

biking heaven?



The indoor festival of 1000 bikes

NEW BIKE ROUND-UP

R1 goes retro

Marking their 60th year of

making motorcycles, Yamaha

have unveiled this special R1.

Available in December, it comes

with the iconic yellow paint with

black speedblocks, plus an

Akrapovic end can. It’s priced at

£15,749 – £800 more than the

stock 2015 R1. The hotter R1M

will also continue into 2016,

when Yamaha make their return

super-nakeds: the new Monster

1200R and the Diavel Carbon.

The latter is mostly about revised

graphics, with carbonfibre and

black chrome, but it also gets a

reshaped seat.

If you like your super-nakeds

more nimble, look no further than

the 158bhp R version of the

Monster 1200. Power is up 10

per cent on the 1200S, torque by

more than five per cent. There’s

more ground clearance, a wider

rear tyre, different suspension

As if the chance to see hundreds of great bikes for

no charge wasn’t enough, the National Motorcycle 

Museum’s open day on Saturday October 31 also 

includes on-stage chats with race heroes Jamie 

Whitham and Carl Fogarty. 

Prompted by the success of the Birmingham 

museum’s first free open day last year, the 

2015 event includes access to the 1000-plus 

bikes on show as well as two free one-hour live 

chat shows with four-time WSB champion Fogarty 

and British ace Whitham.

The open day will also include book-signing 

sessions with other living legends and the 

draw will be made for the museum’s 2015 

raffle prize, a 1947 Vincent Series B 

Rapide worth more than £40,000.

A new generation of 

bike mechanics are to get a helping hand from the 

Triumph factory, through a new national dealer 

apprenticeship programme. Starting in November, 12 

already-employed technicians will get guidance from 

some of the UK’s leading mechanics. During the 

three-year course, the chosen few will spend six 

weeks in Triumph’s training workshops, with the rest 

of the course taking place at their own dealerships.

After the course they’ll get a City & Guilds in motor 

vehicle engineering, and they’ll also receive guidance 

in finance and the law, helping to prepare them for

more senior dealership roles.

Triumph
factory help
for dealers

Shoei’s X-Spirit III sports helmet (on sale in March) 

shares a name with earlier road and track Shoeis, 

but is in fact a completely new design. It features 

aerodynamics optimised for flat-out riding, a new 

ventilation system and improvements in comfort and 

safety from reducing the reliance on padding – four 

different shell sizes are available. On all sizes, the 

padding can also be repositioned.

Various colours will be available, including replicas

of the race lids used by Shoei MotoGP stars Marc

Marquez and Bradley Smith, and at £549.99 it’s also

a very handy £50 less than Arai’s RX-7V.

Shoei’s response to
Arai’s new range-topper

 We last saw the McQueen 

desert racer causing Cole 

headaches in the Kalahari

FAMILY FUN IN BRUM

LOCAL HEROES

PERFORMANCE HELMETS
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 READERS’ PICTURES

Your rides
Been somewhere inspirational? Ridden 
an amazing road? Email ride@ride.co.uk 

to tell us about your trip and your bike

Austria

 Sitting down to a nice cup of Yorkshire 

Tea at the top of the Timmelsjoch pass in 

Austria. All part of my Dolomites Tour on 

my Triumph Sprint ST with Horizon. And 

yes, I did get a lot of stick about being 

from Yorkshire and drinking tea. My 

greyhound and racing pigeon are both 

just out of shot – Ian Worthington

STAR PICTURE
Morocco

 Me, my brother Steve and mate Nick, 

miles from anywhere in the High Atlas 

mountains of Morocco. All three bikes 

handled the three-week, 4200-mile 

journey with ease, and I proved my 

Ducati Multistrada is a match for the 

BMW R1200GS even with plenty of 

miles spent off road and crossing 

rivers. Fantastic adventure 

– Andy Clark

Lake District

 Pulled a sickie and took the Kawasaki 

Z1000SX to the highest pub in the Lake 

District, the Kirkstone Pass Inn. Beautiful 

place – Dave Taylor
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Shetland

A run out to Burra Isle on my Honda

CB1000R. I enjoyed the dry day, rarely

seen up here – Robbie Hall

County Mayo

 This was shot on Achill Island on our 

Wild Atlantic Way ride on our Honda 

GL1800 Goldwing, as we descend the 

hairpins heading towards Keel. What 

a fantastic ride out for us old Wingers 

– Vincent O’Neill

Germany

 This is our group stopping in the Black Forest for a much needed water break in 

some shade - it was 35°C and as we are from England we’re not used to it. No idea 

who the photobomber is, but they’re a friendly bunch over there – David Moule

Get your bike in  

& win a BikeTrac system

Each month the star picture will win a Bike Trac 

unit, plus a year’s subscription to Bike Trac, 

courtesy of Road Angel. As well as boosting 

security, it helps log journeys.

How to send us your photos Email your most 

inspirational biking photos to us at ride@ride.

co.uk with Your Rides in the subject line. Please 

send us the original unedited photo file, ideally at 

least at least five megapixels in size. And don’t 

forget to include your full name, too.
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 READERS’ PICTURES

Switzerland

 My Moto Guzzi V7 Stone and my mate 

Ray Dudding on his Ducati Hypermotard

at the summit of the Simplon Pass. We

were on our way from Geneva, where

our bikes were dropped off by the 

excellent people at Bikeshuttle, to a tour

of northern Italy via Sion in Switzerland.

We had tours of the Moto Guzzi and 

Ducati factories, saw the start of the

Giro d’Italia and a stage of the Mille 

Miglia. The weather, people, roads, food

and wine were great and the bikes never

missed a beat – Kevin Foley

Argyll and Bute

I took part in a charity run with

about 50 bikes in remembrance of a 

paramedic fast responder. This is our

Moto Guzzi California Tourer and 

Custom. The photo was taken at the 

Rest and Be Thankful on the A83 from

Arrochar to Inverara  – Ken Crombie

Scottish Highlands

Pillion selfie! A different view of

Bealach na Bà by my girlfriend Ellen 

from the pillion seat of my dad’s Honda 

CB1300 as we all headed over to 

Applecross in August – James Martin

Isle of Skye

At Eilean Donan Castle on my first big road trip since passing my test in April at the 

age of 42. My Suzuki GSX650F is in the foreground, with my brother-in-law’s RF900R 

behind. The riding was perfect, as a lot of caravanners had completed their summer 

pilgrimage up the west coast leaving the roads less congested – Jonathan Friend
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YOUR MONTHLY GUIDE TO
GREAT TIMES ON TWO WHEELS
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THE GROSSGLOCKNER, AUSTRIA
IT’S ONE OF Europe’s greatest passes. Well, technically the 

Grossglockner is Austria’s tallest mountain, and it’s also the 

name of the glacier that clads its southern shoulder. What 

you want to ride is the more cumbersomely christened 

Grossglocknerhochalpenstrasse – the Grossglockner High 

Alpine Road. Or Grossglockner for short…

Whatever you call it, this is a simply mind-blowing road. It 

winds through a spectacular mountain landscape in a series 

of cleverly judged corners, rising and falling and cutting 

through the occasional tunnel to deliver stunning views.

It’s a genuinely high pass, too. At 2504m it’s the seventh 

highest in the Alps, and it has spur road that peaks at a lofty 

2571m as it climbs to the Eidelweissspitze (where this photo 

was taken) – you’ll see it signed as the Biker’s Point. As well 

as being great to ride, this is a supremely bike-friendly road, 

with hotels and plenty of cafés along its length. 

But it’s also a toll road, and if you just want to do the 18.5 

miles between the barriers quickly it’s an expensive one: 

€24.50. On the other hand, if you’ve come to do the full 

21-mile ride from the Fusch toll barrier up to the Kaiser 

Franz Josef Haus facing the glacier, then spend the day 

enjoying the immaculate tarmac (and occasional cobbles) 

the toll pays to maintain, it’s worth every penny.

HOW TO GET THERE It’s 750 miles from Calais on the dullest route, 

but better to take three days on good roads. Head for Zell am See.

WHEN TO GO Summer to early autumn, to avoid the snow.

WHERE TO STAY The Glocknerhaus (www.dasglocknerhaus.at) is 

on the toll road itself. In Zell, try the Tirolerhof (www.tirolerhof.co.at).

WHERE TO RIDE This toll road – see www.grossglockner.at for 

information. Download our routes from www.ride.co.uk/Tour-2013 

or join a guided tour with www.alpine-tt.com in August 2016.

YOUR NEXT GREAT RIDE
47.123583, 12.830632
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Springbank does

every step in the

whisky process itself,

from malting to bottling

 Next year Lagavulin 

will celebrate its 

200th anniversary

Orkney’s Italian

Chapel dates back

to World War Two
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 GREAT RIDE-OUTS

FIVE OF THE BEST

Scotch distilleries
Colin Overland’s five favourite homes
to Scotland’s most famous export

ABERLOUR SPEYSIDE
 IF WHISKY has a spiritual home, it’s 

Speyside. There are more famous malts 

distilled here than anywhere else in 

Scotland – all within easy reach of the 

A95 and most with visitor centres and 

distillery tours. There’s a lot of choice, 

but for the first-time visitor we’d start at 

Aberlour, which makes a fine malt and 

has won awards for its distillery tour.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE… The A95 can 

be reached from the A9, but the A93 winds its 

way through the proper hills. Take the A939 past 

Cock Bridge for an amazing ride.

DON’T MISS… Aviemore is a ski place in winter,

whisky-tourism nexus in summer. Kingussie is

smaller and even nicer. If you’re a fan of the golf,

pop into Gleneagles on the way up the A9.

HIGHLAND PARK 

ORKNEY
 A JAUNT to sort the diehards from 

the day trippers. You’ll need a boat: 

there’s a 90-minute ferry from 

Scrabster (near John o’Groats) to 

Stromness, or a six-hour ferry from 

Aberdeen. Once you arrive, you’ll be 

amazed by the scenery. A very different 

feel to the mainland, and you’ll love it.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE… You’ll be 

taking the M80 or M90 to the M9 and A9. From 

Inverness the A9 is lovely as you schlep up past 

the Dornoch Firth. Highland Park is in Kirkwall, 15 

miles from Stromness, on the Orkney Mainland.

DON’T MISS… Visit the Italian Chapel on Lamb 

Holm, built out of two Nissen huts by Italian 

PoWs. Scapa Flow is another must-see spot.

SPRINGBANK 

CAMPBELTOWN
 A PROPER ride away, right down at 

the bottom end of the Mull of Kintyre, 

Campbeltown is closer to Belfast than 

Glasgow in a straight line. Nevertheless 

it’s properly Scottish, complete with 

distillery. It used to have more than 30, 

but there’s really just Springbank now.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE… South from 

Kennacraig on the A83, or allow an extra 

half-hour and take the eastern coast route.

DON’T MISS… Mull of Kintyre cheddar is great 

– all the rain means excellent grass for the cows.
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WHISKY ISLAND

The island of Islay 

(pronounced Eye-lah) 

has produced whisky 

since the 18th century. 

There are nine active 

distilleries – that’s one 

for every 350 people 

living on the island!

Glasgow

Lagavulin

DECEMBER 2015 | 15

TALISKER SKYE
 SKYE IS a bit more mainstream than 

Islay, less unconventional. It also has far 

fewer distilleries, but the one it does 

have is great. Talisker is a peach of a 

malt, and the distillery tour is one of the 

better ones too.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE… There are no 

bad roads to Skye. From Fort William take the 

A830 to Mallaig for the ferry to Armadale, or 

follow the A82 to Invergarry, turning left on 

the A87 to the Skye Bridge at Kyle of Lochalsh.

DON’T MISS… Some of the finest, freshest 

shellfish in the world are harvested here.

LAGAVULIN ISLAY
 ISLAY IS like a huge Scotch whisky 

theme park, in the form of an island in 

the North Atlantic Ocean. It’s 75 miles 

west of Glasgow as the crow flies, but 

a world (and a ferry) away on some 

spectacular roads. Islay has nine 

distilleries, including Lagavulin, 

Bowmore, Laphroaig, Bunnahabhain, 

Bruichladdich and Caol Ila. They’re 

all excellent, so visit as many as you can 

– but Lagavulin is our fave.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE… We’ll let you 

get to Glasgow by yourself – after that there are 

two main routes. The traditional route is to ride 

up Loch Lomond to Arrochar, then down Loch 

Fyne past Inveraray and Lochgilphead to Tarbert, 

hanging a right to Kennacraig for the ferry. We 

have two alternatives: one following the route of 

Iain Banks in his book about whisky, Raw Spirit; 

the other heading out across the Crow Road and 

Duke’s Pass before looping down to Kennacraig.

DON’T MISS… The knee-down bends on the 

A846. Islay roads are generally basic, but there 

are two good corners just outside Port Ellen.



 BIG EVENT VALENCIA MOTOGP
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 There are some 

fantastic biking roads 

through France on the 

way to Valencia
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A
UTUMN SIGNALS THE end of the 

riding season for many, with 

temperatures falling and the sun 

retiring earlier in the evening. 

But head south and there is a place 

where not only is the sun high and hot, but 

there are also wonderful roads leading to a 

sun-kissed racetrack, where the world's 

greatest riders will prepare for one last epic 

battle. Valencia awaits you.

Since 2001 the Grand Prix circus has 

visited the Circuit Ricardo Tormo, in 

between the town of Cheste and the city of 

Valencia, sitting on the eastern Spanish 

coast. Hosting the final round of the year, 

this circuit has seen more than its fair share 

of highlights, from the final two-stroke GP 

to one of the best comeback races ever. 

In 2012, just-crowned Moto2 champion 

Marc Marquez was relegated to the back of 

the grid for a practice infringement. When 

the lights went out, he charged from 33rd 

on the grid to 11th in the first lap and then 

went on to win – from last place.

VIVA 
VALENCIA!

Crown a cracking GP 
season with Spanish 
sun and a ride to the 
season’s finale
By Matt Hull Photographs by Mark Manning

The MotoGP weekend starts with free 

practice on the Friday, followed by 

qualifying on Saturday and the races on 

Sunday. It’s worth going for the whole 

three days to soak up the atmosphere – 

and you would be best off pre-booking a 

grandstand place as they sell out well 

before race weekend. The grandstand 

overlooking the last corner gives a view of 

slightly less of the track than other points, 

but it’s where you get to see the riders 

spinning up over the crest of the 

penultimate corner, building up for those 

last-lap lunges for glory.  

It can be worth hanging around after the 

races, too. Traditionally, the Monday and 

Tuesday after the Valencia GP are when 

you see next season’s bikes being tested for 

the first time. It’s an exciting couple of 

days, if a little chaotic with some long 

periods of nothing happening. This is also 

when you get to see the riders changing 

garages, as they leave the squad they raced 

for on the Sunday to join the teams they’ll 

T
PENDING: GB1406726.8

SYSTEM

TANKBAG

£119.99

£99.99

£99.99

£79.99
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 BIG EVENT VALENCIA MOTOGP

Le Mans

Caen

FRANCE

SPAIN

VALENCIA

Morella

Barbastro

Ainsa

Zarautz

Limoges

Poitiers

Santander

Taragona

Alcaniz

Circuit
Ricardo

Tormo

D23

D938

N147

N21

N21

D929

CA261
BI2238

N260

A1234

NA121

L511

N232

CV219

Our routes
Three days (yellow line)

Caen to Cheste

Four days (blue line)

Santander to Cheste

This year’s MotoGP weekend

at Valencia is November 6-8,

when there are still plenty of

ferries running.

Start your search for

crossings at www.brittany-

ferries.co.uk

For accommodation and

tourist advice, go to

www.visitvalencia.com
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About the racing...
You don’t need an incredible race to get a great atmosphere at 

Valencia. It’s one of the best circuits in the world for spectators, 

a natural amphitheatre with grandstands all around. The track 

twists around itself, so you can see most of it from most places 

in the stadium. On the Mediterranean coast, chances are it will 

be warm – even when the clocks have just gone back in the UK.

be fighting for in the coming season. For 

MotoGP fans it’s a real chance to see 

behind the scenes.

Riding around Valencia

The countryside north of Valencia is rich in 

twisty roads, offering spectacular views. 

The hills of the Sierra Calderona hide the 

narrow but fun CV-310, from Nàquera up 

to Torres Torres. Wedged between the A7 

that follows the coast towards Barcelona 

and the A23 leading inland to Zaragoza is 

the Serra d’Espadà, a range of hills packed 

with roads that knock the motorways into 

a cocked hat. Try the CV-20 from Onda 

heading west towards Olba, just off the 

main A-23 on the way to Teruel. West of 

Teruel is the Sierra de Albaracin and the 

Serrenia da Cuenca – more hills packed 

with brilliant roads.

Heading north towards Barcelona, it’s 

worth jumping off the A7 at Vinaròs to ride 

the N-232 west to Morella. This twists and 

winds around the base of the Tinenca de 

Benifassa National Park with some views 

to remember, especially in the early winter 

sun. About four miles after Morella, the 

CV-110 leads to the CV-105 across the 

mountains and back to the coast – a 

remote, beautiful road that’s ideal for 

adventure bike riders. For broader, 

smoother roads stay on the N232 towards 

Alcaniz (where the Aragon circuit is) then 

take the N420 to Reus, which sweeps back 

to the coast like an A-road on steroids. 

Riding to Valencia

It is a long way away. Rather than crossing 

at Calais, we’d recommend taking the 

overnight ferry to Caen and heading down 

the west coast of France, over the Pyrenees.

It’s a pleasant three-day ride, mixing a little

motorway with some cracking cross-

country roads. The mountains aren’t so 

high that you’ll be troubled by snow 

(although at this time of year they can get 

chilly in the morning).

 Sun, twists and 

perfect tarmac – you 

don’t get that on 

a typical November 

ride in the UK

 Marquez and the 

Spanish grid 

contingent always 

go hell for leather 

at Valencia
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Staying in Valencia
Valencia is a friendly, large, 

vibrant city. It is not very spread 

out, with most of the interesting 

parts near the centre and easily 

accessible, so you can park up 

explore the city on foot. 

The old city is full of tiny lanes, 

the modern part boasts a huge 

arts complex, a zoo and of course 

the beach – this is a Spanish 

coastal resort after all. Even if 

racing isn’t your thing, Valencia is 

a superb destination. And when 

you’re itching to get back on the 

bike, it’s not too far from A-grade 

biking roads.
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The other recommended way to reach 

Valencia is to take the ferry to either to 

Bilbao or Santander. The Sunday sailing 

from Plymouth to Santander, arriving 

Monday, gives you four days to enjoy 

stunning Spanish roads en route to the 

circuit. The Santander return is on a 

Monday, so it’s motorway all the way after 

the race. Alternatively, there’s a ferry from 

Bilbao on Tuesday, giving all day Monday to 

ride Spain’s northern coast. 

Tyres for touring and tracks
While it’s true that a sportsbike can’t match a tourer 

or adventure bike for long-distance comfort, add 

some soft luggage, heated grips and a double-bubble 

screen, and you’re set for pacey yet luxuriant miles.

You could enjoy a post-MotoGP 

trackday at Valencia or Jerez, or a 

weekend scratching the Pyrenees. 

There is one worry though – 

tyres. If you slip on a set of 

road-legal track rubber, like 

Avon’s 3D Ultra Xtreme, you 

risk wearing them out before 

you get to the good bits. A 

thousand high-speed motorway miles will take the 

top off the centre profile, certainly on the rear, 

affecting feel and turn-in, and wiping out the extra 

performance these high-end tyres offer.

If you’re very track focused, you could 

Fed-Ex your track rubber to your 

hotel, and arrange to have them 

fitted locally – the trackday 

organisers can help. 

But most riders should be fine 

with a tyre that blends distance 

and performance, such as the 

Avon Storm 3D.

 The monument 

outside Ricardo 

Tormo Circuit lets 

you know you’re 

in the right place

 Town Hall 

building on Plaza 

Ayuntamiento in 

central Valencia

» ALL-WEATHER ROLL BAG

» 70/50/30 LITRE SIZES

» REFLECTIVE DETAILING

» UNIQUE MOTORCYCLE 

 ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

» EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL 

POCKETS FOR SMALLER ITEMS

» WATER-RESISTANT ZIPS

» WELDED CONSTRUCTION

» SHOULDER STRAP

» CARRY HANDLES

available colour ways

(in all sizes)

T30 £49.99

T50 £59.99

T70 £69.99
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Bournemouth

Bridport

Southampton

Salisbury

Yeovil

Glastonbury

Shaftesbury

Warminster

START/FINISH

POOLE

STAGE 3

CERNE ABBAS

STAGE 2

SPARKFORD

STAGE 1

COMPTON ABBAS

A37

A35
A35

A31

A36

A361

A361

A350

A354

 DAY TRIP

STAGE ONE

Poole to Compton Abbas

30 miles
Leave Poole on the A349 to Wimborne. 

At the Oakley roundabout turn right on 

the B3073. Try to avoid getting sucked 

into the vortex of the one-way system, 

but cross the town centre to pick up the 

B3078 to Cranborne. After about nine 

miles, turn left on the B3081 to 

Shaftesbury (turn right when it reaches 

a T-junction to stay on this road). Cross 

the A354 roundabout, still on the B3081 

to Shaftesbury. At the bottom of Zig Zag 

Hill, turn left towards Melbury Abbas. 

Morning coffee

Compton Abbas Airfield

There’s a great café at this scenic airfield. Decent 

parking, great cakes and superb views. 

www.comptonabbasairfield.co.uk

T
HE SOUTH COAST can be a great 

place to be on a bike: a pleasant 

climate, plentiful opportunities for 

a coffee or an ice cream and some 

cracking roads. No wonder there’s 

such a thriving bike scene down there.

We love the Poole Bike Nights, held every 

Tuesday over the summer – it costs £1 to 

get in to the quay, but that pays for the 

marshalling and supports charities. It’s 

a superb event. After admiring the other 

bikes, you can get the overnight ferry to 

Cherbourg for a spot of Continental riding. 

Not that you need to travel far to get 

some good riding. Our relaxed day-trip ride 

starts and finishes in Poole and takes in all 

kinds of roads, passing museums and 

monuments along the way. It’s a great day 

out on a bike – but also an easy enough 

ride to make sure that you won’t turn up 

too late for Bike Night…

POOLE
A great place to 
visit whether it’s 
for a Bike Night or 
a ferry to France

One-day ride

STAGE TWO

Compton Abbas to Sparkford

40 miles
Retrace your steps from the airfield, 

passing Zig Zag Hill and continuing on the 

B3081 to Shaftesbury. At the A30, turn 

left to the town centre, then right at the 

roundabout to pick up the A350 to 

Warminster. At the A36 roundabout, 

turn left towards Bristol, then at the 

next roundabout turn left on the A362 

to Frome. At the A361 turn left towards 

Taunton. Cross two roundabouts then, 

at a third one, turn left on the A359 to 

Yeovil. Go straight over the staggered 

crossroads at the A371, staying on the 

A359 all the way to Sparkford.

Lunch

Haynes International Motor Museum

If you have time to visit the museum, it’s well worth 
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Start/finish: Poole Distance: 145miles Time: 4.5 hoursOUR ROUTE
SUGGESTED STOPS Morning coffee: Compton Abbas • Lunch: Sparkford • Afternoon coffee: Cerne Abbas
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 The Haynes 

Motor Museum’s

speedway collection



it. However, you can just stop for a bite to eat at

the smart café in the museum foyer.

www.haynesmotormuseum.com

STAGE THREE

Sparkford to Cerne Abbas

35 miles
Continue along the A359 to Yeovil.

When it meets the A37, turn left towards

Dorchester, then pick up the A30 to

West Coker. After about five miles,

where the road forks, bear left on the

A3066 to Bridport. At the crossroads,

turn left on the A356 to Dorchester. In

Maiden Newton, cross the river and turn

left towards the station and keep going

straight. At the A37 turn left then take

the first right – a minor road that leads

to Cerne Abbas.

Afternoon coffee

Abbots Tea Room

Charming traditional tea room with a garden

(and great home-made biscuits) in the heart

of the village.

www.abbotsbedandbreakfast.co.uk

STAGE FOUR

Cerne Abbas to Poole

40 miles
From Cerne Abbas head south on the

A352 to Dorchester. Take the A37/A35

ring road around the town to pick up the

A354 towards Weymouth. After half a

mile, turn left on the minor road to

Winterborne. Stay on this minor road all

the way to Broadmayne, turning right on

the A352 towards Wareham. In Wool,

cross the railway line and then turn left

at the roundabout on the minor road to

Bovington. In Bere Regis, turn right on

the A35 to return to Poole.

SEE...

Haynes Motor 

Museum

Though it’s dominated 

by historic cars, the 

impressive collection 

includes some fantastic 

bikes as well. A great 

place for petrolheads.

haynesmotormuseum.com

Cerne Abbas Giant

Giant club-wielding naked 

man carved into the 

hillside above Cerne 

Abbas. The historic site is 

free to visit, with a good 

viewing area reached 

from the A352 layby.

www.nationaltrust.org.uk/

cerne-giant/

The Tank Museum

The world’s largest 

collection of armoured 

fighting vehicles – almost 

300 of them – is in 

Bovington, just off the 

route. An absolutely 

fascinating place and a 

day out in its own right. 

www.tankmuseum.org

STAY…

Thistle Poole

Superb central location, 

good facilities, reasonable 

price (though you have to 

pay for secure parking). 

Ideal base for a Bike Night.

www.thistle.com

If he rode a bike, it would 

have to be a big choppper
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TREKKER OUTBACK TOP CASE

People passionate for adventure, riding for long distances, 

knows the importance of security, comfort and strength of the 

accessories. These concepts guided GIVI in the design of the 

Trekker Outback, the perfect top cases for people loving the off-

road thrill and ready to face the hardest situations. 

* Innovative Monokey System

* Top case: available in two versions, aluminium and black, 

and two capacities, 42 lt. and 58 lt. 

* Aluminium structure of 1.5 mm thickness

givimoto.com

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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 The easy bit of route 

planning: head for Lake 

Bala in North Wales and 

you’ll find plenty of 

roads this good
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 BEST BRITISH RIDE

This is what 
it’s all about
G

O FOR A ride, said the editor. Take a mate. 

It’s not a road test, just two people going for 

great ride. Take in some of the places that 

have been special over the last 20 years. 

Make sure it’s a route anyone could enjoy. 

You’ve got three days.

Sounds good to me – best get out the door before he 

changes his mind... I’m not big on forward planning, 

and I have no real idea where to go, except that I don’t 

want to do massive miles, and I don’t want to waste my 

time slogging along motorways. In the end we drew a 

big circle on a map to give us a general idea, and made 

up the details as we went along. I’m on RiDE’s BMW 

R1200R, Jimmy’s on our Suzuki V-Strom 650XT.

With a forecast for showers, it’s no surprise that we 

set out from Peterborough under skies the shade of 

polished slate, with a persistent drizzle soon turning 

into proper rain. I’ve always thought “showers” meant 

there ought to be gaps between the rain clouds, and 

Three days. Two bikes. One job: enjoy yourselves
By Kev Raymond Photographs by Jason Critchell
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 BEST BRITISH RIDE

Start and finish: Peterborough Distance: 821 miles Time: 3 days

OUR ROUTE

Great bits of England and Wales, dodging motorways and dullness

The aim was to devise a loop that anyone

could enjoy on any bike. We opted to

leave out the glories of Scotland for

purely practical reasons: for anyone living

anywhere other than Scotland, it would

take more than three days to make the

trip worthwhile. The same thinking ruled

out south west England. Less

controversially we’ve also missed out the

too-busy south east of England.

 Llyn Celyn in 

Wales, created in

the ’60s to quench

Liverpool’s thirst

Oxford
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GET THE 
ROUTE 

today there don’t even seem to be any gaps between the 

raindrops themselves. Combined with the infernal spray 

from HGVs, it’s not long before I’m getting the telltale 

clammy touch that says my gear is struggling to keep out 

the elements. We stop for fuel and Jimmy produces an 

ancient, voluminous – and purple – Frank Thomas 

oversuit. “I think I must have got it from my dad,” he 

says, climbing into it with a combination of 

embarrassment and relief. As we head down the A605 

and beyond, the rain doesn’t get any heavier, but it’s 

relentless, like being hosed down.

But are we downhearted?

Well, yes, we are actually. Me more than Jimmy, and 

the reason becomes obvious when we stop for lunch at 

Cheltenham, having been consistently pissed on for 

nearly three hours. He’s pretty much dry except for feet, 

let down by elderly race boots. I’m soaked. But it’s 

mostly my own fault. Not expecting this deluge, I hadn’t 

taken the time to fasten my Weise suit’s complex array 

of zips and Velcro to completely close the neck of the 

suit, and I’d been stupid enough to put the cuffs of my 

gloves over the sleeves of the suit, rather than inside.

Miraculously the rain fades away after Gloucester, the 

run up through Herefordshire is big fun on drying roads 

– the A438 and A480 to Kington stand out – and by the 

time we cross into Wales on the A44 it’s a beautiful 

evening. These are roads I haven’t ridden in many, many 

years – or so I think. Then we stop for fuel in 

Llandrindod Wells and recognise the fuel station with its 

attached café – I was here a couple of years ago, chasing 

a lunatic Charley Boorman down tiny back roads on a 

BMW F800GS. Whatever you may think about his 

celebrity biker status, the man can ride a motorcycle. 

So that means we’re only a short hop from the BMW 

“The rain fades and 
by the time we reach Wales 
it’s a beautiful evening”
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Alpine Coffee Shop

at Betws-y-Coed

station: full of bikers

 Superb B4391 

between dry stone 

walls and heather

Off Road Skills centre, run by Dakar veteran and

all-round good egg Si Pavey. I first met Si in the ’90s 

when he was scrounging sponsorship for his first Dakar 

attempt – a hard sell in sportsbike-obsessed Britain at 

the time. Eighteen years later GSs are the new GSX-Rs 

and face-planting in the Welsh mud has taken over from 

picking yourself out of Donington’s gravel traps. Funny 

old world.

We’re heading away from Chez Pavey, though, up 

through Rhayader and Langurig to Newtown and 

Welshpool. Lots of warning signs about Slow Arafs, but 

we don’t see any except ourselves. Great roads here, 

made tricky by the low sun flickering through the trees. 

So ease off, keep it smooth, stay relaxed and revel in the 

scenery. With an overnight stop booked near Welshpool, 

we’ve only done about 250 miles but we’re tired. Happy 

though. Yes, we got wet, but as Jimmy said, it’s better to 

get wet at the start and finish in the sunshine than the 

other way round. Beer? All right then. Early night? 

Probably a good idea. Breakfast for 8.30 please. Zzzz.

The next day we start in the wet, and finish that way 

too – one of those days when if it’s only drizzling it feels 

like the sun’s come out. Up to Llanfyllin on the A490, 

then up to Bala. As the B4391 skirts the edge of the 

Snowdonia National Park we get a rare burst of sunshine 

between the showers and the hillsides light up in a riot 

of autumn green and gold. Beautiful.

You could pick any road round here and have fun, but 

you need to be careful, especially up on the hills. The 

obvious hazard is the sheep, but really they’re so blasé 

about traffic that they rarely give trouble unless it’s 

spring and they have lambs at heel. This end of the year 

you’re more likely to be targeted by a kamikaze 

pheasant. After a quick coffee stop in Bala (Jan’s Café 

– recommended) we cut across the hills past Llyn Celyn 

to Ffestiniog, then Blaenau – famous for its narrow gauge 

steam railway, but I was more impressed by the towering 

piles of slate scree seemingly ready to slide into our path 

on the road out of town, a reminder that this wasn’t 

always a cosy tourist destination, but was once a tough 

working town. 

Betws-y-Coed for lunch at the excellent Alpine Coffee 

IN
 D

ET
A

IL

SUZUKI 
V-STROM 650
XT version £7735, 645cc 90º V-twin, 

68bhp, 215kg

Based on the engine from the SV650, 

the V-Strom isn’t just a great 

middleweight adventure bike, it’s a 

great adventure bike full stop. It’s got 

enough power to be interesting, enough 

handling to be exciting and enough 

reliability to ride round the world on or 

off road. It’s comfortable (Jimmy 

reckoned it must have an aftermarket 

comfy seat, but it hasn’t) and relatively 

frugal, averaging 57.4mpg against the 

BMW’s 54.2mpg (although the mileages 

didn’t agree, with the V-Strom 

consistently recording about six per 

cent more miles than the BMW, which 

pretty much evens it out). Fitted with 

chunky aluminium SW-Motech 

panniers, the Suzuki would be able to 

carry two people and a load of kit 

pretty much anywhere they wanted to 

go, but for solo use we should have left 

the panniers at home and strapped on a 

tail pack – the boxes are so wide they 

stop you filtering in any kind of traffic.
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New Brighton,

facing Bootle

across the 

Mersey, once host 

to real road races

Shop on the station (lots of 

interesting bikes in the car park 

opposite – this is a popular stop),

then back roads to Denbigh, Ruthin

and Mold. We’ve got a hell of a way

to go to our next stop in Yorkshire,

so we press on up through 

Birkenhead and cross to Liverpool

via the Wallasey tunnel. It’s free for

bikes – a welcome trend in recent

years – you just have to stay over to

the left of the tollbooths and there’s

a discreet bike-only lane.

There were two places I wanted to

see first, though. Port Sunlight is one

of those wonderful places that could

only have come out of the 

prosperity and paternalism of the 

Victorian era. It’s a model 

community, built to house the

IN
D
ET
A
IL

BMW R1200R
Exclusive version £13,100, 1170cc

boxer twin, 123bhp, 231kg

The latest incarnation of BMW’s

naked big twin is a belter. Intuitive

handling meets plenty of power, and

in this case enough toys to stock a

decent sub-branch of Hamley’s –

integrated sat nav (although we left

the unit at home), extra riding modes

and semi-active electronic

suspension. None of those toys gets

in the way of the pure riding

experience, though – it’s still basically

just a fine handling bike with a great

engine, which is just the way I like it.

This is RiDE’s long termer and it’s

fitted with a rather fiddly but very

useful Wunderlich tankbag and an

excellent BMW tail pack that easily

swallowed enough clothes and

gadgets for a long weekend. Neither

leaked, although the map pocket on

the tankbag did let a little water into

one corner (I might not have done the

zip up all the way).

workers at the soap factory from which it takes its name. 

It’s still beautiful, tranquil, spacious and clean – in the 

context of urban working class housing at the time it 

must have seemed like heaven. New Brighton 

Promenade, on the other hand, seems like hell today, a 

bleak expanse of concrete and tarmac.

The last time I was here it was sunny and I was revving 

the nuts off a Honda 125 GP bike. Held on a pan-flat 

course between the kerbs along the prom, round some 

roundabouts and back again, the New Brighton Road 

Races was a proper bike race meeting, on public roads, 

with crowds and atmosphere, and it’s sadly missed. That 

was 1991 and I was fourth. The winner was Ian Lougher, 

who seems to have done pretty well since then. 

I briefly considered challenging Jimmy to a quick 

couple of laps to decide who’d buy the beer that night, 

but thought better of it. Jimmy’s probably quicker than 

me and I can’t afford to lose – he likes his ale, does 

Jimmy. As we head off under the Mersey, I’m struck by 

the irony that there are millions of tons of water directly 

above my head but this is the first time all day that there 

isn’t actually any falling on me. 

Up through Liverpool, we’re being slowed down by the 

V-Strom’s super-wide panniers – Jimmy just can’t filter 

like I can on the R1200R. Past Aintree racecourse and a 

couple of football grounds that are probably places of 

pilgrimage for those who like to watch overpaid men in 

shiny shorts kicking a ball about. 

I’m more interested in getting out of the urban sprawl 

asap – A59 to Preston in traffic and then onwards with 

the road getting more interesting via Clitheroe and 

towards Skipton. But the map-reading gets harder as we 

turn off across the moor to Gargrave and towards 

Malham Tarn, not because the route’s complicated, but 

because it’s dark now and I can’t see the map. We reach 

the Buck Inn at Malham at 8.30pm, ready to drop, or at 

least drop everything and get ourselves outside the best 

fish and chips (me) and steak and kidney pud (Jimmy) 
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either of has had in years.

The sun’s shining through the curtains next morning,

and that’s the last time we’ll see it until late afternoon. 

The landscape above Malham is beautifully bleak. The 

V-Strom is absolutely at home on these tiny, twisty 

lanes, pockmarked with potholes and hemmed in with 

dry-stone walls. The BMW is still dealing with it all 

competently, but we’re going too slow to get the 

suspension working properly, where the Suzuki’s just 

plodding along happily, floating over bumps and holes 

that upset the R12. Across to Grassington for caffeine and 

carbs – outstandingly pretty little place, all cobbles and

coffee shops.

Up to Ripon on the B6265 and on over the A1M, at

which point it gets a bit hazy – we cut across and down

“It’s the best fish and 
chips and steak pudding 

we’ve had in years”

 The Buck Inn at 

Malham. Beer, beds 

and food all good

 Crossing Malham 

Beck and the Pennine 

Way at Malham
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 Dodging the 

showers above 

Malham Tarn in 

Yorkshire 

into York on tiny back roads, at one point near Tollerton

following a well ridden BMW F650GS along the slickest,

slipperiest road I’ve ridden in years and which I never

want to see again. Long before we get to York the 

countryside’s changing, flattening out, preparing itself to

become the flatland of Lincolnshire. The A1079 towards

Hull is OK – not too much traffic, flowing bends – but

we cut down the A1034 from Market Weighton to South

Cave as a short cut to the Humber Bridge. It looks like

nothing on the map but it’s superb – rolling and rising

and falling and turning just enough to keep you 

interested, but fast enough to keep us on schedule to get

home that evening.

The bridge is free for bikes – again, keep left and 

there’s a dedicated bike lane past the toll booths. Off at

the south end, and a tricky bit of navigation sees us 

sneak across the A/M180 junction to Barnetby and onto

the A1084. Cross country from here to Louth is more

fast-flowing, bend-swinging fun – the BMW can really

stretch its legs here, but the Suzuki’s always there in its

mirrors. Louth itself is familiar – both Jimmy and I have

spent a lot of time at Cadwell in the past, and learnt to

love the chippy just off the town square. A nod to 

Cadwell itself is all we have time for, and another at the

“The V-Strom is at 
home on these twisty, 
pockmarked lanes”

now-derelict Scamblesby filling station. There was no

pump at the track until recently, so Scamblesby was the 

closest source of fuel. So long as you had cash, that is – 

they never got round to accepting cards. 

We’re on the last stretch now. We know these roads 

pretty well so we’re not hanging about, but even so it’s 

 Once popular with Cadwell trackday riders, now shut down
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 A153 just south of 

Cadwell, once a hot 

spot for post-race 

speeding tickets

going to be dark by the time we park up. There’s a nice 

bonus as we come past the end of the runway at 

Coningsby as a Typhoon comes in low over our heads 

and lands a stone’s throw away. Get really lucky here 

and you might see a Spitfire, Hurricane or Lancaster 

doing the same – Coningsby’s home to the Battle of 

Britain Memorial Flight.

I don’t want to get sucked onto the dull A15 or A16, so 

we cut down across the Fens towards Spalding. People 

think because it’s flat out here it must be boring, but I 

lived out on the Fens near Ely for years and loved it 

– there are good roads if you know where to look, and 

you get to like the big skies and huge horizons.

We split at Spalding – Jimmy off towards 

Peterborough, me off towards Stamford and then to 

Loughborough. We’ve done about 800 miles in three 

days. Not huge miles, but we’ve been sticking to small 

roads so it feels like a lot, and it’s time to go home. 

I really wanted to find roads where we could have fun 

at more or less legal speeds and we certainly achieved 

that. I wanted to see a few new places, and nod at a few 

more that I remembered from years ago. We ticked that 

box, too. Mostly, I just wanted to go for a relaxed ride 

with a mate, no stress and no distractions, and we 

definitely nailed that one. Two mates going for a great 

ride… that’ll do. 



Henty Wingman sui

Already popular with cyclists

is a satchel-style bag that can carry

a suit in dry, crumple-free safety

while you ride to work, the airport,

or indeed to a wedding. It’s a good

combination of tough and light, with 

neat little pockets and pouches for 

braces etc without

everything getting muddled up.

We like that it shows every sign of

having been designed and developed

by people who actually use it. Superb.

www.henty.cc
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video in 720 or 1080ppi resolutions and at either 60 or 120

frames per second. It also has alternative slow-motion,

time-lapse and cinematic modes and can take stills.

It comes with three mounts – curved and flat stick-ons –

plus a bolt fixing to go onto any GoPro mounts you may 

already have. Extra mounts are £15 (for four stick-on ones) 

and for £30 you can buy the 360° pitch mount, with four 

stick-on bases and a bewildering range of movement.

Composing shots is actually very simple, once TomTom’s 

free-to-download app is installed on your smartphone. 

This transforms the phone into not only the viewfinder, 

but also the editing suite. Cleverly, the Bandit senses 

p y

camera has chosen) then all you need to do is shake your

phone to discard non-highlighted footage and edit it down

to a short, exciting clip.

Like all technology, it’s not quite as simple as it sounds

– but very nearly. Mastering it doesn’t take long and the

footage quality is excellent. The £30 Dive Lens Cover not

only waterproofs the unit but also cuts wind noise, while

the £40 remote control makes it easier to start and stop

recording while riding – in fact, this is pretty much essential

as the buttons can’t be easily felt through motorcycle

gloves. This is a very good package.

www.tomtom.com

 Download 

the app and 

you can edit 

and publish 

your movies 

on the move. 

Genius

Gerber Bear Grylls Ultimate Multitool £59.99

 Chief Scout and survival expert 

Bear Grylls has put his name to this 

high-spec but affordable multi-tool. 

It folds to just 10cm long – easy to 

slip under a bike seat – but weighs a 

reassuring 250g in the hand, with a 

non-slip rubber grip. Its 12 stainless 

steel tools include needle-nose 

pliers, wire cutters, flat and Phillips 

screwdrivers, as well as scissors, 

knives, saws and a bottle opener. 

If you do break down in the middle of 

nowhere, the sheath also includes a 

guide to Grylls’ survival essentials. 

www.gerber-store.co.uk

 A stylish, compact unit – the 

Bandit is packed with features

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE

Although not a cheap option at £300, the TomTom 

Bandit could easily replace a pocket camera for 

long tours to shoot stills as well as high-quality 

video – the range of mounts is also excellent.



Lo
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winning rucksack      

very good value. This a      

all those boxes. It straps to y     

your waist, to provide a handy stow    

kit that you want to be readily accessible,   

within sight – a camera, for instance – if you don’t 

have a tankbag or suitably big jacket pockets.

It works fine, and is lighter and simpler

than some we’ve tried. The downside is

shared with other leg

bags – it’s too fiddly to

use without

removing your

gloves.

www.lomo.co.uk

Minipresso £48
 A fresh idea for the travelling coffee addic   

hand-held espresso machine. You still ne    

to boil water, but once you have you jus    

machine and pump water through cof    

bars of pressure to produce a near    

coffee. At 175mm long and weighi     

an easily packed pick-me-up. What     

produces actually like? Superb – even our 

bean-grinding coffee snobs love it. 

www.eskimoagency.com

Lone Rider MotoTent £350
 Camping is a joy when you have a comfortable 

tent – but this can involve a compromise for 

camping riders, looking to take a tent that packs 

down as small as possible. The MotoTent is 415cm 

long and 190cm tall, yet packs down to a compact 

20x60cm cylinder and weighs less than 6kg. Poles 

and pegs are aircraft-grade aluminium and the 

rip-stop 210T nylon outer has a 10,000mm 

hydrostatic head: a very high waterproof rating.

The tent is divided into a two-person inner tent 

and a bare-floored ‘garage’ section. Of course you 

don’t have to park your bike in the garage area; it 

doubles as the perfect place to sit in the evening, 

or as a kit storage area, or a comfortable 

changing area… it’s the kind of flexible space 

that makes the difference between feeling 

cramped and awkward or cheerful and 

contented when sleeping under canvas. 

www.lonerider-motorcycle.com

FlexiMap 

Alpine map 

box €19.95
 Sprechen Sie Deutsch? Nein? 

Well don’t worry: map-reading 

transcends languages. These nine 

untearably tough, waterproof maps 

are ideal for tankbag use. The set covers 

the central Alpine area, from Munich in the north to 

Castellane in the south, and from Geneva in the 

west to Graz in the east, though some fringe areas 

aren’t covered. Clear and easy to read, they’re 

ideal for touring the Tyroll, Dolomites and Swiss 

Alps. You can find them online at amazon.de

www.kunth-verlag.de

Skwoosh gel seat £59.99
 This is the medium-sized fabric Skwoosh gel seat 

pad – larger and smaller sizes are available, as well 

as leather versions. Between them they fit just 

about every bike, though you might not want to use 

one on a sportsbike or if your riding style involves 

a lot of hanging off – it’s much better suited to an 

upright rider on an upright machine. But the real 

test came when we tried it on a couple of bikes we 

regard as comfortable (Suzuki V-Strom 650, BMW 

R1200R), and found that this made them even more 

so. A bit cheaper than the popular Airhawk, too.

www.mandp.co.uk



 TRAVEL ALPINE TRAILS

The Alps
the hard w

YOU CAN DO THIS TOO

Whatever your choice of adventure bike, 

make sure it is serviced and consumables 

are ready for a 2500-mile trip. Pukka 

dual-purpose tyres are also a must. Crash 

bars can be useful, and it’s a good idea to 

carry spares like levers. Breakdown 

recovery and personal health insurance are 

crucial. Weight makes off-roading harder, 

so ration your kit. Get detailed maps that 

show trails in your chosen areas: Stanfords 

(stanfords.co.uk) have everything you need.



ay
Hitting the trails 
adds an extra 
dimension to riding in 
the Alps – and reveals 
a lot about two 
dual-purpose bikes
By Chris Moss 

Photographs by Shaun Merrick

There’s nothing quite like waking up right in the

middle of the Alps. Unzipping your tent lets the

landscape flood in – you feel part of it all, not a distant

voyeur. The touchy-feely experience continues as we

climb up the trail and through the Tunnel du Parpaillon,

a route carved through the mountains in 1901. Cooler at

just under 9000 feeft high, the air’s still warm enough at

22°C, but also appreciably thinner.

Coping easily with the off-road routes, the KTM runs

faultlessly. Mate Pete is looking happy on the V-Strom

too. We camp again that night, this time in a super-

hospitable family-run campsite in Demonte.

On day two I ride the Suzuki, and suddenly life isn’t 

quite so lovely. Off-road it feels like a weighty handful 

and much harder to manage than the 690. But I get used 

to it quickly. Anyway, the Alpine views are simply 

magnificent – whatever you’re riding.

Teamwork and camaraderie come to the fore 

when snow blocks the trail. Undeterred, the 

Manchester lads hatch a plan. Following a 

pretty scary run down a narrow goat 

trail, all six bikes are manhandled 

up a steep climb and back on 

to the trail. It’s a 

moment that 

brings a 

Trail tunnels like the

Tunnel du Parpaillon make

you feel like an explorer…

...and then you

emerge into the

glorious Alpine

daylight

Unless you’re

a pro trials rider,

be prepared to

get off and push

every so often

 It’s not all 

off-road, but one 

thing is clear – 

the only way is up

F
OR ALL THE excellence 

of the twisty roads we 

usually tackle when 

riding in the Alps, they’re 

not the whole story. The 

area is also crisscrossed 

by trails that have been 

used for centuries, many 

of which are suitable for dirt bikes. 

It sounds like a brilliant week away, 

and a great chance to explore the 

abilities of two very different 

dual-purpose bikes: the dirt-oriented 

KTM 690 Enduro R and the heavily 

road-biased Suzuki V-Strom 650XT.

I expect the KTM to be great on 

the mountain trails, but possibly a 

pain on the 2000 miles of on-road 

riding involved. The Suzuki, by 

contrast, looks like a great way to 

cover the distance and carry the 

luggage, but could potentially be 

out of its depth on the rough stuff.

On the run down through France, 

seat switching isn’t required. I stay 

on the KTM all the way, comfortably 

meandering along a route of chosen 

back roads rather than motorways. 

I’ve never ridden as slowly for as long, yet still been 

as content. The ride is a great mix of fine roads, sparse 

traffic, a bike-friendly public, lovely food, agreeable 

weather and, the further south we get, increasingly 

magnificent scenery. Good as all that is, though, there 

is even more to enjoy when we leave the road.

We’ve arranged to meet four others in the mountains 

near the Col de Vars, south of Briançon. They’ve flown 

down from Manchester to pick up their more 

dirt-focused enduro bikes after having them 

driven down to Nice airport in a van. 

That’s when the adventure begins, 

with some wild camping, a 

raging campfire and some 

increasingly heroic tales 

as we wine and dine 

into the night.
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huge sense of achievement. Fuelled by this

accomplishment, we continue threading our way

through this staggeringly beautiful scenery, thrilled by

mile after mile of rocky paths. As the rocks get bigger,

and we’re actually riding in the clouds, progress gets a

bit tougher. But as with all things off-road, meeting

challenges is so very rewarding. 

The descent proves even more of a test and I have to 

admit to having a few moments on the Suzuki. But over 

a fine campsite dinner at Sampeyre, it all adds to the 

adventure. All of us sleep very soundly that night. 

With the next day’s terrain looking at least as difficult, 

Pete and I elect to part company with the others, planning 

to meet up with them again 

later. Returning to the more 

secure, yet still massively 

rewarding Italian roads, we 

head off towards a campsite 

near Bardonecchia, on our 

way taking a run up one 

of the highest off-road 

Alpine passes of all, finding 

the ascent of the glorious 

Col du Sommeiller 

perfectly navigable. 

That evening marks the 

end of our all too brief flirtation with riding the Alpine 

trails. We did sample a few more miles near the 

Col du Galibier on the way home, but essentially the 

remainder of the run back through France felt relatively 

conventional. Filtering through stationary traffic on the 

M25 a couple of days later certainly made the trails of the 

Italian Alps feel like some distant world. The reality is, 

these magical mountain routes are only a couple of days 

away and well worth venturing out to. 

“Magical mountain routes are 
only a couple of days away”

Our bikes for this trip
KTM’s 690 Enduro R isn’t ideally suited to 

long-distance trips, but taking things easy 

saw an unexpected 70mpg, for 170 miles 

from its 12-litre tank. Also surprising was 

the level of comfort from its tall and 

narrow seat (though Pete did need a 

sheepskin cover). A KTM-supplied rack 

and Giant Loop MoJave luggage turned 

the 690 into a pretty competent tourer; 

as long as you adjust your route and 

pace, riding as far as Greece would be 

realistic. Off-road it proved very capable.

The Suzuki was really tested off-road. 

Bulky and heavy, with more limited 

suspension travel, hanging on to it was 

quite tricky at times. However, there’s no 

doubt the V-Strom is perfectly able to 

cover hundreds of miles of less extreme 

trails, its XT-spec extras all adding 

ruggedness and the Suzuki tankbag and 

dry sacks carrying sufficient luggage. 

Continental TKC80 tyres boosted 

the off-road ability of 

both bikes.

SUZUKI V-STROM 650XT

£7735, 645cc V-twin, 68bhp, 835mm

seat height, 20-litre fuel tank, 215kg

KTM 690 ENDURO R

£7699, 690cc single, 66bhp, 910mm

seat height, 12-litre fuel tank, 152kg

 Quality red 

wine and banter 

make up for 

the potential 

food poisoning

 Twisty 

mountain trails 

offer trials for 

every level of 

man and machine

 A view from the 

V-Strom seat many 

thousands of feet up 

in the Italian Alps
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01452 313131 � Bykebitz YATELEY 01252 870900 � C J Ball & Son NORWICH 01603 307500 � Chainspeed Motorcycles CARMARTHEN 01994 484428 � Charles Hurst BMW Motorrad NEWTOWNABBEY 02890 848466 � Colchester Kawasaki
COLCHESTER 01206 860006 � Complete Motorcycle Service EXETER 01392 467700 � Crescent M/Cs (All Stores) VERWOOD 01202 820170 � CMC Chesterfield CHESTERFIELD 01246 860046 � CMC Stoke STOKE 01782 845840 � Destination
Triumph GUILDFORD 01483 899580� DJ Cox T/A Blackpool Honda BLACKPOOL 01253 600900� DJ Cox T/A Lancaster Honda MORECOMBE 0844 8441614� Get Geared (All Stores) LEATHERHEAD 01372 372222� Helmet City WEST QUAY 01308
421465 � Helmet City CHICHESTER 01243 785424 � Helmet City CHELTENHAM 01242 242273 � HGB Motorcycles RUISLIP MANOR 01895 630442 � John W Groombridge HEATHFIELD 01435 862466 � Johns of Romford (All Stores) ROMFORD
01708 727069 � Laguna M/Cs (All Stores) MAIDSTONE 01622 681765 � Lids Direct WATFORD 01923 221125 � M & S Motorcycles NEWCASTLE 0191 2614441 � Motorcycle Accessories Ltd LEICESTER 0116 2624983 � Motorcycle Mart Ltd
KIDDERMINSTER 01562 824259�Motorcycle Road & Race ASHFORD 01784 229666� Phillip Mcallen LISBURN 02892 622886� Probike NEWBURY 01635 581500� Infinity (All Stores) FARNBOROUGH 01252 400400�Wheels M/Cs PETERBOROUGH
01733 358555 � Saltire Motorcycles EDINBURGH 0131 478 6661 � Seastar Superbikes NORFOLK 01508 471919 � Silvermachine WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 424516 � Sportouring ABERCYNON 01443 742421 � Sportsbikeshop BOSTON 01205
360099 � The Rocket Centre BLACKBURN 01254 297810 � The Adventure Bike Shop ACTON SUDBURY 01787 372901 � Vines of Guildford GUILDFORD 01483 207005

www.motohaus.com Motohaus Powersports Limited, PO Box 7092 Hook RG29 1TY Tel: +44 1256 704909 Email: sales@motohaus.com
*See www.keisapparel.co.uk for more details.

CONTROLLER
worth £30 with every
acket and Bodywarmer!COLD

REMEDY
� INSOLES � TROUSERS � BODYWARMERS � JACKETS � GLOVES � GRIPS

THE UK’S
NO IN
HEATED
APPAREL!

N
W
!

NEW GARMENTSFOR 2015/16NOW IN STOCK!

Check out Keis at your local dealer or visit www.keisapparel.co.ukLIFETIME GUARANTEE!*

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

X2i HEATED
UNDER
TROUSERS
Now with integral
heat controller for
total control £149.99

Control the heat from
the handlebars £59.99

REMOTE HEAT
CONTROLLER“It’s pure luxury”

Andy Davidson, Motorcycle News

X900 HEATED
OUTER GLOVES
Power from the Bike or Optional integral Battery
Packs. Do anything/Go anywhere £129.99
(Battery Packs extra)

X10 HEATED
BODYWARMER
Just £109.99
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 EXTREME TRAVEL

Siberia offers a phenomenal amount of
open space for enjoying a bike
By Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent

 In Siberia, at 

least you know 

you won’t upset 

the neighbours

T
HERE WAS NO denying the fact I 

was heart-thunderingly nervous. 

Yet here I was, speeding towards 

Siberia’s Lake Baikal to spend two 

days off-roading with four Russians 

I’d never met. One of them, Dmitri Yaskin, 

was not helping my nerves by driving our 

Hilux at stomach-churning speeds. As we 

took another hill at 100mph, the bike 

trailer lurched and clanked behind us.

Several queasy hours north of Irkutsk we

reached the Tageran steppe, a wilderness

of empty hills and silent forests on the edge

of the world’s oldest, deepest lake. Dirt

demons Oleg and his 17-year-old son Pavel

readied their matching Yamaha gear and

new WR450s. Dmitri’s son Stas, the fifth

member of our party, pulled wheelies on

his little Honda trailie. I had no doubt this

10-year-old would leave me for dust.

MOTORCYCLE 
EMPTINESS

“Don’t worry, we’ll

wait for you,” said

Pavel, the only English

speaker, thrusting a

walkie-talkie into my

glove. “If you can’t see

us, follow our tracks.”

Before I had time to

protest they were off

in a squirt of dust and

wheelies. There was no

choice but to keep up.

But as soon as I

opened the throttle of

my Honda SL230, my

fears dissipated. I was

“A wilderness of 
empty hills and 
silent forests”

blasting across one of the world’s great 

wildernesses – and it was fabulous.

We rode on sandy tracks, through cool 

forests and over undulating grassland. 

Cresting a hill hours later we found the vast 

silvery expanse of Lake Baikal. For a while 

we sat there in silence, mesmerised. 

For two days we clattered over rickety 

wooden bridges, crunched around the 

shores of sulphur lakes and thudded up 

steep rocky hillsides. On the second 

afternoon, with the temperature in the 

30s, we leaped into the icy Anga River.

As every hour passed, confidence grew. 

I loved standing on the pegs, using balance 

and strength to weave around rocks and 

marmot holes. By the end of day two I was 

aching in muscles I didn’t know existed.
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Kevin and Julia Sanders are double Guinness World Record

holders and have taken hundreds of riders through just about

every country on Earth since setting up GlobeBusters in 2004.

Off-road

novice Antonia

with “dirt

demon” Oleg

 Dmitri, caught 

in a brief both-

wheels-on-the-

ground moment

Suffering from meltdown
Discovering the danger of 
dehydration in an Iranian desert
By Julia Sanders

OUR HOTTEST DAY came during

our Fastest Circumnavigation of

the World by Motorcycle record

attempt, 13 years ago. We’d

ridden through Turkey to get

to Iran, and gone from cold

mountain passes to the desert

in one day. By 6am the following

morning it was already 30°C.

Iran is predominantly Shia

Islam, so I had to cover up

more than normal. As well as my

standard bike gear I wore a long

black manteau, and a scarf

under my helmet so that

whenever I took my helmet off

my hair would still be covered.

I was riding pillion behind

Kevin, who was acting as a

windbreak. A pocket of still,

warm air was building up

between us. I shuffled back in

my seat to try and get a bit of

air circulating.

We got to mid-morning and the

temperature was still climbing. I

had my visor down, but I started

to feel like I was suffocating so I

lifted it up. Within two minutes 

the heat was unbearable, like 

someone was blowing a 

hairdryer in my face.

It got to the point where I 

couldn’t drink any more water

without finding somewhere to

go to the loo. I’m not averse to

jumping off and peeing at the

side of the road, but we were in

the middle of the desert in Iran

and there was no shelter.

Eventually we came to some

rocks that were casting a bit of

shadow across the road. Within

30 seconds of me hopping off to

pee, traffic started stopping to

see what was going on – a big

bike with foreign plates usually

does that.

I was suffering from

dehydration and heatstroke.

I sat by the bike in the shade,

drinking water and feeling

completely drained and dizzy.

There were now a few people

around us, so I had to stay

covered up, which really wasn’t

what I needed at that point.

We were on an air-cooled

bike, so we also had to contend

with the heat coming off the

engine. It would’ve been

uncomfortable even in modern

airflow suits, but back then

there were no venting systems.

I was tempted to take off my

riding jacket, but keeping

covered up is actually better.

If you ride in bare flesh, you 

dehydrate much quicker, and 

you’re at risk of some pretty 

nasty sunburn too. 

We tried all sorts of things: we 

poured water over our heads

and into our helmets, we’d pour

it onto our Airhawk seats, and

soak our T-shirts. It can all help,

but isn’t really a substitute for

proper kit and preparation.

 Shade and 

water helps battle 

overheating, but 

prevention is best

 Antonia’s Honda 

SL230 proved the 

perfect learner-

friendly dirt bike

That night we camped on a mountain 

overlooking Olkhon Island, reaching the 

summit as the sun faded from the sky and 

a pendulous moon rose over the water. Far 

below, Baikal glittered in the moonlight.

Returning to the Hilux the next evening, 

I didn’t want it to end. It been thrilling, wild 

and beautiful, and it had reminded me 

how good it is to scare the pants off 

yourself every once in a while. When 

Dmitri asked me to return next summer, 

I didn’t hesitate in saying yes.

Fancy doing it yourself?

Motorcycle hire is available from Enjoy 

Moto (www.travel.enjoymoto.com)

HC Travel run organised tours of the 

Siberian Steppes (www.hctravel.co.uk)

LAKE BAIKAL

A UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, Baikal is one of the 

most biodiverse lakes on 

Earth. It’s home to a 

staggering 1340 species of 

animal and 570 species of 

plant. It’s frozen between 

the months of December 

and May each year.
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YOUR GUIDE TO THE BEST 
UPCOMING BIKING EVENTS
Are you organising a bike event? 
Tell us about it ride@ride.co.uk

 EVENTS
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 See all the new bikes and 

gear at Motorcycle Live

Eicma 2015 Motorcycle Exhibition

November 19-22, Milan, Italy
The most interesting of the big European bike shows is, unfortunately, the

furthest away, with the Alps presenting a challenge at this time of year to

anyone tempted to ride there. But flights are cheap, and at a pinch you could

be in and out in one day.

www.eicma.it

Motorcycle Live

November 28-December 6, NEC Birmingham
The closest of the big European shows has evolved into a good mix of things

to do, stars to meet, bikes to gawp at and kit to buy. Advance tickets are

cheaper than turning up and paying on the day.

www.motorcyclelive.co.uk

Plum Pudding

December 26, Mallory Park
Car and bike racing at the resurgent Midlands circuit on Boxing Day. It

can provide a great escape from the Christmas torpor, weather permitting.

www.malloryparkcircuit.com

TWO MONTHS AHEAD...

 Who will be celebrating 

at Valencia this year?

 This, or yet another 

cold turkey sandwich?

British Superbikes

October 16-18, Brands Hatch
 Final round of the series, held on the full grand prix circuit. The Showdown 

format pretty much guarantees lively action, as there will still be a lot to play 

for even right at the end of the season. With three races for the headline class, 

and plenty of support series excitement as well, there’s no shortage of action.

www.britishsuperbike.com

Classic Motorcycle Mechanics Show

October 17-18, Stafford
 The emphasis is on the ’60s, ’70s and ’80s, but there’s always plenty for all 

lovers of motorcycles; the bike park can be almost as interesting as the show 

halls, so allow plenty of time.

www.classicbikeshows.com

International Dirt Bike Show

October 29-November 1, Stoneleigh Park
 Europe’s largest off-road exhibition is a chance to see the latest competition 

bikes and classic mud-pluggers, with loads of gear for racers, adventurers and

ONE MONTH AHEAD...

 All bikes are celebrated at the

Classic Motorcycle Mechanics Show

greenlaners. Live action displays 

and opportunities to have a go 

yourself ensure there’s plenty

both to see and to do.

www.dirtbikeshow.co.uk

MotoGP

November 6-8, 
Valencia, Spain

 Final round of the year, with the 

possibility of a decent run to the 

sun for British race fans.

www.motogp.com
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...for our 25,000 unique

product reviews.

They’re all written by real

bikers, just like you.

LOOK

OUT…

WHY USE ANYONE ELSE?

MCN CLOTHING AND ACCESSORY RETAILER OF THE YEAR 2013

World Indoor X Trial

Championship

January 9,
Sheffield Arena

 For the 21st year, but now with 

a jazzy name, it’s the opening event 

of the six-round winter indoor trials 

series. Amazing skills on display, 

with seats – a luxury spectators

get that the riders don’t…

www.sheffieldarena.co.uk

THREE MONTHS AHEAD (AND BEYOND)...

 Dakar is hell for the 

riders, but addictive 

January viewing

 Indecent riding talent, plus a roof

Dakar Rally

January 3-16, South America
 The continent-shifting rally raid this year confines itself to Argentina and 

Bolivia, Peru having opted out because of concerns about the likely impact 

of El Niño on the country. Unless you can afford to take a month off work and 

follow the competitors for 6000 miles, Eurosport and apps are your friends.

www.dakar.com

Adventure Travel Show

January 23-24, Olympia London
 More than 100 talks from travellers – many of them involving bikes – plus this 

year an evening with Austin Vince wearing his Adventure Travel Film Festival 

hat. Inspirational, entertaining and indoors.

www.adventureshow.com

Le Touquet Beach Race 

January 29-31, France
 Immense contest on the sand, with international-level professional racers 

battling against revolving-bow-tie chancers.

gb.letouquet.com
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Andrew Dalton’s legal Q&A
Andrew Dalton, ex-dispatch rider, now a solicitor-advocate and 

barrister with 20 years’ experience with bikers, gives the inside track 

on what the biker needs to know to stay on the right side of the law.

If you say ‘no

pillions’ to your

insurer, that

means never

Q
WHY DOES THE company that provides

my motorcycle insurance ask me if I

carry a pillion, but my car insurer never

asks me if I carry a passenger?

A
THIS IS A relatively new practice.

An insurer sets the premium based on

your proposal and if you say “I never carry

a pillion”, then in the event of you having a

collision the risk the insurers have covered is you

alone. They do not insure you against the risk of

injury, but they are obliged by both British and

European law to meet any pillion’s claim for harm

arising from your negligence. But you paid your

premium on the basis that they would never have

to meet such a claim and will have discounted the

premium accordingly.

As a matter of law, since the Consumer

Insurance (Disclosure and Representations) Act

2012 came in, you have to answer questions in

your policy proposal with reasonable care. If you

say you never carry a pillion and you crash with a

pillion then they will have to meet a risk they have

not been paid a premium for.

So, what can they do? They will have to meet

your pillion’s claim or judgment, and what it has

cost them in legal fees and damages could easily

run to tens of thousands, or – if your pillion was

“The moral here is simple. Fill in 
your insurance proposal with care”

for a commute and you do, the same 

consequences apply, likewise for business use 

or failing to declare old claims or convictions. 

The situation has eased a little since 2013 when 

that Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and 

Representations) Act 2012 came into force. 

Before then any minor error on your part could 

have this effect and some dodgy insurers would 

try to wriggle out of non-declarations – as well as 

some of the allegedly ‘reputable’ insurers. 

Prior to 2012 I was utterly enraged by a very big 

insurer declining to pay out on three stolen 

off-road bikes as the bikes had been “modified” 

with uprated fork springs and slightly more 

viscous fork oil – and the Financial Ombudsman 

upheld the refusal to pay. That position would not 

be upheld now and the old situation of insurers 

refusing to pay up because an aftermarket sat nav

had not been declared would not now stand. 

Now if the insurer does not ask, you do not have 

to declare. But if asked you must answer 

truthfully and with reasonable care.

Be clear and honest with insurers

paralysed or very 

seriously injured – millions 

of pounds. But even if 

your pillion walked away, 

your insurers are 

covering a risk which you 

did not declare and they 

would have strong legal 

grounds to come after 

you for any outlay paid to 

any third party. 

The moral is simple. Fill 

in your insurance proposal 

with care and if you say 

“no pillions” fit a single 

seat or remember that 

carrying a pillion could, if 

things go wrong, go very 

wrong for you indeed. 

As a general point any 

declaration you make on a 

proposal form has the 

same effect. If you say 

you do not use the bike 



In Sweden, it can get warmish in the summer; 
but in the winter it can get really cold.

In fact, it is not uncommon for temperatures 
to drop well below -20 Centigrade, especially 
after the sun has dropped beneath the yard 
arm, as we believe you say in England.

Break down on the way home from work 
on your snowmobile, and what you’re 

wearing can make the difference between 
staying alive and, well, not staying alive!

All of which might explain why we have 
become the acknowledged experts in 
looking after riders across such a broad 
range of conditions.

Of course, all that we have learned from 
the world of snowmobiling we have been 

able to apply to our motorcycle wear.
By using all the very latest technologies, 

like Dryway, Outlast and TFL Cool, we have 
developed a range of clothing that will 
protect you in everything from a desert 
heatwave to a winter season blizzard. 

Frankly, in Sweden, no self-respecting 
rider would wear anything else.

For information about products and stockists visit www.jofama.se

When it’s -20° and falling, your Halvarssons 
suit becomes the best friend you’ve ever had
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ICELAND’S 828-MILE ROUTE 1 is the ring 

road to end all ring roads. It wraps round 

a North Atlantic island famed for its 

volcanoes, glaciers, waterfalls, geysers 

and vast empty spaces. You begin to 

understand why bikers from across the 

world flock here in the summer months. 

Pick the week around June 20-21’s 

summer solstice and you’ll be in for 

168 hours of consecutive daylight. 

The road itself varies from a two-way 

carriageway to single-lane bridges and 

even 20 miles of gravel. Tour leader Bill 

Roughton (motorbiketours.org) has 

ridden on the island more than a dozen 

times. “It’s the only road in most parts 

of the country,” he says. “It’s a great 

antidote to the so-called Golden Triangle 

around Reykjavík, which can have so 

many coaches streaming around it that 

it ends up feeling like Blackpool. Get 

away from that and you’ve found one of 

Europe’s last little bits of wilderness.”

Surrounding the road are bleak 

volcanic plains, obsidian black sands, 

4400 square miles of shimmering 

glacier, remote and friendly settlements, 

and more rivers and torrents of water 

than you may have thought possible. 

Temperature-wise, Bill explains, you’re 

looking at 13°C most of the time, on rare 

occasions rising to 17°C. Daytime lows in 

the Westfjords peninsula hit 4°C, with 

night frosts to contend with too. “The 

weather is horrible sometimes,” he says. 

“You might get 12 days with just 30 

minutes of sunshine. But when the 

clouds clear and the sun comes through, 

it’s so good you forget about the rest.”

Dave O’Byrne of motorbikeeurope.com 

explains the appeal of the varied 

weather: “You feel alive riding in Iceland 

- you’re warm, cold, dry, hot, wet, 

thirsty, sweating, fresh, chilly, tired, 

happy... and all within five minutes. It’s 

like riding your motorcycle on a different 

planet: sulphur hisses and belches from 

fissures and there’s the chance to get 

close to some of the planet’s deadliest 

volcanoes. It’s a real Nordic adventure.” 

One of Bill’s customers, Allison 

Sullivan, agrees: “What amazed me was 

that every time you turn off and ride for 

half an hour, it’s as if you’ve been picked 

up and dropped somewhere completely 

different. The landscape changes so 

fast, and you can ride for hours while it 

just unrolls before you.” Fellow traveller 

Jayson Whitaker adds: “Midnight sun in 

a natural hot tub after roads made up 

of helmet-size boulders? It was great.”

The more you get to know the island, 

the stronger the appeal. “The interior is 

an Arctic desert,” says Bill. “And it’s on 

the F-roads, only suitable for dirt bikes, 

where the real adventure is to be had.”

TURNING THE RIDE OF A LIFETIME FROM DREAM TO REALITY

Permanent daylight, waterfalls, gravel
and volcanoes – welcome to Iceland

Q I’m having a nightmare trying 

to plan a route in Garmin’s 

BaseCamp software. Even 

when I drag the route to add 

the “shaping points” to try

to include a stretch of

motorway, it just goes on

for one junction, then goes

off at random. How do I stop

it doing this?

A 
Easily fixed. Our guess is

you have the activity set

to Motorcycling. For some

reason, when the icon in the

corner is a motorbike, BaseCamp 

abandons any common sense and 

makes bad choices. If you set the 

activity to Driving (the car icon) it 

becomes much more controllable, 

allowing you to combine roads in a 

sensible way when planning routes. 

Q What’s going on with the 

borders in Europe? I’m 

planning to ride to Greece next 

spring, through Austria, Hungary 

and the Balkans. Will the borders 

be open?

A 
You shouldn’t have a problem. 

Citizens of member states of the 

European Union have freedom of 

movement. In recent years, that’s 

meant borderless travel on mainland 

Europe between EU countries. While 

the migrant crisis seems to be 

prompting the reintroduction of some 

border controls, you will still be able 

to cross the borders – but you may 

have to show your passport. Before 

you go, best to check the Foreign 

Office website (www.gov.uk/

foreign-travel-advice). 

Q I want to ride some of the 

routes from your Guide to 

Italy. While there, my partner 

would like to spend a few days in 

Venice. What do I do with the bike?

A 
There is some 

road access to 

Venice, over the 

Liberty Bridge. If 

your hotel doesn’t 

have secure parking 

(quite likely) it is 

possible to rent a 

parking space in 

one of the public parking garages 

– either in Garage San Marco or on 

the island of Tronchetto. This can be  

expensive. The best advice we’ve 

received: park the bike at the airport 

and take the train into the city.

HOW FAR? 828 miles

HOW LONG? At least five days, ideally seven

HOW MUCH? £110-£190 a day for bike rental 

(www.bikingviking.is) plus fuel, flights and 

accommodation on top. Budget £1500.

It’s a ring road,

but a little nicer

than the M25

 Route 1 has a 20-mile 

unpaved section, though 

the interior F-roads 

require serious dirt bikes
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 Car icon works best for bike mapping



• Tours planned around the best of RiDE’s routes

• ABTOT Bonded - Safe and Secure 

• International TourGuide Academy qualified

Book your 2016 tour today:

www.ride-routes.co.uk or 01639 844393

powered by MOTORRAD TOURS



 In 1997 it looked like 

the future; it still does 

to its legions of fans
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THE BIKES THAT SHAPED OUR FIRST

20 YEARS
HONDA CBR954RR 
FIREBLADE

 The final version of Tadao Baba’s 

game-changing litre bike, and one of the 

best to ride. Still the lightest Blade ever, 

the engine grew to 954cc, adding grunt 

to an already strong road bike. The 

GSX-R1000 and R1 had long since kicked 

the CBR’s arse in performance terms, 

but the Honda still ruled day-to-day. A 

future classic that’s now becoming rare.

2002-03 Inline four, 954cc, 149bhp, 168kgSUZUKI SV650
 Launched at the turn of the century,

surely the SV would just take sales from

the Bandit 600? No, this is a different

beast. The V-twin is punchier, and it also

has a narrower chassis, perfect for

town. Fuel injected from 2003, and its

V-Strom cousin is a great bike too.

1999-on 90° V-twin, 645cc, 69bhp, 169kg

TRIUMPH T509 
SPEED TRIPLE

The Speed Triple appeared in 1994 and 

early bikes were 900 triples. But in 1997 

the old 885cc engine was fitted into the 

T595 Daytona’s new tubular alloy frame, 

with fuel injection and bug-eye lights. It 

looked great, and went even better.

1997-2005 Inline triple, 885cc, 108bhp, 196kg

HONDA VFR800

 Is the VFR800 really almost 20 years old? Yup.

The first model appeared in ’97 and was bang on

trend, with fuel injection, side-mount radiators,

and an RC45-based engine. The 800 was a major

hit. Not super-fast, nor particularly nimble, but

just the job for high-mile jaunts. Later bikes got

VTEC and ABS, but lost the gear-driven cams.

1997-2013 90° V4, 782cc, 110bhp, 210kg

HONDA CBR1100XX 
BLACKBIRD

 The Blackbird’s key attribute seems 

obvious. Named after a Mach 3+ spy 

plane, the aerodynamic styling, 200mph 

speedo and 165bhp engine all pointed to 

a single-minded rocketship. But the 

CBR11 was so much more. Comfy, well 

made, and with twin balancer shafts in 

the FireBlade-derived motor, it 

epitomises the gentleman’s express. 

Linked brakes are the only real 

controversy, and early carbed bikes 

need fettling to sort the flat spot.

1997-2008 Inline four, 1137cc, 164bhp, 223kg

I bought mine this year, and a bike that’s 

now 13 years old has no right to feel this 

good. I’ve ridden everything, but this is so 

smooth and well put-together – Stu Hart

YOU SAY…

Luxury, power, comfort – and still nothing 

as stylish to take its place – David Sims

YOU SAY…

In no particular order, these are some of 
the bikes that have meant the most to 
RiDE and our readers since 1995

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

20TH

 Wacky, wicked 

and wayward
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SUZUKI BANDIT 600
The Bandit transformed budget biking.

The name came from a Japan-only 400,

as did the layout of inline-four engine in

a plain-Jane steel tube frame. The engine

was from the GSX600F Teapot, but it

seemed much more fun in the Bandit.

Faired versions and a 1200 appeared

later, but the original is a real milestone.

1995-2005 Inline four, 599cc, 78bhp, 204kg

DUCATI MONSTER 900
 Many people think the most important 

Ducati is the 916. Ironically, the 

superbike would have been nowhere 

without the Monster 900; this was the 

naked roadster that provided the cash 

to keep Ducati afloat. The spec of the 

1994 900 wasn’t earth-shattering – 

its real trick was combining decent 

performance with sweet styling and a 

hint of exotica, at an affordable price.

1994-2002 90° V-twin, 904cc, 74bhp, 185kg

KTM 1290 SUPER 
ADVENTURE

 KTM, of all companies, should have 

been able to make a great adventure 

bike, but early versions of the Adventure 

were a little temperamental to say the 

least. When the 950 was going well, it 

was tremendous – but electrical 

gremlins weren’t unknown. Fast-forward 

to today, and the latest 1290 version 

is far more reliable, powerful and 

well equipped. It even looks a bit less 

peculiar. It’s on the tall side, so probably 

not best for novices or shorties (or 

novice shorties).

2015-on 75° V-twin, 1301cc, 160bhp, 229kg

BMW K1200R/S/GT
 Remember when BMWs were dull? 

Well, with the K1200 range the Munich 

massive went all-out, sticking a nuclear 

powerplant in a beam frame and adding 

stacks of useful gizmos. The S in 

particular rocked: a 21st century 

Blackbird that crushed continents. The 

naked R and supertouring GT offer the 

same brilliance with different slants. 

2004-08 Inline four, 1157cc, 167bhp, 226kg

 Speed, comfort, 

handling, toys: 

the 1290 has it all 



 Is there any end to 

the CB’s talents?

Charley and Ewan’s

co-star is a real gem
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A quick blast, touring, trackdays, you name

it. A great all-rounder – Ray Davies

YOU SAY…

The bang-for-buck and agility of the MT-09

is amazing. You can ride with sportsbikes 

on a Sunday and all day with the tourers. 

The new Mk1 Bandit – Andy Ingham

YOU SAY…

YAMAHA 
MT-09/TRACER

 Yamaha couldn’t do much right from 

2008 to 2012. No new models, massive 

price rises – the financial crisis bit hard. 

So the MT-09 took us all by surprise: a 

new 847cc triple in a capable, light, 

chassis, at a great price. It sold loads...

and the Tracer variant is even better. 

2013-on Inline triple, 847cc, 115bhp, 188kg

HONDA CB500
 A budget commuter twin in the top 20? 

Well, the CB500 makes a good case. It 

brought Honda quality to a mundane 

class. It was good enough for a one-

make race series that hatched top stars. 

And it’s been the learner bike of 

thousands. Any questions?

1994-2003 Parallel twin, 499cc, 57bhp, 173kg

APRILIA TUONO
 Back in 2002, naked bikes had 

strangled, detuned motors, so no one 

got hurt and everyone was happy. 

Except for Aprilia. The Noale firm didn’t 

get the memo, so their naked version of 

the RSV superbike got a full-bore 115bhp 

V-twin motor. The original class hooligan.

2002-10 60° V-twin, 998cc, 115bhp, 187kg

BMW R1150GS
 Perhaps the least likely success story 

of recent times, the oil-cooled GS has 

been confounding expectations since 

the early ’90s. Ignoring the apparent 

nonsense of a quarter-tonne, shaft-

drive, flat-twin dirt bike, BMW carried 

on, trading on the adventure ethos of the 

old Dakar racers. The 1150 of 1999 was 

the real game-changer, though, making 

the leap from leftfield to mainstream.

1999-2005 Boxer twin, 1130cc, 85bhp, 219kg

DUCATI
MULTISTRADA

By 2010 it was clear that

adventure bikes were here to stay. So 

Ducati stole the Multistrada moniker 

from its weird old air-cooled model and 

stuck it onto an all-new design. The 

result: a weapons-grade adventure 

tourer, with stacks of fun and 

practicality. The engine is crammed 

with tech, and makes awesome power 

and torque. There’s no shortage of toys, 

and the electronic suspension makes 

incredible sense. Pricey, but worth it.

2010-on 90° V-twin, 1198cc, 150bhp, 189kg

TRIUMPH 

STREET TRIPLE

 Hinckley’s 675 Daytona had hit the

streets to some acclaim in early 2006,

so Triumph didn’t waste too much time

capitalising on it. The Street Triple is

very similar to the Daytona, losing the

bodywork and track suspension, 

adding angular bug-eye headlamps, 

and dropping a bit of peak power. 

It’s a little jewel of a bike: great for 

beginners as well as experienced 

riders, and loads of fun.

2007-on Inline triple, 675cc, 107bhp, 167kg

THE GADGET SHOW

Laden with top-end components 

as well as using a superb 

chassis, the Multistrada raised 

the bar to a new level in the 

adventure class.

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

20TH
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 The green meanie was 

often overshadowed, but 

is a great future classic

HONDA 
CB600F HORNET

 Honda take a swipe at the Bandit: a 

CBR6 motor in a simple steel tube frame, 

with trusted running gear. Stymied by 

the superior Fazer, but better looking.

1998-2006 Inline four, 599cc, 96bhp, 176kg

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675
Losing a cylinder off its middleweight

sportsbike, Triumph created the

handsome 675 that howls like a classic

racecar and handles like a track star.

2013-on Inline triple, 675cc, 123bhp, 176kg

HONDA CBR600F
It’s hard to pick the best CBR600F, but

we’re going for the first fuel-injected

model: the alloy-framed F1. Honda were

late to the 600 party with aluminium

frames and FI, but it was worth the wait.

1987-2007 Inline four, 599cc, 110bhp, 170kg

YAMAHA FAZER 600
 A Thundercat engine in a cheap steel 

frame with budget suspension? This 

parts-bin special was a lesson in genius: 

a 2002 model is nigh-on perfect. 

1998-2004 Inline four, 599cc, 95bhp, 189kg

KAWASAKI ZX-9R
 Always the bridesmaid, the B1 model 

would have set the world alight in 1994, 

had Honda not come out with the 30kg 

lighter FireBlade 18 months earlier. 

Ditto for the C1 in 1998, just trumped by 

the R1. Ignore the competition though, 

and a big Ninja was nearly perfect as a 

superbike for the road: strong motor, 

comfy and with a big fairing. By the E1 

of 2000, there really wasn’t much in it.

1998-2003 Inline four, 899cc, 145bhp, 183kg
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e You’ll find 

dozens more 
comments from 

owners of these bikes 
on our Facebook page. 

And what about the 
bikes we didn’t 

include? Join in the 
conversation!
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 FIRST RIDES HONLEY RX3 250 VENTURER 

Proper bike for scooter money
Best handling Chinese bike so far
 Surprisingly good build quality

The £3200 
adventure bike

Pictures by Simon Lee

This test bike is the 2015 model, 

which has various key updates.

There’s a new throttle body as 

part of a revised fuel injection 

and induction system and the left 

side panel is modified for easier 

air filter access. The tailpipe is 

now 29mm in diameter rather 

than 20mm, giving a fruitier note. 

There’s a new cush drive in the 

rear wheel, softer spring rates, 

less chunky grips and new 

     he old 

     than 

 n for 

 e.

WHAT’S CHANGED?
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SPEC Price £3149 Engine 250cc dohc 4v single, l/c Power 25bhp Torque 16.5lb.ft

Transmission 6spd, chain Chassis steel cradle Front suspension telescopic forks, 130mm travel

Rear suspension monoshock, 142mm travel, adjustable preload and rebound Front brakes disc, 

2-piston radial calipers Rear brake disc, single-piston caliper Front tyre 100/90-19 Rear tyre 

130/80-17 Wheelbase 1400mm Seat height 795mm Fuel tank 16 litres Dry weight 163kg

S
O IF YOU saw this with a Suzuki 

or Kawasaki badge on the tank, 

or if someone told you it was the 

much-rumoured small-capacity 

Triumph that never happened, 

you’d have to think twice, wouldn’t you? 

This adventure-style Chinese bike looks 

great at a glance and that’s an impression 

which survives as you get closer. It’s not 

cheap or tatty to look at or to touch.

But, crucially, what’s it like to ride? It’s 

good. It makes a really good short- or 

medium-distance daily commuter, and you 

can enjoy riding it at the weekends too. You 

can get more exciting Japanese 250 trailies 

for less, but they will be 10 or more years 

old, battered and not so well equipped.

The Honley costs £ 3149 (plus on-the-

road charges), for which you get a 

fuel-injected, liquid-cooled, four-valve 

single in a steel frame with upside-down 

front forks, adjustable rear shock, a screen, 

top box and panniers. The styling draws on 

current trail/adventure bike convention, 

with metal-effect plastic luggage, chunky 

crash bars front and rear, metal bash plate, 

BMW/Suzuki-style beak, spoked wheels 

and high-level exhaust.  

It’s not a tiny bike, but it’s smaller than it 
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comfy, and there’s negligible vibration

through the wide handlebars.

The engine is simple but effective.

There’s not much below 6000rpm, so 

you have to work the six-speed ’box 

hard to keep it spinning up near the 

9000rpm redline. But it’s worth it, 

because the handling is fine for the sort 

of speeds the RX3 can manage.

The suspension just about copes with 

a plump rider and full panniers; bad 

surfaces will have you gently bouncing, 

or slowing down. The brakes, however, 

are poor – progressive but lacking 

power. There are other negatives, too. 

Ours stalled a couple of times and,

especially when the engine was hot, it

could be difficult to find neutral.

But don’t lose sight of the price, the 

two-year warranty, and the easy 70mpg 

economy. This is a really good bike for the 

outlay, and it seems odd that it doesn’t have 

any direct competition. Ride it through 

traffic on the way to work, then take it to 

the coast or up some gentle green lanes at 

the weekend, and it feels like an excellent-

value bike that won’t suit everyone but 

actually makes a lot more sense for 

motorcyclists than buying a scooter as a 

‘second’ bike. COLIN OVERLAND

 Clocks are clear 

and simple, but 

indicator repeater 

gets lost in sunlight

 Faux metal 

panniers are a little 

tacky, but effective

 Gentle off-roading 

is not just possible 

but highly enjoyable



 SUZUKI GSX-S1000F

BRITAIN’S
TOUGHEST
ROAD TEST

B-ROADS

A four-hour loop

of brilliant roads

MOTORWAYS

A solid two hours of

multi-lane mile eating

IN TOWN

How it copes with

filtering in traffic

ECONOMY

What mpg and tank

range you can expect
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CONTROLS

Grey up-and-down rocker switch on

left bar is from the V-Strom 1000.

Labelled “Mode”, it actually adjusts

the trip and fuel info on the dash,

and changes traction control level.

ONE-PUSH STARTER

For years Suzukis have needed you 

to hold the clutch in while starting. 

The GSX-S doesn’t – and you don’t 

have to hold the starter button until 

the engine fires, just press it once.

SUSPENSION

Fully adjustable KYB upside-down 

forks are like those on the naked 

GSX-S, with a little more oil. Rear 

shock comes set with one notch 

less preload than the unfaired bike.

THE  ROAD TEST

Suzuki GSX-S1000F

D
ESPITE 2015 MARKING the 30th anniversary of 

Suzuki’s revolutionary GSX-R750, the firm’s flagship 

sportsbikes remained virtually unchanged yet again 

this year. Instead, Suzuki have poured all their 

new-bike resources for this year into a new, closely 

related moniker: GSX-S. Where R is for Race, S is for Street.

The letters appear on two new bikes. The GSX-S1000 is a 

sporty, streetfighter-style naked, while the F version is its fully 

faired sibling. But even with its clothes on, the GSX-S1000F 

doesn’t appear to be a superbike in the traditional sense – with 

its upright bars it defies the race-replica silhouette defined by 

the GSX-R all those years ago. Nonetheless, looking closely at 

the components that make up the new bike there’s clear 

evidence of GSX-R1000s from the past (the engine), the 

present (the swingarm) and the future (traction control).

So, what exactly do we have here? Is the GSX-S a second-

string, watered-down version of a somewhat outdated 

sportsbike, or is it more accessible, more advanced and more 

in keeping with Britain’s changing two-wheeled tastes? And, 

more importantly, who is this machine for? Several hundred 

miles of varied riding and in-depth analysis on every kind of 

British road will reveal the answers.

A GSX-R heart with an easier riding 
position sounds like a surefire streetbike 
success. Does the reality match the hope?
By Martin Fitz-Gibbons Photographs by Chippy Wood
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FRAME

Cast aluminium twin-spar main

frame claims to be lighter than the

current GSX-R1000’s, while the 

impressively chunky swingarm is 

identical to the superbike’s.

GEARBOX

Uses the same six gearbox ratios 

as the 2005-2008 GSX-R1000. Final 

drive is very slightly shorter, with 

one tooth more on its rear sprocket

than the K8.

PRICE

It costs £10,135 on the road. That’s 

£1000 less than the ABS-equipped 

GSX-R1000, £500 more than the 

naked GSX-S1000 ABS, and £300 

more than Kawasaki’s Z1000SX.

ENGINE

Taken from the 2005-2008 Suzuki

GSX-R1000, minus the original

engine’s titanium valves and slipper

clutch. Milder cams reduce power

by 39bhp and torque by 8lb.ft.

ELECTRONICS

Three-level traction control, which 

can be turned off. Setting is 

remembered when you turn the 

ignition off and on again. No engine 

modes or lean-angle sensor.

BRAKES

Four-piston, one-piece, radially 

mounted Brembo front calipers are 

the same as those used on the 2014 

GSX-R1000. Bosch ABS is fitted as 

standard, with no option to turn it off.
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On the road
B-roads

The rev counter’s scale focuses on the

range from 5000 to 10,000rpm and, sure

enough, this is where the GSX-S’s motor

is most rewarding. The more it’s revved

the more keen it gets, with torque

building all the way up to 9500rpm. On

B-roads it wants to be ridden in second

and third gears, with the motor spinning

at medium-to-high revs, rather than

grunting hard from lazy engine speeds

in fourth or fifth.

The wide bars give a lightness to the

steering, and the suspension is a great

compromise of ride quality over rougher

B-roads and support on smoother

A-roads. Push things hard and it’s

definitely softer than a GSX-R and being

sat more upright means there’s a little

less connection to the front wheel.

The GSX-S1000F is very capable,

extremely fast and great fun. At times

the sporty feel, naked-bike ergonomics

and hint of bodywork in your peripheral

vision make it feel more like an inline-

four Aprilia Tuono than a GSX-R.

Motorways

The riding position is a lot more relaxed

than a conventional sportsbike, with

pegs an inch lower than the GSX-R and

the Renthal bar putting the grips several

inches higher and closer than clip-ons.

But while the ergonomics are identical

to the naked GSX’s, the fairing doesn’t

offer much extra protection. The screen

is small, narrow and low, failing to

deflect windblast above chest height.

Otherwise, the GSX-S is an easygoing

place to spend a couple of hours. In

sixth gear the motor spins at a calm

5500rpm, free of tingly vibrations. The

mirrors are clear, though about half filled

with elbows. Decent economy means

the fuel light blinks around 145 miles.

Sitting upright makes

the GSX-S much easier

than a sportsbike in town

 GSX-S1000F tips into 

corners easily, then loves

to rev hard on the way out

In town

The GSX-S is well balanced at low speed 

and sitting upright is far easier through 

traffic than a scrunched-up superbike 

tuck. The clutch is light, and brakes bite 

politely rather than grab aggressively. 

Suspension is pleasantly absorbent too.

The pay-off for the comfort and vision 

is that the bars (and mirrors) make it 

three to four inches wider than a GSX-R, 

which can limit tight filtering. U-turns are 

made a little tricky by an adequate, 

rather than generous, steering lock. And 

though the bike doesn’t feel especially 

hot, soon you’re aware the radiator fan 

is cycling on and off frequently.

A reasonable seat height means no 

tippy-toe tottering of a jacked-up track 

bike. Gearing is high, but all in all the 

GSX-S is perfectly useable in the city.

“On B-roads it wants 
to be ridden hard in 
second and third”
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Fully loaded
Fully loaded pillion

There’s limited capacity to adjust the

rear shock for the extra weight of a

pillion. We use the toolkit’s C-spanner to

increase preload from to level three to

six on its seven-step collar, then find

rebound damping is already set just one

turn back from maximum as standard.

Despite our effort, after just a few

miles pillion Steve is unimpressed. The

rear seat simply isn’t long, wide or deep

enough for a pair of human-size

buttocks, and there’s nothing for hands

to hold on to – no moulded scoops on

the tail, let alone a proper grab handle.

 Two-up, the GSX-S 

is no improvement on 

a committed sportsbike

There are no model variants, special versions 

or accessory packages to decide between. The 

only choice you have to make is which of the 

three colours you want: the 

blue here, a grey, or a 

black-and-red version. It’s 

still the same specification, 

for the same price. 

You could, of course, 

decide to buy the 

unfaired GSX-S1000 instead. Same engine, 

power, chassis and riding position, but £500 

cheaper and 5kg lighter. You can also specify 

a non-ABS version of the naked GSX, saving a 

further £500 and another 2kg.

Accessories are modest. A set of five-level 

heated grips are £159. A rear seat cover (likely 

to be no less comfy than the pillion seat) is 

£60. The only luggage is a tankbag, 

expandable from 11 to 15 litres, which

costs a fairly salty £161 and needs a £27

fitting ring. Various cosmetic trim items

can be had, from a chrome oil filler cap

to wheel decals, and you can

even buy brightly coloured

Brembo front brake calipers

(blue, red or yellow) which

range in price from £300

to £420 a pair. There’s no 

centrestand, grab rail or 

taller screen available.

Options & Accessories

As the rider is sat upright the pillion 

has to do the same, so they can’t even 

brace themselves by reaching a hand to 

the petrol tank. “No better than a full-on 

superbike,” reckons Steve. 

Luggage

If you want to carry worldly goods on 

the back of the GSX-S1000F, there’s no 

use looking to the official accessories. 

Suzuki don’t offer any hard luggage – 

they say they deliberately didn’t design 

any, because this a sportsbike.

That means breaking out RiDE’s 

infamous Tailpack of Truth. Its underseat 

Velcro strap fits round the pillion pad 

easily, and the front pair of bungee 

straps reach down to hooks on the 

pillion pegs. A pair of fabric loops fold 

out from the GSX-S’s pillion seat, but 

they’re too close to the tail pack. Instead 

we hook the bag’s rear pair of bungee 

cords to each another under the number 

plate hanger. The bag sits securely, but 

a second set of luggage mounting points 

on the tail wouldn’t go amiss.

“The rear seat simply 
isn’t long, wide or 
deep enough”

 Bring your own tailpack if you want luggage

 Solo seat cover enhances GSX’s sportiness

 Red calipers? 

Just £210. Each
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 Big grey switch, with 

the black inset button, 

adjusts traction control

Rider’s eye view
All-digital dash claims to be 25 per cent lighter than the GSX-

R1000’s clocks, with weight saved by not having dials or needle 

mechanisms. Plenty of information, including six-bar fuel gauge, 

remaining tank range and gear position indicator, all easy to read. 

Two buttons (SEL and ADJ) above the dash are made redundant by 

being able to control everything from the left-hand switchgear.

Under the seat
The key pops the pillion seat 

off, revealing a small amount of 

storage space (but enough for 

wallet and phone) and a 

tucked-away spot for the 

typically average toolkit. You’ll 

need to open this and find the 

5mm hex key to remove the 

rider’s seat, beneath which sits 

the battery, fuses and reg/rec 

but no extra storage.

What’ll it 
cost you?
Finance

Cash price is £10,135. Suzuki’s PCP 

finance requires a deposit of £2329, 35 

monthly payments of £133.44, and an 

optional purchase fee of £4760. That’s 

£11,759.40, meaning an APR of 8.9%. It 

assumes an annual use of 6000 miles. 

Traditional HP finance uses the same 

deposit, then 36 monthly payments of 

£239.26. Total is £10,942.36 for a lower 

APR of 6.7%.

Service intervals

> First service 600 miles

> Minor service 7500 miles/annually

> Valve clearances 15,000 miles

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 52.7 197 miles

Average 47.1 176 miles

Fast 42.7 160 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

 One bulb for dipped, plus 

small white daytime lights
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NEXT MONTH...

Honda’s NC750X takes on Britain’s

most comprehensive road test

Spec Suzuki GSX-S1000F

Price £10,135

Engine 999cc dohc inline four, 4v per cyl, l/c

Power 143bhp @ 10,000rpm

Torque 78lb.ft @ 9500rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain

Chassis aluminium twin-spar

Front suspension 43mm forks, 120mm travel, 

adjustable preload, rebound and compression

Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable 

preload and rebound

Front brakes 310mm discs, 4-piston calipers

Rear brake 250mm disc, single-piston caliper

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17

Rear tyre 190/50 ZR17

Wheelbase 1460mm

Rake/trail 25°/100mm

  

   

Renthal handlebar takes weight off wrists

 GSX-S1000F is definitely a 

road-focused sportsbike, not 

a multi-purpose all-rounder

Strong brakes and fully adjustable forks

“Its appeal is limited 
to those after an 
easygoing sportsbike”

THE  VERDICT
THE GSX-S1000F FORGES a path 

between two traditional styles of bike. 

It’s not exotic or focused enough to be 

considered a true superbike, but at the 

same time not adaptable or flexible 

enough to be a rounded sports-tourer.

There will clearly be riders for whom 

the GSX-SF’s combination of smooth 

speed, light steering, full-faired style and 

relaxed stance fits the bill perfectly. 

They may be moving from a mid-sized 

roadster, dipping their toe in 1000cc 

sportsbike waters. Or they may be more 

experienced, with a decade or two of 

inline-four superbikes under their belt, 

looking for a less physically demanding 

machine on which to get similar kicks.

For both, the GSX-SF will do just that. 

But it could have attracted a much wider 

audience if it had been developed 

a bit further. A better screen, prop  

pillion space, hard luggage, a main

and a larger petrol tank would all h

significantly broadened its horizon

Made more complete and compell

it could have tapped into the all-ro

popularity of Kawasaki’s Z1000SX

with far more sporting ability. As it

the GSX-S1000F’s appeal is limited

those after an easygoing sportsbi
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Featured in Bike 8, Ride’s Island special
and Ride’s Diamond Challenge.

All rooms en-suite.
Single riders to bike groups welcome.

Great Food and friendly local bar.

Tel: 01520 722227
WEB: www.strathcarronhotel.co.uk

Trailblazers-Pro
Spain and Morocco

Beginner to Expert Quality Bikes

Amazing Trails 1 - 5 day Rides and Raids

Beautiful Scenery Fantastics Hospitality

Prices from £160 per day.
Includes bike, guide, gear, fuel, breakages,

third party bike insurance, lunch.

The very

best trail

riding  

adventures

Phone  01655 750109   Mobile: 07776231004

www.trailblazers-pro.com
bookings@trailblazers-pro.com

REAL
BIKERS.

REAL
LAWYERS.

REAL
ANSWERS.

0800 7836 191

whitedalton.co.uk

bike specialist solicitors since ‘94
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Five of the best Very different ways to join the stripped club

N
AKED BIKES ARE the new black it

seems, with registration figures for

the class up a startling 30 per cent

in the UK this year. But you don’t 

need to be shelling out £10,000 on 

a new BMW S1000R to grab some wind-

in-your-face thrills. Around £4000 will 

pick up a wide range of naked pleasures, 

from nearly new urban nippers, to a

slightly older, large-capacity Japanese bike,

or perhaps a slice of exotica. You’ll even

pick up a warp-speed hyper-naked like 

BMW’s K1200R, just about. Lose the plastic 

and you’ll be bang on trend, picking the 

flies out of your teeth and living the dream 

on one of these natty roadsters.

2008
Honda CB1000R

 Like most Hondas nowadays the

CB1000R looks pretty staid on paper.

But it gives a corking ride, with some

sweet high-quality touches. The

single-sided swingarm is a treat, the

Fireblade-derived engine has buckets

of grunt, and the chassis is more

than up to the job.

Spec 998cc inline four, 123bhp,

73lb.ft, 140mph, 217kg

Expect to pay £3900-£4500

2005-2006
BMW K1200R

 The opposite of the CB1000R,

BMW’s mega-naked has enormous

power, NASA-level technology, and

zero style. To be fair, the functional

design will grow on you, and the

sheer effectiveness makes up for the

looks. Beguilingly fast, amazing

brakes, and massively well equipped.

Spec 1157cc inline four, 163bhp,

94lb.ft, 160mph, 250kg

Expect to pay £3500-£5000

2012-2014
Kawasaki ER-6n

 Plucky parallel twin that’s earned

its place among the great unsung

heroes. An unassuming middleweight

commuter from the outside, but

under the bodywork is a solid fun

performer. You’ll get an almost-new

one for this budget, so be sure to

check the warranty and first service.

Spec 645cc parallel twin, 71bhp,

47lb.ft, 130mph, 204kg

Expect to pay £3200-£4100

2007-2011 
Triumph Street Triple

 Everyone should try a Street Triple 

once, if only to see what the fuss is 

all about. What the fuss is about is a 

super-grunty three-cylinder engine in 

a light, sweet-handling chassis. It’s 

very closely related to the incredible 

Daytona 675, but it’s so much more 

than just a detuned roadster.

Spec 675cc inline triple, 107bhp, 

51lb.ft, 140mph, 187kg

Expect to pay £3000-£4800

 Nakeds are 

extremely involving 

to ride – no wonder 

they’re so popular

£4000 NAKED
How to buy a...

Whether you’re after something small and 
simple or hi-tech and powerful, there’s a 
bargain unfaired bike out there for you
By Alan Dowds
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EXPERT VIEW

NEXT MONTH…

How to buy a hand-made special

“Around £4000 will pick
up a wide range of
naked pleasures”

“You can’t fault the
Triumph Street Triple”

BUYING CHECKLIST

Five things 
to look for

1 
CORROSION

Naked bikes aren’t necessarily worse 

rotters than faired bikes, but of course it’s 

all on show. Sins that would be hidden by a 

sportsbike or tourer’s extra Tupperware stand 

out more on a naked. It’ll seldom be serious, 

but is useful for haggling on price.

2 
ADD-ONS

Useful extras like heated grips and 

crash protectors are worth having. With 

a naked bike, a good set of crash bungs can 

prevent most damage in low-speed drops.

3 
ELECTRICS

As with corrosion, naked bikes have 

fewer protected places for electronics, 

so can be more susceptible to problems from 

water ingress. Check everything works as it 

should, from main lights to indicators to 

starter motors to horns.

4 
GEARING

Folk often change the final drive ratio, 

the thinking being that you don’t need 

maximum top speed on a naked bike, and 

improved acceleration is a better trade-off. 

There’s some truth to this, but the downside is 

that lowering the gearing results in higher revs 

at cruising speeds, which can not only make 

fuel consumption worse, but also introduce 

tiresome vibes exactly at the speeds where

you find yourself riding.

5
WIND YOUR NECK IN

If you’re used to riding a faired bike,

the extra wind blast on a naked

machine might get to you. Consider a small

flyscreen, popular on the Street Triple, or even

a half-faired version of the bike (eg K1200R

Sport or ER-6f) to divert some of the breeze.

2003-2005
Ducati Monster S4R

 Fancy some World Superbike 

heritage in your naked? Then step 

this way. In 2001 Ducati’s Monster 

S4 introduced the water-cooled 916 

motor to the firm’s naked range. 

For 2003 we got the S4R: with its 

rip-snorting 996 motor, it’s genuine 

real-world exotica.

Spec 996cc 90° V-twin, 113bhp, 

70lb.ft, 150mph, 206kg

Expect to pay £3500-£4400

Dan Miles from DMP in Surrey has 

worked on plenty of naked bikes.

“For that budget, I’d think about an Aprilia 

Tuono. They’re a lot of bike for the money, and if 

you’re looking for something with a bit of hooligan appeal 

there’s nothing better. Things to watch for on those are 

mainly electrics: the stators can burn out, and the starter 

solenoids give up too. Also, the clocks can go crazy, and 

zero the odometer suddenly. Look for the mileage on MoT 

certificates to check that. A Honda CB900 Hornet is also a 

good, underrated buy. And if you want something with 

more classic styling the CB750 is a proper solid bike, and 

cheap now. Not super-exciting, but good looking. The 

Street Triple is awesome, you can’t fault it. That’s probably 

the one I’d go for – the build quality is really good on them.”

What next?
BUY ONE HERE

Check your options in the Bikes for Sale 

section of www.motorcyclenews.com 

VISIT THESE SITES

www.street-triple.co.uk

www.ukmonster.co.uk

www.hondacb1000r.com

 Superbike power meets 

timeless Italian style in 

Ducati’s booming S4R
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USED BUYING GUIDE with Kev Raymond

Because nothing succeeds like excess

2011-current

T
HERE MUST HAVE been something in the Munich water 

back in the late 2000s. Something that made BMW’s 

designers think, “Tell you what, let’s make a bike with the

weight of a warship, the wheelbase of a tanker, the power of

a jump jet and more toys than Toys R Us – that’ll be great!”

Strangely enough, they were on to something. Because they 

provided all that while somehow making it stop and handle like a 

normal-sized bike; 2011’s K1600GT and GTL really did redefine 

what we thought of as a touring bike. Success followed. Sort of...

The K16 series has had more than its fair share of teething 

troubles. A quick trawl through the forums would have you believe

that taking on a K16 is just asking for trouble, from irritating 

transmission clunks to massive oil consumption and engine 

failure, flaky paint and flaky software, to unreliable switchgear and

a dangerous habit of cutting out with no warning. Owners who’ve

suffered problems are often vocal in complaining, and having

invested 20 grand or more in a flagship motorcycle from a

premium brand, they’ve got a point.

But owners who haven’t had major issues get equally annoyed at

having their pride and joy slagged off for what seems to be no good

reason. Somewhere between the two we should be able to find out

the truth about buying and owning BMW’s super-fast tourer.

One hell of a six-cylinder motor - all 1649cc of it - 

wrapped in a chassis that somehow makes a

massive 332kg kerb weight seem perfectly sensible.

Both models make the same power, but the GTL has

its top speed limited to avoid handling problems.

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT TO PAY

What’s it like on the road?
A rocket-powered sofa, basically. Owner Steve 

Hammond sums up the motor as “epic”, and he’s 

not wrong. The GTL is limited to 139mph, with a 

view to avoiding high-speed wobbles due to the 

top box that’s part of the GTL package, but it still 

accelerates like a mad thing, and the GT is plain 

fast as well.

It’s not so much the power - 160bhp is 

comparatively small change these days – it’s the 

torque: a great, crashing wave of the stuff that’s 

delivered so smoothly you just can’t help rolling 

on and off the throttle to get another fix. A lot of 

owners find the full-fat Dynamic mode gives a 

jerky throttle response, enough to 

be seriously intrusive when 

carrying a pillion. The solution is to 

save that for when you’re really 

pushing on, and spend your time in 

the friendlier Road mode. This 

gives you the same outright power 

and torque, it’s just the delivery 

is softened slightly.

With the traction control system set to allow 

less slip (in Dynamic, you can play out of wet 

roundabouts, safe that the system will allow 

enough slip for fun, but not so much to get you 

sideways). Engine aside, the biggest impression 

is of stately luxury, with lots of gadgets vying for 

your attention, but you

really need to leave the toys

alone and concentrate on

riding - it’s a big and heavy

bike that demands respect.

£9500-£13,000
A wide choice of 2011-13 models available, 

with warranties (ideally official BMW cover). 

You’ll find far more GTs on sale than GTLs.

£13,000-£17,000
Plenty of 2013-on models, often with lots of 

extras. Don’t get carried away as you can get a 

new one for under £18k if you shop around.

 Handles 

amazingly well 

for such a big, 

heavy bike It’s all too easy to enter warp speed mode 
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What do you get for your money?
Lots and lots. But then again, you’ll have paid lots 

and lots, so that’s only fair....

You get a big fuel tank (24 litres on the GT, 

26.5 on the GTL) for serious range, luggage 

(panniers on GT, top box and back- and armrests 

as well on GTL) and lots of toys (including BMW’s 

excellent cruise control, basic traction control, 

switchable riding modes, and swivelling headlight 

to light the inside of bends), and the option to 

really load it up further from BMW’s catalogue.

Few buyers of new bikes can resist that option 

(the joys of low-interest finance), and you’re far 

more likely to find any used bike is fully loaded 

with toys than to find a plain vanilla version. 

The most popular addition is BMW’s integrated 

sat nav mounting, which allows control from 

the left-hand bar and the display from the bike’s 

onboard computer on the sat nav screen.

As well as the top box that comes on the GTL 

version, you also get a different riding position 

(lower, more upright, with pulled-back bars), 

which some riders prefer, but it’s significant 

that there are far, far more GTs on the road than 

there are GTLs. It seems that most buyers are 

coming from ‘normal’ sports tourers and want to 

keep the performance-orientated option rather 

than go for full-on luxury. Maybe they’re put off 

by the GTL’s speed limiter as well, although 

autobahns apart very few 

owners ever regularly 

trouble the upper reaches

of the K16’s impressive

speed range.

“The forums would have you
believe that taking on a K16 

is just asking for trouble”

GTL comes with

a pillion-friendly

set-up and a top

box as standard

 Switches galore. Cleverly designed 

thumbwheel controls BMW’s sat nav system
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What owners say...
A TRICKY ONE. Owners either love them 

or have been frustrated into hating them 

– and sometimes both. 

Steve Cade’s at the happy end of the 

spectrum: “The K1600 I bought was on 

demo and I took it for a spin while my 

K1200 was serviced, never thinking I 

would be interested in buying one.

“It seemed big and I thought it would 

be a pig to ride, but as soon as you set 

off the weight is gone and I found it 

easier to crawl along on at low speeds 

than my K12. OK, so it’s not got track 

bike handling and can’t filter easily, but it 

keeps you grinning for far longer than

any bike I have ridden. I can go out for a 

quick ride and come back 120 miles later 

fresh and ready and with enough fuel in 

the tank to go out and do it all again.”

Nigel Pilkington loves them too – he’s 

on his third: “The K16s have great road 

presence. They’re smooth, handle 

incredibly well and sound and feel like no 

other bike that I have ridden. The 

technology, tyre sensors, cruise control, 

heated grips and seats, is great.”

Tim Lamb’s had issues, though: “My 

K16s have been the most expensive and 

most unreliable bikes I’ve owned. The 

first GT had the usual switchgear

running it round the car park and

re-torquing it up.

“At 18,000 miles the engine was 

drinking ever-increasing amounts of oil 

and they finally replaced it under

warranty. The final straw was when the

steering ball joints and front wheel

bearings failed at 25k.

“Buy one with your eyes open, ensure

you take out the expensive extended

warranty and have good breakdown

cover. Also make sure you have a

reliable second bike when it’s off the

road, and be prepared to lose a fortune.”

Richard Addinall adds: “In 22,000 miles

mine didn’t break down but plenty went

wrong - I’ve forgotten half of it it but at

the time it seemed like I lived at the

dealers.”

 Steve Cade’s K16  

has him grinning 

ear to ear. Trust 

us, he’s grinning

 Richard Addinall’s time with his K16 was

blighted by a succession of minor ailments

“Keeps you grinning for longer
than any bike I’ve ridden”
Steve Cade, K1600GTL

“The most expensive and 
unreliable bike I’ve owned”
Tim Lamb, K1600GT

rejected the bike and asked for a 

replacement. I spent £20,000 on a new 

2011 bike with all the extras, but it 

developed the same problems as well as 

a random new one - it would just cut out 

after pulling away. The paint on the front 

problems and a 

sticking screen.  Put it 

in gear with the 

sidestand up and the 

engine would cut out.  

BMW returned it to 

me three times with 

the same fault, so I 

forks peeled off and 

I’ve had vibration 

problems bad enough 

to make your hands 

go numb. This was 

fixed by slackening 

off the engine bolts, 

What will
it cost me?
Insurance

K16s aren’t cheap to run, but at least 

they’re cheap to insure. A 45-year-old 

urbanite with a good record can get 

comprehensive cover on 10 grand’s 

worth of 2011 K1600GT for £350 a year, 

while his country bumpkin brother will 

pay just £150. If you were deranged 

enough to want TPFT cover you’d save 

about 40 quid in each case.

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 50 270 miles

Average 45 235 miles

Fast 40 200 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

Metzeler Z8

Interact £213 a pair
Original equipment, and most

owners are very happy with

both their wet and dry grip and

mileage, getting 4000-6000

miles from a pair.

www.metzeler.com

Michelin Pilot Road

4 GT £231 a pair
Opinion is divided on these –

some love them for their great

wet-weather grip, but others

say they give a weird ‘floaty’

feel, at the rear especially.

www.michelin.co.uk

Bridgestone

BT-021 £207 a pair
Another OE fitment, but not so 

popular or hard-wearing as the 

Metzelers. Very sensitive to 

correct tyre pressures, 

according to owners. 

www.conti-bike.co.uk

Owners’ tyre tips

Prices are mail order. Add £6 per pair for p&p. Source SMD Tyres: 01942 604511



PLUS: Aprilia RSV Mille: bargain exotica 

World’s trickest Honda CB1100F

 Brutal Yamaha IT490 restored 

ON
SALE

NOW

With the November Issue of PS

Lifetime warranty to original purchaser. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. Prices correct at time of press and exclude delivery. E&OE

Distributed in the UK by HPS
Quantity dealer pricing availableHPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com

Tailor your bike’s airflow to suit you!
Cheat the wind, reduce fatigue and gain
high speed, long distance rider comfort
with the 7-way adjustable Vario-Touring
Screen with Spoiler now from only £89!

SEE THE SCREENS FOR YOUR BIKE OR BUY NOW AT...

German made high-quality,
effective screens.
Manufactured to TÜV
standards from a unique
and virtually unbreakable
aircraft canopy grade
material – with a
perfect fit and finish
and a lifetime warranty

– there’s no better

screen than anMRA!

Double-Bubble/Racing Screens Screens for Naked Bikes

OR CALL TO DISCUSS THE BEST SCREEN FOR YOU 01773 831122

Touring Screens

Complete

replacement

screen with

spoiler

“...it’s like riding a different bike,

the buffeting and noise is great-

ly reduced, what a difference."
MK, Hertfordshire, BMW R1150GS

Read much more feedback at..

www.bikehps.com/mra

See a photo of your

bike’s screen now at...

www.bikehps.com/mra

LATEST MODELS
AVAILABLE, 

NEW DUCATI
MULTISTRADA
SHOWN HERE

Go the distance with

an MRA screen...
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Know your...
BMW K1600s

2011-13 K1600GT
Super-fast sports tourer based on an all-new

inline six-cylinder engine. Panniers come as

standard, as do a fly-by-wire throttle, traction

control and switchable riding modes.

£8000-£11,000

2011-13 K1600GTL
Mechanically the same as the GT but with a

more relaxed riding position, taller screen, top box

and backrest. The GTL’s top speed is limited to

136mph to avoid handling problems caused by

the top box and tall screen.

£10,000-£13,000

2014-15 K1600GT SPORT
A GT aimed at the more performance-focused

rider, with a brighter paint scheme and graphics,

a shorter screen and sculpted seat. Otherwise

mechanically identical to the GT.

£13,000-£16,000

2013-current K1600GT
Vastly improved transmission and gearbox,

revised engine management for smoother power

delivery, and various issues sorted. Also available

in GTS spec with a few extra toys as standard.

£10,500-£16,000

2013-current K1600GTL
 All the same upgrades as the current model GT, 

but now also available in GTLE (posher spec) and 

GTL Exclusive (fully loaded with goodies) spec. 

£13,000-£20,000

What to look out for

1
OIL CONSUMPTION

AND ENGINE WEAR

Many early models had a serious

drink problem, getting through litres

of oil not just between services, but

sometimes between fuel stops. Many

bikes had new engines fitted under

warranty, but there may still be some

low-mileage bikes out there that have a

potential problem waiting to show itself;

2013-onwards bikes seem to be OK…

touch wood.

The biggest danger to the engine is

crash damage. Most owners fit crash

bars - they also mean you can let the

bike fall over at a standstill if needed

(and most owners have needed to at

least once) and they also give a handy

mounting for supplementary spotlights.

2
SWITCHGEAR

Early Ks were plagued by

switchgear problems; leave the

bike out in the sun and the left cluster in

particular could easily go into meltdown,

causing all sorts of serious problems.

Some owners are on their fourth or fifth

set of switchgear. Make sure everything

works as it should on a used bike.

3
CORROSION/FINISH

Engine paint - on the cylinders and

heads in particular - has a

tendency to peel off once corrosion

starts underneath. This isn’t due to

neglect, but instead poor preparation at

the factory. The finish on the front

suspension and the transmission is also

prone to problems.

4
TRANSMISSION CLUNKS

Early bikes suffered clunky

gearchanges, excess free play in

the driveshaft joints and noises and

play in the final drive. It’s a lot better

on 2013-on bikes and is a key reason

owners cite for trading up.

 Silver GTL meets 

red GT - the GT is 

the bigger seller

K1600s can give trouble. Check out these 
seven tips to look out for on a used bike

 Frequent oil level checks are essential
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Parts and
servicing
Service schedule

A relatively simple schedule based on oil

and filter changes every 6000 miles, air

filters and transmission oil every 12,000

miles and valve clearances every 18,000

miles along with new sparkplugs. Very few

owners will admit to working on their own

bikes - they’re too paranoid about affecting

the warranty, for one thing. Some, like

Kevin White, add in extra oil and filter

changes that they do themselves.

A minor service shouldn’t be more than

£150-£200, but the 18k service can easily

creep up over £500 as a set of spark plugs

alone is nearly a hundred quid.

New and used

parts prices

New parts can be pricey, especially from 

main dealers, but Motorworks have a 

decent range of original-equipment and 

aftermarket service and consumables 

which are reasonably priced (air filter at 

£49.76, oil filter £8.94, front brake pads 

£25.99 a pair, for example). Wunderlich 

also makes loads of nifty accessories for 

the K16, and these and many others are 

available from www.nippynormans.com. 

There aren’t many K16s in breakers, but 

again Motorworks is a good place to start 

- they have a reasonable selection, but 

prices reflect demand. For example a 

sought-after final drive and 

driveshaft in good condition 

will be nearly a grand.

Fast, practical,

comfortable, but

not without its

annoying issues

5
ELECTRICAL GREMLINS

Apart from the well-known

switchgear issues, owners also

report problems with intermittent faults

which (by sod’s law) never show

themselves when you’re trying to

demonstrate them to your dealer.

Screen adjusters sticking, indicators not

working or alternatively refusing to

cancel, the fancy swivelling headlights

not doing what they’re supposed to.

None of these are especially common

faults, some lucky owners have had no

problems at all, but they’re all annoying

on such an expensive bike and can take

ages to track down and cure. More

serious is the possibility of the engine

just cutting out without warning - again,

not particularly common, but potentially

disastrous in the wrong circumstances.

intercom systems are compatible so it

pays to check. With these systems you

may only be able to connect one helmet

to the bike itself, so you may find that

you can talk to your passenger (because

the helmets themselves are paired), but

not both hear music, for example.

It’s the same deal with the optional

built-in sat nav mounting. This is

designed for BMW’s version of the

Garmin, which is fully-integrated into the

switchgear and engine management.

Several owners have found to their cost

that standard Garmins will fit the BMW

mount, and work as normal, but won’t

interface properly with the bike itself.

 Need a used final 

drive? Prepare 

to empty your 

wallet

 Flaking engine 

paint is  common 

– ask Stewart  Swan

6
OVERHEATING

Lots of owners 

reported overheating 

problems, on early models 

in particular. This may be a 

symptom of impending water 

pump failure, which seems to 

be common, again especially 

so on earlier bikes. But it may 

just be a failure to bleed all 

the air out of the system after 

a service. The radiator 

surround can also fill with 

road gunge, significantly 

reducing efficiency.

7
CONNECTIVITY

The K16 has Bluetooth 

as standard, but not 

all non-BMW helmets and 
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THE VERDICT

SPEC 2014 BMW K1600GT

Engine 1649cc inline six, 4v per cylinder, l/c

Power 158bhp @ 7750rpm

Torque 129lb.ft @ 5250rpm

Transmission 6-speed, shaft drive

Chassis cast aluminium, engine as  

stressed member

Front suspension Duolever

Rear suspension Paralever

Front brake 320mm discs, 4-piston calipers, 

ABS

Rear brake 320mm disc, 2-piston caliper, ABS

Front tyre 110/80 R19

Rear tyre 150/70 R17

Wheelbase 1680mm

Rake/trail 27.8°/108.4mm

Seat height 1830-1870mm  

(lower seats available)

Fuel capacity 24 litres

Kerb weight 332kg

Coming soon...
We’ll soon be running buying guides on the 2013-on Kawasaki Z800, Honda NC700/750 

and Aprilia Tuono. If you own (or have owned) one and would like to contribute to the sum  
of human knowledge, we want to hear from you. Email Kev at ridemagazine@orange.fr

IF YOUR IDEA of perfection is a 

stripped-down sportsbike with a direct

connection from brain to hands, feet,

engine and tyres, this is probably not

going to float your boat, but if you like

your adrenaline served with a side order

of comfort and sophistication, you might

find that this is just what you’ve been

looking for all your life.

It’s fast but refined, excessive but

practical, comfortable but purposeful.

It really can whisk you from one side of

Europe to the other in comfort, and not

disgrace itself at the twisty end of the

journey. There’s really nothing else quite

like it. Tempting though it is to pitch it

against the Goldwing, in reality the only

thing they have in common is comfy

seats and lots of switches. 

In theory that should be that - if you

want a bike of this type then you really

have no choice as there is only one bike

of this type. That’s why so many owners

of early bikes have traded up to the 

newer model, rather than go back to an

‘ordinary’ bike.

The trouble is that most of them 

wouldn’t have bothered to trade up if

they hadn’t had so many problems with

their early bikes. I suppose the big 

advantage for anyone contemplating a

used K16 is that early ones have now

suffered huge depreciation, so it’s 

feasible to buy (relatively) low, see if you 

like the experience, and decide later 

whether to resell and walk away or 

trade up to a newer bike.

It’s a difficult decision, but whatever 

you finally decide, you owe it to yourself 

to try and get a test ride on one. 

USEFUL CONTACTS

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

www.nippynormans.com

www.motorworks.co.uk

“Adrenaline served 
with a side order of 
sophistication”  Either flavour is 

perfect for the 

high-mile hooligan



ON SALE 21st SEPTEMBER

GO TO mcnsport.co.uk

CAN’T FIND THE MAGAZINE IN THE SHOPS? ORDER ONLINE NOW!

MCN Sport on the iPad is a fully interactive App with extra pics and videos

124 PAGE GLOSSY MAGAZINE



As pleasing and refined as the F800R is, with its (unfairly hidden) exciting

side, we’ve got to give this one to the Triumph Street Triple:

it’s the lighter, quicker, and far more characterful choice.
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THE VERDICT

HELPING YOU CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO GREAT USED BIKES

TO

F800R fills you with

confidence – letting

you ride its wheels off

Street Triple’s

thrills are matched

only by its value

The Street Triple gets called a ‘naked Daytona 675’, but

that shorthand dismisses the full story. Triumph didn’t

streetfighter their supersports bike as an afterthought,

they designed it to work as a naked from the start. As

proof, the Daytona’s bodywork brackets mount from

inside the frame, so the frame still looks finished without any plastic.

The three-cylinder motor is detuned from Daytona-spec, but it’s still

140mph fast and offers 80 per cent of its torque from 3000rpm. The

chassis is downgraded, but the suspension is set beautifully and the

two-piston brakes have more power than their appearance suggests.

A Street Triple can be a friendly, stylish first bike, or it can be a

hard-charging headbanger. It’s smooth, it’s sophisticated and the way

every aspect of the bike gels together at whatever speed you choose

is intoxicating. And check out the residuals: in 2007 a new Street cost

£5349; today you won’t find a good one for less than £3000. In eight

years, it’s not even lost half its value – how’s that for lasting demand?

I still vividly remember my first ride on a Street Triple. After a year

on a Daytona 675, I’d hoped the Street would be almost as much fun.

I was wrong. It was even more of a sheer joy. MARTIN FITZ-GIBBONS

You might think few bikes can hold a candle to the

hilarity of a Street Triple, least of all an unspectacular

and slightly stuffy German parallel twin. But the F800R

comfortably exceeds the sum of its parts and delivers,

should you be so inclined, an absolute riot of a ride.

It’s less shouty than the Triumph. The 798cc twin never runs off

waving its arms like a lunatic; instead it’s a restrained, flexible,

unburstable unit that drums along merrily, always eager and

pleasantly entertaining. It’s the kind of bike that raises a self-satisfied

smile, rather than a relieved grin. And it feels like it’s your personal

riding coach; always secure, with confident road-holding, and never

doing anything unexpected or worrying.

But the F800R is also a gas for hardened hacks. Its nippy chassis

would handle twice the power, so it can safely be flogged much

harder than you’d think. And there’s plenty of comfort, civility and

general usefulness too, with BMW’s usual build quality and extras.

And if you can find a limited-edition BMW Motorsport-coloured Chris

Pfeiffer replica (the BMW stunt rider who used an F800 to great

effect), the F800R will even look good. SIMON HARGREAVES

2007-2012 Triumph Street Triple
£3000-£5500 107bhp 140mph 187kg 675cc inline triple

2009–2014 BMW F800R
£4000-£6500 87bhp 133mph 202kg  798cc parallel twin

“More than a stripped sportsbike”

“Overlooked and underrated”

Simon and Martin record Front End Chatter, a free podcast covering all 

things motorcycling. Download it from iTunes or frontendchatter.com



ONE
BUILDING
ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES
Whatever your work or
hobby, ProWorkshop 
can provide you with an
ideal workspace!

Key Benefits:
-  Free Delivery & Installation  
 (within 100 miles of our factory)
-  Built in Under 2 days
-  10 Year Fully Inclusive Guarantee
-  Designed for a Minimum 30 
 Year Life
-  Planning Permission not Usually
 Required
-  Designed and manufactured in
 our UK factory
- Heavy duty steel sub frame

01296 821321
www.proworkshop.co.uk/ride

Free upgade to hardened floor 
worth up  to £432! Please quote 

‘Ride’ when you contact us

• A cost effective and
easy to install solution to
fuelling problems suffered
by modern lean burn engines

• Improved throttle response

• Improved acceleration

• Smoother low speed running

• Stronger idle

• Plugs available for BMW,
Honda, Triumph, Ducati,
Aprilia, Husqvarna, KTM

• ONLY £99.00

• Excellent feedback from users

www.motorworks.co.uk
Enter Boosterplug plus your bike manufacturer
in the search box or call us on 01484 353 600

PLUG

‘It’s just a much nicer bike
to ride. Especially the on
off throttle response, much
smoother in and out of
corners and in traffic it’s a
different beast. Love it’

‘Result - miraculous!
Smooth idle, smooth
acceleration, easy slow
speed riding, and no
huffing on the 
over run.’
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Medusa-themed

tank was part of the

reason Mick fell in love

with this Intruder

Suzuki Intrude

S
ITTING IN THE sunshine

that’s scorching the car

park of Squires Café in

Yorkshire, Mick

Crossland is one very

happy bloke. It’s rare to meet a

motorcyclist who is so utterly

contented with his bike – convinced

that’s he’s on exactly the right

machine. But what makes this story

really interesting is that he doesn’t

have any idea why he bought an

Intruder 800 in the first place.

Like many bikers of a certain

age, he started in the era of the

sports moped in the mid-’70s.

“I wasn’t from a biking family,

but there was a lad down the road

with a Yamaha FS1-E. I thought it

was great – it looked like freedom.

I started in 1976 with an old Honda

SS50, soon replaced at my dad’s

insistence by a more reliable Suzuki AP50.

“That was followed by two more Suzukis

– a GT250 two-stroke twin and a four-

stroke GSX550ES four – then a Honda

bit and I liked what had been done. It had

non-standard paint, panniers, footboards

and exhausts.” He’s subsequently made

many changes of his own.

For Mick, part of the pleasure of Intruder

ownership comes from being a member of

the Suzuki800.com forum. “It’s a very

active forum, with members regularly

riding out together, with some long

weekends and some longer trips too –

this year we went to Honfleur in France.

Mick Crossland wasn’t on the lookout for
an Intruder, but then an Intruder found him
By Colin Overland Photographs by Jason Critchell

“It felt right. It had already 
been modified and I liked it”

I LOVE MY...

CBX550, the one with the covered disc 

brakes. Then I had a break from biking, 

and then came… this.”

He’s still, several years on, happily 

bemused that he bought a 2003 Suzuki 

VL800 Intruder. He’d suspected that he 

might one day like a middleweight 

shaft-driven cruiser, with an upright riding 

position and relaxed power delivery, but he 

was shopping around not for the Suzuki 

but for a Yamaha Virago, a much bigger 

seller in the UK. But then 

he saw the Suzuki, took it 

for a test ride, and hasn’t 

looked back since.

“It felt right. It had 

already been modified a 
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 Even the 

luggage has had 

the chrome and 

marble treatment 

– it’s all about 

continuity

 Function and form: 

Leather tailbag is a 

lovely touch – and a 

must for longer tours 

 Subtle it 

ain’t, but Mick’s 

heavily-detailed  

Suzuki 800 is his 

pride and joy

Custom grips

from Oxford get

tribal flames to 

match the heat

 Blue marble 

paintjob is well 

executed and 

looks a mile deep 

With a custom

bike the devil’s

in the detail

“The forum had been going for a while 

before I stumbled across it in 2009, having 

been looking for people to ride with. 

There’s a lot of knowledge on the site – 

some members have two or three 800s. 

Because it’s narrow, there’s lots of common 

ground and useful expertise. It’s all 800s, 

including the VL, VS, C and M and even 

the non-cruiser, the VX.”

Although Mick, a lighting engineer, has 

added individual touches to his bike, for 

him the big thrill isn’t working on his 

Intruder, it’s about riding. “It’s a relaxed 

bike, happily cruising at 50-70mph. I could 

fancy a Bandit 1250 or a Kawasaki 

Z1000SX, but I suspect I’d do exactly 

the same as I do on this.”

Non-standard parts on Mick’s bike 
Deep breath… Jardine exhaust; Custom Cruisers radiator 

cover; batwing fairing (an eBay pattern part); Givi E21 

panniers with the lids painted to match the tank; seat 

resculpted and upholstered by Motorcycle Seat Works in 

Bradford; Oxford Cruiser Hot Grips (the Cruiser grips get the 

chromed heat control); engine bars; pillion and rider 

footboards; bar risers with motif by Cyclops Helmets in Leeds; 

speedo face from Gunslinger; screen lowers made by a mate.
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LIVING LEGENDS OF MOTORCYCLING

Where did it come from? The 2016 

Triumph Bonneville is about to be 

launched, but the name goes back 

almost 60 years. The first Bonneville 

went on sale in late 1958, as a hotted-

up version of the 650 Thunderbird. The 

name was a reference to Johnny Allen’s 

214mph run on a Thunderbird-powered 

streamliner at the Bonneville Salt Flats.

The Meriden factory carried on 

making Bonnevilles right up to the 

end. When the Triumph name was 

resurrected by John Bloor at Hinckley 

in the late ’80s they initially shied away 

from anything too retro, but in 2001 the 

new Bonneville arrived and has been a 

global hit ever since. 

What’s changed? The old Bonneville

evolved from a relatively sporty 

four-speed 650 to a five-speed 750

that couldn’t hold a candle to the 

Japanese opposition. The Hinckley

Bonneville evolved from a 790 with 

carburettors to an 865 with fuel 

injection. Throughout, it’s been a naked 

air-cooled twin with simple styling. 

Various spin-off models have been 

offered, most successfully the 

Scrambler and the Thruxton café 

racer. For 2016 the Bonneville becomes 

liquid cooled.

Why do people like it? It handles fairly 

well and the engine’s fine, but the

Bonneville’s appeal is predominantly to 

do with the simple, elegant retro looks. 

You’re riding alongside the twinkle-

eyed ghost of Steve McQueen.

Cult rating 4/5 There’s a tendency in 

certain quarters to be sniffy about the 

Hinckley bike’s lack of authenticity, but 

in Italy, France, the US and elsewhere 

the modern Bonneville is celebrated as 

fun, stylish and easily personalised.

The problem is… The current Bonneville 

is on the heavy side for something so 

low, narrow and air-cooled – at 225kg, 

it’s a whopping 39kg heavier than 

Ducati’s Scrambler. The performance 

is shamed by a modern roadster such 

as Triumph’s own Speed Triple.

Without the Bonneville… Who knows, 

but it might be the case that without 

the Hinckley Bonneville as a ready 

source of reliable hardware, the 

current retro café racer scene, and 

the custom hot house around the Bike 

Shed, might never have happened.

(But it probably would – after all, the 

Kawasaki W650 was around for a 

couple of years before the Bonneville, 

and there have always been air-cooled 

Royal Enfields and Harleys.)

#5 Triumph Bonneville

Q I really like the look of the 

current Harley-Davidson Dyna 

range. I went for a test ride on the 

Street Bob and couldn’t believe

how awkward, uncomfortable and 

downright weird it felt. Was I doing 

something wrong? Does anybody 

actually ride these things?

 

A We know where you’re coming 

from – bikes like the Street Bob 

and Wide Glide feel very different 

from more mainstream machines. 

But the fact is that plenty of people

good distance to know that you don’t 

need to be a misshapen masochist to 

enjoy riding them – although a higher 

pain threshold would come in handy 

if you wanted to ride fast.

Fact is, as motorcyclists we are all 

prepared to put up with a degree of 

discomfort, and we generally adapt 

to whatever’s available.

Q Amid your recent plethora of

comparison tests involving

various permutations of current

BMWs you haven’t pitched the

S1000R against the R1200R. What

are the pros and cons of each?

A The S1000R is a delight if you 

want to use that wonderful, 

incredibly powerful four-cylinder 

engine and nimble, sophisticated 

chassis hard. It is also capable of 

more mundane use, but won’t feel 

in its element.

The R is a brilliant everyday 

all-rounder, with a characterful boxer 

engine and all-day comfort, that can 

also be a thrilling backroad blaster 

when required.

 Modern Bonnie is charming but a bit heavy

 T120: the original 

Bonneville and, for 

many, still the best

 BM’s nakeds are quite different
 Not a natural riding 

position, but willing 

riders can adapt

do ride them, as 

well as other more 

extreme bikes with 

higher bars and 

further-forward 

footrests or boards. 

You only need to go 

to a big custom or 

Harley event to see 

the number of riders 

who’ve come from a 
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 PRODUCT FOCUS

GEAR OVER THE YEARS

B
ECAUSE I NEVER throw 

anything out, I’ve got an attic

full of old bike gear, ranging 

from all the luggage off my 

Honda CX500 from 1986, to old

race leathers and more helmets, boots

and gloves than I can remember. Some

of it is kept strictly for nostalgia, and 

some of it is probably full of mice by 

now – but some of it is still in use. 

This selection is all at least 20 years

old – I know because it’s all to be seen

in the pages of the first few issues of 

RiDE from 1995. And while some of it

serves to show how far we’ve come in

that time in terms of quality and 

style, it’s also a reminder that if 

you buy right the first time, good 

kit can last and last.

20 years ago, biking was ruled by
sportsbikes and purple riding gear
By Kev Raymond Photographs by Jacques Portal

“This selection 
proves that if 
buy right, then
good kit can 
last and last”

AN OLD FRIEND

These gloves have done 

so many miles they could 

probably find their own 

way home. The downside 

is that they do hum a bit.

WHAT WAS I THINKING?

These Dainese summer gloves 

would perfectly suit a hot pink

 Ford Escort XR3 convertible.

 They haven’t seen much use,

 largely as they’re paper thin. 

FRANK THOMAS
WINTER KIT

 Twenty years ago, Frank Thoma

was everywhere. Some of it wasn’t

great, but some did the job really well.

On one visit to Frank Thomas’s

Northants HQ I came away with the Aqua

gloves, AquaSport oversuit and Aqua 

boots pictured here, and I’m still using 

them. The gloves have lost a couple of 

studs off the palm in a minor spill, but 

they’re still warm, cosy and comfy. Same 

goes for the boots – now supplanted by 

Sidi Gore winter boots, these are still 

good if I want to pile on a few extra pairs 

of socks. The oversuit is too bulky really, 

but still goes over leathers or textiles and 

I was definitely jealous of Jimmy when he 

produced an identical one on our 

rain-lashed round trip (see page 22).

THE WAY 
WE WO

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

20TH
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THE UK STANDARD

CE armour had only just come

into being, and hadn’t reached

most of us in 1995. But the top

UK makers had got together and

created standards for hide

thickness, stitch count, armour

and seam strength.

STAY SAFE, BE SEEN

These are glow-in-the-dark 

kneesliders, made for me by 

Wiz Racing’s Will Bennett in 

the late ’90s. They don’t glow 

any more, but they still slide...

UNIQUE LID

A Splat! design from 1994, 

this had unpainted side pods 

because they were forever  

snapping off.

SHAPED TO FIT

The comfort offered by Arai is 

often rated as second-to-none,

but the Quantum was the first

Arai that I found that fitted

the shape of my head.

OUCH!

Every suit panel is scuffed. 

These marks come from a

 Harris Yamaha YZR500 GP bike

 that chucked me off and then 

did a big burnout on my arm.

KEV’S CUSTOM KIT
20-odd years ago it was often 

cheaper to buy made-to-measure 

leathers than posh off-the-peg versions. 

These were made for me in 1991 by the lovely 

Alec (now sadly deceased) and Linda at 

Crowtree in Lincolnshire. Later they made me 

another pair when these got too tatty, but 

despite many crashes they never failed me.

I still wear them for the odd classic 

trackday, although Linda did tell me a while 

back to check the original stitching hadn’t 

started to rot. Simple foam armour at knees, 

elbows and shoulders – I never wore a back 

protector back then. Nobody did.

TURN OVER FOR 
THE GREAT LEAPS 
FORWARD IN BIKE KIT

TOUGH AS OLD BOOTS

As stylish as your grandad’s 

wellies, but about as practical 

too. These Frank Thomas 

boots have NEVER leaked, 

which is more than I can say 

about a lot of more modern kit. 
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GREAT LEAPS FORWARD

THE INVISIBLE

RIDING GEAR

T
HE STORY OF Knox is the story of 

motorcycle clothing in the last 20 

years. Starting on the racetrack, 

moving on to embrace road riders 

of every hue, and how freshly 

energised by the retro movement, they 

have been ahead of the curve all the way. 

In the face of indifference, hostility and 

confusion, founder Geoff Travell and his 

team have stuck to their central mission of 

making motorcycling less painful and more 

comfortable. They didn’t settle for inventing 

the back protector as we know it – they’ve 

continued to improve it. They helped base 

layers become mainstream and they’ve 

also revolutionised the humble glove.

So, Geoff, how did it all begin?

“My first job was making furniture. I was

taught to do it properly: cutting and sewing

fabric, patterning. In the early ’80s I started

a reupholstery business to fund my

The big changes involve ingenious use of 
new materials and new technology 
By Colin Overland 

motorcycle racing, making my own 

leathers and some for other local racers.

“In those days body armour involved

duct tape on the knees of my Barry Sheene

replica Bates leathers. At the end of 1981 I

had a bad accident at Snetterton and spent

six weeks in hospital with various breaks.

I was very lucky.

“I’d got to know Barry Sheene, and he

said he wore a cushion from his mum’s

sofa to protect his spine after his Daytona

crash. While in hospital the penny 

dropped: I’m an upholsterer. I contacted

our local foam supplier for the densest

packing material I could find. The guy who

made my fairings took a body form of me

in a racing crouch, and from that we made

Flip-fronts go mainstream

 Priding himself on a close connection to his customers, Geoff and the 

Knox team deliver the products people want – and never skimp on quality

a mould to shape a 

back protector. In 

December 1981 we 

made the first one.

ONE-HAND ACTION

Flip it up or down with

one hand for extra fresh

air, or for easier

communication

with others.

SHADES NOT NEEDED

Drop-down sun visor 

means no more stopping 

to change visors or put 

on sunglasses.

“It used 

foam of 

two different 

densities 

with a 

Velcro 

waistband. I 

was selling the 

back protector to the racers 

I knew and in 1982 I tried to 

do it commercially. I didn’t 

understand impact values or the 

science of it all, but I knew the 

difference it made. It won’t stop you 

breaking your bones, but will save you 

from cuts and bruises.

“In 1984-85 we spoke to various UK 

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

20TH
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nufactur

our into their road leathers,

road riders need it more

n racers. We got laughed

t of their offices.

It 1986-87 we launched the

t jacket with body armour,

got an industry award.

e next day we were

ndated. That was the

-Tek Elite waterproof

o-piece suit, with shoulder,

ow and back protection.

I didn’t know about patents. We gave

samples and within three months

everyone had dual-density grey and blue

armour, using the same shapes, and none

of it was ours.”

In the early ’90s Travell got wind of

impending CE regulations. While many

tried to fight or ignore the legislation, he

got onto various committees to put him in

a position to help draw up the regulations

in a way that would benefit bikers.

“The industry was concerned as they

couldn’t prove their gear was protective,

and they were worried about compulsion.

I was making body armour and I wanted

standards, so that other people’s claims

could be clarified. We were careful only

ever to claim that it’s better to wear our

armour than to not wear our armour.”

The company has been called Knox

since 1995, the year of the first CE

regulations on body armour. “MQP was

the first company to take on board the CE

regs and they ordered 20,000 pieces. Then

Belstaff and others came on board. For

three years we were the only people with

CE-approved protectors.”

They diversified – into gloves, layers,

armoured shirts, now the Studio collection

of urban gear – and improved: adjustable

waistbands and anti-chafing shoulder

straps on the back protectors, and a roll-up

version: “We’re always evolving, trying to

get to what the customer really wants. Most

people don’t want the ultimate. They want

enough. It’s a balance between the

ultimate and the affordable.

“A lot of what we’ve done is based on

customer feedback. We get a lot of letters

from people told by their surgeon that

without this product they wouldn’t now be

able to walk.”

TAKING CARE

It comes with a hydration

bladder pocket for long, hot

days in the saddle, and

integrated reflective stripes to

help you be seen after dark on

a drizzly ride home from work.

BEHIND YOU!

Drawing on desert experience,

there’s a removable pocket on

your bum. It can carry bits and

pieces less intrusively

than a rucksack.

Schuberth made their first motorcycle helmet

in 1954, their first with an integrated sun visor 

in 1984, and their first flip-up in 1999. They’ve 

also been the company behind BMW’s hugely 

popular System helmets. Now, flip-fronts are 

everywhere. Some are very good, and some 

are a lot cheaper than Schuberths. But the 

German company is the only helmet maker in 

the world with its own wind and acoustic 

tunnels, and that’s helped them create the 

smallest, lightest and quietest 

flip-front on the market. 

You may have a Knox back protector and not

know it; they’re a big supplier to jacket makers

 lothing now dominates the wardrobe of most 

 n tandem with the decline of the sportsbike 

  rise of the adventure look, the best jackets 

  s the Alpinestars Durban – mix 

on, comfort and practicality. 

  very best do it in a stylish, 

ely simple way. Where 

 is all that cleverness?

HIDDEN GENIUS

It looks and feels like a 

full-face lid, but with 

the bonus  of flip-up 

and drop-down available 

when needed.

PLAYING IT COOL

Neatly concealed vents

on the front, shoulders and

 sleeves keep temperatures

 under control.

WARM, DRY, SAFE

 Outer shell is all about

protection and pockets.

Warmth and waterproofing

come from a removable

Gore-Tex membrane.

SHRINK TO FIT

 Size adjusters on the arms

and sides ensure a snug fit,

however many or few layers

you’re wearing inside.

 First to last: 

Knox products are 

constantly evolving 

to keep riders as 

safe possible
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 PRODUCT TEST HEATED RIDING GEAR

“To get the most benefit from 
heated kit, sizing is so important”

HEATED KIT
THE  PRODUCT TEST

It’s more effective and easier to use than ever, 
but which is the right heated riding gear for you?
By Simon Weir Photographs by Mark Manning and Simon Lee

T
HE NIGHTS ARE drawing in and temperatures are falling. 

Yet while the sun might be losing its warmth, there’s no 

need to shiver on the bike this winter – not with heated kit. 

So no more complaining about the temperature – unless 

you’ve gone overboard and you’re too hot, that is.

The technology used in heated kit has come on in leaps and 

bounds since we last tested it four years ago. We’ve gathered 

together four sleeved jackets and six waistcoats that draw their 

power from the bike’s battery, along with battery-pack 

alternatives. We also have nine pairs of gloves to save your 

fingertips from freezing.

The great news is that almost all of the heated kit here is good – 

mostly very good. Which it should be, as it is all fairly expensive. 

The quality of finish is good across the board and levels of heat 

are generally extremely toasty. The biggest variations come in fit 

and style – which have a surprisingly large impact on the 

performance of the gear. 

Wearing heated kit

Heated kit needs to be worn close to the skin, though ideally not in 

direct contact with it. We’d recommend wearing a base layer 

beneath it, or a shirt – but putting a heated jacket on over several 

layers of jumpers and shirts defeats the object. The heating 

elements will warm the air trapped in those layers, but they’ll 

insulate the body from it. This is why sizing is so important: if a 

heated waistcoat or jacket is loose, it won’t warm you properly.

Our tests

We tested all the kit using a 12v motorcycle battery and the 

supplied wiring loom. We tested everything at its highest heat 

setting and have scored all the kit on five criteria.

Speed: It’s important for heated kit to get up to temperature before 

a chill sets in when you’re riding. Working inside a mobile 

refrigeration unit at 2°C, we used thermocouple dataloggers to 

measure how quickly garments reached their peak temperatures. 

Heat: For jackets and vests we took the peak temperatures in the 

chest and back to get a body score and – where appropriate – the 

arms. For gloves we took the temperature on the back of the hand, 

the palm and in the middle finger. We also conducted a wearing 

test to assess how evenly the heat was spread across each garment. 

Fit: Jackets and vests need to fit beneath riding jackets easily; 

gloves need to work sympathetically with cuffs and the wiring. 

Wires need to be easy to plug in. Any garment restricting 

movement or impeding fastening of the outer jacket is bad; gloves 

were marked down for reducing feel for the controls when riding. 

We tested each garment using a textile jacket with its own thermal 

liner fitted and again with the liner removed.

Controller: Check the spec to see if controllers are included: with 

many it’s an extra (there may even be multiple options). We tested 

how easy these were to fit and operate with gloved hands and also 

whether the wearer noticed the different heat settings.

Finish: Our assessment of the quality of materials, construction and 

durability of the garment, controllers and wiring looms.
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 Keeping warm is 

crucial in winter. If 

you’re too cold you 

can’t concentrate

FIT

Heated kit needs to fit snugly and  

not be too baggy. It also needs to fit 

properly beneath your outer layers, 

without making them hard to do up 

or overly restricting movement.

POWER SOURCE

Ultimate heat comes from 12v 

power, from the bike’s battery – 

but if you want to use a garment 

off the bike, consider kit

that uses a power pack or 

has an optional power pack.

SYSTEM

Can the heated gear you’re 

considering be expanded into 

a system? A heated jacket is 

one thing, heated gloves are 

another – a heated jacket 

that supplies power to 

gloves is better. If it’s 

really cold you might want 

a jacket that will also 

power heated trousers, 

socks and gloves.

CONTROLLER

Is the temperature controller

 included with the garment, or is it 

an extra? If it’s an extra, how 

much is it? If there’s a 

choice of controllers, 

which will be easiest 

to use, getting 

the best from your 

combination of

heated kit?

WIRING 

Know your bike: 

where’s the 

battery? If it’s not 

under the seat, you 

need to be able to 

route the wiring loom

 so the socket emerges 

at the front of the seat. 

You need enough wire to 

reach the jacket 

comfortably, so it won’t

 unplug if you shift in the saddle, but 

not so much that the end will drag on 

the road or dangle into the chain 

when it’s not plugged in.

Still not hot 
enough?
For more warmth, add more bits 

EXO2 StormShield heated glove 

(£120), Heatsole heated innersoles 

(£90), StormWalker2 heated gilet (£89) 

and StormWalker2 jacket (both have 

heated panels only in the lower back and 

inside the pockets), Heatwave heated 

back support (£70) and Heatband neck 

warmer (£60). Power packs are available 

for most garments (15v, with 

three-stage remote controller; 

or 12v with remote for EXOGlo). 

Gerbing 12v heated trouser 

liner (£170), heated socks (£85), 

glove liners (£85) plus other glove 

options: T-5 (£99) and TEX12 using bike 

power only; T12 (£150) and W12 

women’s glove (£143) using bike power 

or power packs. The B12-800 battery 

and charger kit (£160) comes with a 

three-step remote heat controller and a 

bumbag to carry the large power pack; the 

1.4A battery kit (£85) consists of two 12v 

power packs for gloves. There’s 

also an extensive range of 7v 

heated products, but for 

motorcycle use, 12v is 

recommended.

Keis X2 heated trousers 

(£140, without controller), 

X20 HiPowered 

bodywarmer 

(£140), X300 

heated innersoles 

(£160, with batteries and charger), X200 

heated inner gloves (£70). Optional 

battery pack and charger (£60-£90).

Klan Heated Inner jacket (£118.50), 

women’s jacket (£110), women’s 

waistcoat (£87), ultralight trousers 

(£87), heated trousers (£99) all without 

cables (add £21). Lycra socks (£50), inner 

gloves (£50) and several gloves: Prestige 

(£110), Racing (£122), Motorcycle (£125) 

and Easy (£77), all without cables (add £30).

Oxford Hot Vest Classic (£149) 

using 7v power pack, extra packs cost £55.

Warm and Safe Heated trouser 

liner (£157), heated socks (£59), 

women’s jacket (£175), heated 

glove liners (£59), Classic 

rider’s gloves (£95), 

women’s gloves (£95), 

Bluetooth remote single 

heat controller (£65) or 

dual controller (£100).
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Oxford 12v Hot Vest £149.99
Sizes XS-XXXL Controller included? Y Power pack option? N 

Powers gloves? N Powers other accessories? N 

www.oxprod.com

A tight fit is essential to get the large heating panels in contact with the 

body, after which the Hot Vest heats up quickly and evenly – it’s not the 

best here but it is really warm, with the low collar adding just a hint of 

luxury. The advantage of waistcoats is the lack of bulk and, even with 

that collar, there are no problems fastening the outer jacket properly. 

The Hot Vest fits comfortably inside our outer jacket when its thermal

EXO2 StormChaser £259.99
Sizes S-XXXL Controller included? N Power pack option Y 

Powers gloves Y Powers other accessories Y 

www.exo2.co.uk

The nicely finished StormChaser could pass for a casual jacket, once 

the glove wires are tucked into their pockets. The tall neck doesn’t stop 

the outer jacket doing up properly. It fits under the outer jacket with the 

thermal liner in, although the neck is then a little tighter when fastened. 

It’s not the fastest to heat up, but does get up to a good temperature, 

heating evenly across the front and back – sadly the arms don’t feel 

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Controller  . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 20/25

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Controller  . . . . . . . . 5

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 19/25

liner is in. The controller is included in the 

asking price and a simple push-button 

affair cycles through the four heat 

settings simply. It’s compact and slick, 

but the button is virtually impossible to 

feel when wearing thick gloves. Overall, 

the Hot Vest is well finished, non-sweaty 

and fuss free. 

quite so warm. The whole neck is heated: 

cosy. The breathable material means that 

even at full heat it doesn’t get sweaty. 

The chunky £50 inline controller cycles 

through four heat levels with a 

rubberised button that’s easily felt with 

gloves on – it’s the easiest to use here. 

An even simpler bar-mounted unit is £40. 

 Although no one 

will see it, the Hot 

Vest is stylish and 

fits beautifully

 Good warmth 

circulates across the 

body, but the arms 

aren’t given the same 

treatment

 Rubberised 

controller is 

tough and 

durable

 The Hot Vest’s 

pushbutton 

controller is 

simplicity itself
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Warm and Safe heated jacket liner £174.99
Sizes S-XXXL Controller included? N Power pack option? N

Powers gloves? Y Powers other accessories? Y

www.riderz.co.uk

The silky Warm and Safe liner feels old-school next to the other full

jackets, but it packs a massive punch. It may take a minute or so longer

to reach full temperature, but it does offer the highest overall heat.

It’s also the least bulky of the sleeved liners, fitting inside the outer

jacket when the thermal liner is in without stopping the neck fastening

properly. The only catch is that it’s the least breathable here, so it can

Gerbing 12v heated vest £149.99
Sizes XXS-XXXL Controller included? N Power pack option? Y 

Powers gloves? N Powers other accessories? N

www.gerbing.co.uk

Check the size you need carefully: Gerbing kit comes up large and a 

good, tight fit is essential to get the best out of this nicely finished 

waistcoat. It has one heating panel in the back and one on each side of 

the front, so they need to be properly in contact with your body. The 

high lined collar is also heated, and this is the only real gripe as it’s bulky 

and stops the outer jacket fastening fully at the neck. It gets hot quickly 

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Controller  . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 18/25

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Controller  . . . . . . . . 4

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 19/25

get a little sweaty on full heat. The £70 

dual controller, with one large knob for 

the gloves and one for the jacket, feels 

slightly Cold War-tech and is clumsy with 

gloved hands. A Bluetooth version (£95) 

can be mounted on the bars, where those 

knobs are easier to reach: simple and 

very effective. Just like the jacket.

and peaks at a respectable temperature. 

Despite the smaller size of the heating 

panels, the heat is felt nice and evenly. 

The optional controller is £40 and easy to 

use, otherwise it’s best to get the £10 

extension cable to plug it into the bike’s 

loom. If used with a power pack, that 

comes with a three-level remote control.

 A nice fit overall, 

but the high collar 

gets in the way of the 

outer jacket a little

 You’ll never get cold 

in this liner, sadly it’s 

not as breathable as 

its rivals

 The controller 

is a bit 1970s 

and hardly the 

last word in 

ergonomics

 £40 controller 

looks a little 

cheaply finished, 

but works well
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EXO2 StormRider

£179.99
Sizes S-XXL

Controller included? N

Power pack option? Y

Powers gloves? N

Powers other

accessories? N

www.exo2.co.uk

Keis X10 heated

bodywarmer

£109.99
Sizes 48-62

Controller included? Y

Power pack option? Y

Powers gloves? N

Powers other

accessories? N

www.keisapparel.co.uk

EXO2 ExoGlo

bodywarmer

£139.99
Sizes S-XL

Controller included? Y

Power pack option? Y

Powers gloves? N

Powers other

accessories? N

www.exo2.co.uk

Gerbing 12v heated

liner £169.88
Sizes XXS-XXXL 

Controller included? N 

Power pack option Y 

Powers gloves Y  

Powers other 

accessories Y 

www.gerbing.co.uk

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Controller  . . . . . . . . 5

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 18/25

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Controller  . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 15/25

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Controller  . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 14/25

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Controller  . . . . . . . . 4

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 17/25

The heat score is low 

because of the absence of 

sleeves and collar, but the 

StormRider does still keep

your core really warm and it

reaches its peak temperature

pretty quickly. Not having a

bulky collar or chunky 

Initially we found the X10 

slower to heat and noticeably 

less warm than the sleeved

X25 jacket – even allowing for

the fact that there are no

sleeves or collar. In fact,

sizing plays a crucial role as a

Styled like an outdoor 

garment, the ExoGlo comes

with a loom to connect it to

the bike. It builds heat more

slowly than some others

here, with heating panels only

in the lower back and on the

Outstanding in every respect 

but one: it’s so chunky. Even 

when the lining of the outer 

jacket used for all these tests

is removed it’s impossible to

fasten the outer’s neck. The

Gerbing’s arms are so bulky

they’re hard to get down the

sleeves helps the fit, as there’s no drama getting our outer jacket securely 

fastened at the neck. It’s even possible to retain the outer’s thermal liner as 

the StormRider is no bulkier than a chunky jumper. 

It shares the same easy-to-use £50 inline controller and £40 bar-mounted 

controller as the StormChaser, but can also be operated with a simple £5.50 

on/off unit. 

tight fit is essential to coax the heat from the chest and kidney panels. Even 

when that’s sorted out, it’s still not the hottest here. The real ace in the X10’s 

hand is how compact it is – even with the outer jacket’s thermal liner retained 

there are no issues with fastening the outer. It’s nicely finished and uses the 

same (should be £30, currently free) controller as the X25, so is equally fiddly 

with thick gloves on. However, at this price the X10 is a bargain.

chest, but it does eventually reach a decent temperature as the thick 

insulated material spreads the heat well. Despite the quilted look, it isn’t bulky 

and fits well beneath the outer jacket, even with the liner fitted. The low 

padded collar doesn’t stop the outer fastening but does bring welcome 

warmth to the neck. With a power pack option (including a three-step remote 

control) it could be ideal for short journeys and off-bike use.

outer jacket’s sleeves and they limit the bend at the elbow. Sizing is on the 

generous side, apart from the short sleeves. If you’re the right shape then it’s 

superb: well finished with a plush lining, a windproof exterior and elasticated 

cuffs. It reached full temperature faster than the other full jackets and was 

one of the hottest. The £60 dual controller sets glove and jacket heat 

independently and is easy to use. Power-pack options are available.

 A lighter weight 

option, but it still 

keeps the core warm

 Odd sizing really 

lets down an 

excellent jacket line

 Looks like a 1980s 

bodywarmer, but 

doesn’t warm the 

body that well

 Not as warm and 

slower to heat up, but 

good value at £110
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With all heated motorcycle kit you face a choice: using a 

power pack or wiring a loom onto the bike’s battery and 

plugging your kit into it each time you ride. What’s right  

for you depends on what you need from the kit and how 

often you intend to use it.

For all-day warmth, you want something wired onto the 

bike’s battery. The 12v current produces optimum heat 

and it never runs out, as the bike’s generator keeps the 

power up. The drawback is that you are tethered to the 

bike by a wire – in practice, not much of an inconvenience. 

Most bike-powered kit can expand to become a full 

system, with the one wire from the bike powering jacket, 

gloves, trouser liners, even inner soles or socks. You may 

not need all the extras, but for rides over an hour long kit 

powered from the bike is the way to go.

Heated gear that uses a power pack is convenient and 

flexible, as it can also be used off the bike – anyone who’s 

ever stood on a frozen touchline in winter, watching their 

kids play sport, will appreciate the off-bike benefits of a 

heated waistcoat. The trade-off with this is that most 

power packs can’t get a garment as warm as the bike’s 

12v battery. Even the best cool down as the charge 

diminishes – and then it runs out. But if you have only a 

short commute and can recharge the power pack while 

you’re at work, this can be the ideal solution.

Power pack or
bike battery?

Keis X25 heated

jacket £169.99
Sizes 48-62

Controller included? Y

Power pack option? N

Powers gloves? Y

Powers other

accessories? N

www.keisapparel.co.uk

Klan heated 

waistcoat £116
Sizes XS-4XL

Controller included? Y 

Power pack option? N 

Powers gloves? N 

Powers other 

accessories? N 

www.bits4motorbikes.co.uk

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Controller  . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 16/25

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Controller  . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 16/25

A well finished jacket that’s 

just a touch too bulky if worn 

with our outer jacket’s 

thermal liner fitted: the neck 

can’t be fastened and the 

arms are hard to bend. 

Remove the outer’s liner and 

things improve, but it’s still

An old-fashioned heated 

waistcoat with heating wires 

running up and down the 

back and front, the Klan still

manages to provide a decent

level of warmth, evenly

spread, including a pleasantly

heated collar. It doesn’t get

 Wiring a feed into 

the bike’s battery can 

be a five-minute job, 

depending on where 

it’s located

hard to fasten the neck around the chunky collar. The cut of the body is

slightly baggy, but the sleeves are a good length. More importantly, the X25

is a seriously warm garment, heat building steadily and evenly without 

becoming sweaty. The controller – which is supposedly £30 but has been 

included free with the jacket ever since it was introduced – is good but slick 

faced, so it’s impossible to feel the button with gloved hands. 

as hot as many of the other garments on this test, but that simply means

leaving the three-position sliding controller in its highest setting.

Fit is very good – it sits easily under our outer jacket, even with the liner in, 

and the neck isn’t bulky so doesn’t disrupt fastening the outer. The garment is 

£95, without wires: a pack with the wiring loom and controller costs another 

£21. It does feel like the no-frills option, but it’s a good no-frills option.

 Poor fit and poor 

controller let the  

X25 down

 Basic in style, but 

has a near-perfect fit 

– and it’s great value

“Most power packs 
can’t get a garment as 
warm as a 12v battery”
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Wind chill
Wind chill can strip warmth away as

soon as it’s generated. On a day when

the ambient temperature is 0°C, the

wind chill at 60mph will feel like -19°C.

Even when it’s a mild early winter 5°C

outside, doing 60mph will feel like -11°C.

This makes a windproof outer crucial,

but may also give heated garments that

have their own windproof facing an

advantage, as a second line of defence.

Keeping the wind out makes being

able to fasten the outer jacket securely

very important. It also makes being able

to retain the outer jacket’s thermal liner

helpful as this offers another layer to

disrupt with wind chill and trap warm

air against the body.

EXO2 StormGuard £99.99
Sizes XXS-XXL

www.exo2.co.uk

Klan Pro-Excess

heated gloves £135.88
Sizes XS-XXL

www.bits4motorbikes.co.uk

Keis X800i £149.99
Sizes S-XXL

www.keisapparel.co.uk

Gerbing XR12 £159.99
Sizes XXS-XXXL

www.gerbing.co.uk

Oxford 12v Hot Gloves £149.99
Sizes XS-XXL

www.oxprod.com

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Finish. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 17/20

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 12/20

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Finish. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 15/20

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Finish. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 15/20

Scores

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Finish. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 12/20

well under the

sleeves of our test

jacket. Can run be

powered from the

bike or from the

EXO2 StormChaser

jacket.

the wires can also

be felt, reducing

comfort. Comes

with a wiring loom

and three-position 

heating control 

(off, low, high). 

powered from the

bike with the

supplied wiring

loom or from a Keis

heated jacket, and

left a good feel for

the controls.

and knuckles.

The only catch is

the bulk: they are

too big for many

jacket cuffs. The

padded palm and

fingers limit feel.

the chunky cuff

didn’t fit under our

jacket. Wiring is

included. Activation

is via a button on

the back of the

hand.

These leather gloves with a proper knuckle 

protector and secure wrist adjuster warm up fast 

and are one of the warmest here, heating evenly 

across fingers, palm and the back of the hand. 

Though chunky, feel is reasonable and they fit 

Fabric gloves with proper knuckle armour. Though 

they feel thin, they generate enough heat to keep 

hands warm. They fit brilliantly with our jacket 

and the feel is superb. The only downside is that 

Well finished gloves with a proper knuckle 

protector and a superb control system: each one 

has a button on the back to cycle through three 

heat modes. Though heat builds more steadily 

than some, they do get good and hot. Can be 

Beefy leather/textile gloves with a robust knuckle 

protector. Can be powered with the included 

wiring loom, from a Gerbing jacket (set by the 

dual controller) or by cuff power packs. Powered 

from the bike, they get really warm on fingers 

Chunky leather-and-fabric gloves lack a hard 

knuckle protector but are thick and solidly made. 

They heat up quickly and keep hands respectably 

warm, though the lining is slightly sweaty. As 

they’re so bulky, feel is reduced when riding and 
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THE HEARTENING THING isn’t just that

all the kit we tested was good: it’s that

the choice and quality of heated kit has

clearly improved since we last tested

electrically heated riding gear four

years ago. All of the garments you see

here are good – every single one of

them can absolutely enhance your

cold-weather riding experience.

Of course, there are substantial

differences between them. For ultimate

heat we recommend that you plump for

a sleeved jacket liner; the Warm and

Safe one – which generated the highest

temperatures in our test – earns a Best

Buy award. The non-bulky, quick-to-

heat Oxford Hot Vest picks up the Best 

Buy for the waistcoats. They’re both 

very functional biking mid-layers. If you 

want a flexible garment that can be 

worn off the bike as well, we give 

Recommended triangles to the Gerbing 

12v Bodywarmer and the EXO2 

StormChaser jacket.

The competitively priced EXO2 

StormGuard glove wins our Best Buy 

award: as well as being one of the best 

all-round gloves here, it’s also the 

lowest priced one on test. However, 

the rugged and very warm Gerbing 

XR12 glove and Keis X800i also perform 

to an extremely high standard, so earn 

Recommended triangles.

When all the gear is of such good 

quality, you won’t regret investing in 

any of it, as it can all make riding on 

chilly days a comfortable delight.  

NEXT MONTH... 

High-end sat navs tested  

PLUS RiDE’s Winter Gear Guide

THE VERDICT

Gerbing G12 gloves £119.99
Sizes XXS-XXXL

www.gerbing.co.uk

Warm and Safe Ultimate

Touring Gloves £124.95
Sizes XS-XXL

www.riderz.co.uk

Keis X900 £130
Sizes XS-XXL

www.keisapparel.co.uk

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 13/20

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 14/20

Scores

Speed  . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Heat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . 12/20

are chunky enough 

to reduce feel 

slightly when 

riding, but they’re 

so warm you won’t 

mind. Good value  

at £120, too.

when riding and 

fits well with jacket 

cuff. If not powered 

through the jacket, 

wiring needs to be 

bought separately, 

costing £21.

Heat builds slowly, 

but is very good. 

Each glove has 

three settings, 

selected from a 

button on the back: 

a superb system.

Very warm but bulky gloves made of soft leather, 

but lacking knuckle armour. Come with a wiring 

loom or have the potential to plug into a Gerbing 

jacket – at which point temperature can be 

controlled with the Gerbing dual controller. They 

A very traditional-looking, comfortable 

soft-leather glove with a hard knuckle protector. 

Builds up to a good temperature, adjustable 

when powered through the jacket. Good feel 

Nicely finished leather gloves, but lack knuckle 

protection. Can be powered from the bike with 

the included loom, from the Keis heated jacked, 

or from cuff power packs. Without those, the 

cuffs will (just about) go under a jacket sleeve. 



Kidney belt is a

nice, warm, touch

 Suede panels to 

protect your paintjob

 Vents 

everywhere 

are useful
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 PRODUCTS QUICK TESTS

Rev’It Dominator GTX jacket 

and jeans £850/£590

www.revit.eu

THE NEW RANGE-TOPPING super 

suit from Rev’It has been designed 

with feedback from adventurers, 

professional riders and year-round 

bikers – and it’s interesting to see 

what they’ve come up with.

The outer is a thick, hardwearing 

Gore-Tex laminate, with adjustment 

belts just where you need them. It 

also has the highest level of CE 

approval for the shoulder, elbow, 

knee, hip and back armour, and a 

kidney belt. The trousers have a 

similar outer layer and SuperFabric 

on the outside and suede on the 

inside to protect your bike.

The jacket features a lot of venting 

and the collar is adjustable and can 

be held open, too. Then there are 

two good inside pockets, four 

outside, a large bum pocket, lots of 

reflective panels and cuffs I can’t

fault – they feature

lovely Lycra inner

sleeves with a thumb

hole that you can zip out

if you don’t like it. There’s even a 

secret pocket – I’m not saying 

where – for credit cards or 

passports. Beats putting them 

down your pants.

It took some time to break in the 

Dominator GTX as the material is 

really thick – 1000 miles sorted that 

out. And with proper armour comes 

weight, but if you want protection 

it’s going to be heavy.

As far as waterproofing goes, 

hard rain from Oxford to Norwich 

left me completely dry. Rev’It don’t 

include thermal layers – their 

research suggests that if you’re 

spending this much you want to 

choose your base and mid layers. I 

say for £1400 it should come with 

some of its own. Otherwise it’s well 

worth a look. MATT HULL

Designed
by you
Dominator GTX was born from
rider feedback – has it worked?

“It took some time to break in 
as the material is really thick”



Bosch AQT 45-14 X £279.99 
www.bosch-garden.com

NOT THE SNAPPIEST name, but this 

pressure washer from Bosch’s recently 

revitalised range is an impressive 

performer. It turns out the reason I’ve 

not had much luck in the past with 

pressure washers is that I’ve been 

looking for cheap and light. This is 

neither, but feels like it will last forever. 

It’s easy to use, comes with loads of 

relevant accessories and although it’s 

powerful, it can also be adjusted to 

allow use on more sensitive parts. CO

Venhill VT44 ratchet set £31.67
www.venhill.co.uk

HIGH-QUALITY 1/4IN DRIVE set with

8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 13mm and 14mm

sockets, two extension bars, a universal

joint and a natty ratchet spinner handle.

It also has 4mm, 5mm and 6mm

Allen-head drivers. The ratchet action is

good, though as it’s on a spinner-head

it’s not so important. If there’s a

drawback, it’s purely the massive

size of the storage box. It could all

fit into a far smaller

box that would

fit under a

seat: then it

would be

ace. SW

SDoc100 Dry Lube

Chain Spray £15.99 

www.motohaus.com

DESIGNED TO BE all you’d 

ever want from a chain lube 

– easy to use, transparent, 

reluctant to fling off, good 

in all weathers – this is hardly 

the cheapest you can buy 

(although that price is for a 

long-lasting 400ml can). 

But so far it has proved to 

be everything that its makers 

claim for it. CO

Roadskin Sports Gloves 

£59

www.roadskin.co.uk

I LOVE THE simplicity of these. 

There’s not much to them, but 

everything that is here is strong 

and functional. 

There’s a nylon outer, layers 

of waterproofing and insulating 

material and then a full lining 

of Kevlar to protect your hands 

if you’re unlucky enough to find 

yourself sliding up the road. 

Putting your hands straight 

into Kevlar, with no silky lining, 

might sound odd but in reality in 

feels perfectly natural. 

They’re on the chunky side, and 

the lack of sophistication in their 

design and construction reveals 

itself on warmer days when they 

don’t feel very breathable. But when 

the temperature drops they do a 

good job of being warm, dry and 

flexible enough to ensure you 

always feel well connected to your 

bike. There’s also a Cruiser version 

available for £10 less, that’s slightly 

shorter and has an even simpler 

exterior. COLIN OVERLAND

Sidi Vertigo Ladies £229.99
www.feridax.com

MY OLD SIDI Vertigos lasted me over 

10 years, so I’m hoping for another 

long-lasting relationship with this new 

version of the same boot.

I ordered a size bigger than last 

time as they’re quite narrow on the 

toe so hoped for a better fit. This was 

initially disappointing as the toe is still 

very narrow and my first wear proved 

slightly uncomfortable. Saying that, 

after a few hundred miles they have 

now definitely bedded in and are good 

enough to wear for a whole day. 

The safety features seem much the 

same, but there is now the addition of 

a Techno VR closing system allowing 

accurate fitting on the calf. I’m not sure 

about the shock absorbing heel as it 

means I can’t flip sidestands down 

easily, but I’ll get used to that and the 

benefits of heel protection if I do crash 

far outweigh the inconvenience.

There’s a bit more to the look, too, 

with detailing hinting at the fact they 

are women’s boots without a plethora 

of pink – although they do come in pink 

too if you so wish. CAROLINE BARRETT

TECHNO VR

Patented adjustable closing

system promises a more

snug and supportive fit to

your calf – no matter what

the size or shape.



Good, solid construction – and stylish, too
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TOUGH INSIDE

CE-approved armour

comes fitted in the elbows,

shoulders and back. GENUINE KEVLAR

The Beast employs proper

Kevlar from DuPont – and lots of

it – lining everything twice,

except the collar.

HANDY POCKETS

Ours is an early version, with no

secure fasteners – later

versions come with an extra

inside pocket for carrying

wallets, phones etc.

Heat Holders Neck Warmer

£5.99

www.heatholders.co.uk

YOU MAY KNOW them for their cosy

socks, but Heat Holders offer a large

range of thermal undies and other aids

to defying winter. This neck tube is

particularly good. Thick but not

intrusive, it has a (fake) furry lining that’s

most agreeable next to your skin, and

feels like it will last a long time. CO

Roadskin Beast jacket £179
www.roadskin.co.uk

THIS WAS A real surprise. I wasn’t sold

on the idea of this jacket at all, but when

I wore it I realised it worked a treat.

It’s designed to look like a casual

Shakin’ Stevens-style denim jacket, but

not all is what it appears. Inside, there’s

a double layer of 320g DuPont Kevlar,

providing an impressive level of

abrasion resistance if you suffer the

misfortune of hitting the road.

Also concealed inside is CE-approved

armour on the elbows, shoulders and

back. It’s serious enough to be

protective, but not so thick and heavy

to mess with the casual nature of the

jacket. And behind the column of

traditional metal buttons down the

front you’ll find a zip that helps hold

everything in place more snugly than

buttons alone could do.

It’s strictly for sunny days and low

speeds, as it isn’t waterproof or

particularly warm. But it’s very

comfortable on or off the bike and

gives a wonderful feeling of free

movement. CO

Alpinestars Oscar Charlie 

Denim Pants £159.99 

www.alpinestars.com

ON A TECHNICAL level, these jeans 

aren’t in danger of pushing any 

boundaries: a simple denim construction 

with Kevlar panels in the rear and knees, 

and some removable armour. 

So while they may not be state-of-the-

art, they are the best fitting, most 

comfortable bike jeans I’ve found – so 

much so that I keep them with my real 

world clothes and not my bike gear. 

They strike a perfect balance with 

feeling sturdy enough on the bike, but 

are breathable enough to wear all day 

in the office. And because they’re cut 

like proper high street jeans, I wear 

them in the pub, too. Squeezing a 

chunky boot under the legs just isn’t 

going to happen, but anything lower-

profile is nice and easy. LEE SKELLETT

Zip, not the 

buttons, does 

the work 
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 LONG-TERM KIT

THE 10,000 MILE

HOW WE TEST KIT
No other British motorcycle 

magazine goes to as much 

trouble as RiDE does to obtain, 

use, compare and appraise kit. 

As well as conducting several 

RiDE Product Tests every year, 

we are constantly using new

and familiar kit, featured here.

Where to buy it A growing 

selection of gear endorsed by 

RiDE is available from a special 

RiDE zone on the MCN Shop 

website. Find it by clicking the 

link at www.ride.co.uk.

JARGON BUSTER
CE approval: European 

product safety labelling 

system. Check what the CE 

label on a garment applies to 

– is it the whole jacket or just 

the armour? For boots, look 

for CE EN 13634; for jackets 

and trousers it’s EN 13595; for 

body armour it’s EN 1621 

(where Level 2 is more 

protective than Level 1).

Remember, you don’t have to 

wear CE-approved gear, but if 

it’s not CE approved, it can’t be 

sold as protective clothing.

  Sharp: UK government 

helmet-testing scheme 

– see sharp.direct.gov.uk

MISSED ONE OF OUR 
PRODUCT TESTS?
In November 2015 we tested 

adventure boots; in October 

it was short boots and 

oversuits; and in September 

adventure helmets. You can 

order recent print editions 

of RiDE from 01858 438884, 

and buy tablet editions 

from Google Play or the 

Apple Newsstand.

SURVIVOR 

Impressive that the

 suit is still going

 strong, and 

impressive that

 Matt can still fit into it.

SEE AN R-REG car or bike nowadays and

it’s fair to say it’s old. It was 18 years ago 

– Major gets booted out by Blair, JK Rowling 

finally finds a publisher for her children’s 

novel about a schoolboy wizard... and I get 

my first made-to-measure leathers.

I was a motorcycle instructor at the time 

and had started doing trackdays in some 

borrowed Crowtree leathers. They didn’t fit 

properly, but I could feel the quality. A local 

shop then became an agent for Scott 

Leathers, who at the time seemed to be the 

only leathers TT racers – my heroes – wore.

Scott Leathers is still run by Jimmy Aird, 

ex-factory motocross racer, based in 

Barnard Castle. When a Dainese or 

Alpinestars suit was £1000, these were 

cheaper at around £600 – but it was still too 

rich for me. The shop (Elmers), said they 

would do a deal if I had their logo on them, 

and the school contributed too, bringing 

them down to about £ 250. I was a standard 

UK size 44 but have skinny arms and longer 

legs which needed making specially. 

Six weeks later my freshly made leathers 

arrived. The black leather had a glossy 

blackness and the contrasting yellow 

stitching and logos looked brilliant. For the 

first time my sliders were in the right place.

I wore the trousers most days for over 10 

years and the jacket when I knew it wouldn’t 

rain. The comfort of a tailored suit cannot 

be over-estimated – it really does make you 

a better rider, especially on track. The 

heavy T-Pro armour (now Forcefield) was 

reassuring in the couple of minor accidents 

and I estimate my suit has covered close to 

half a million miles. Yet although the knees 

are starting to look a little tired, none of the 

stitching has failed, none of the leather has 

torn, neither of the zips have broken.

I was proud of my suit 18 years ago and I 

am still just as proud. MATT HULL 

 Stitching 

looks great 

for over half 

a million miles 

of wear 

 Scott has 

equalled 

quality for 

over 30 years

Scott race replica two-piece suit | Bought: 1997 | Cost now: from £820

“Why made-to-measure 

needn’t mean expensive”



 HANDS ON TYRE TEST
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S
EEING THAT YOUR tyres need 

replacing is rarely a pleasurable 

experience. Do you stick with the 

tyre you’ve been using, or a make 

your friend raves about, or take a 

punt on something new? If you’re brave 

enough to venture to a new manufacturer 

the main players include –  in no particular 

order – Dunlop, Michelin, Pirelli, 

Bridgestone, Continental and Avon. But 

have you ever considered Maxxis?

Maxxis are proud of the fact they are the 

largest tyre company you’ve never heard 

of. And if you have heard them, it’s likely to 

be because of their importance in the 

scooter, off-road and budget areas of the 

market. They have been making tyres 

since 1967 and currently produce a 

staggering one million tyres a day, for 

everything from bicycles to earth movers.

They have just released a new sports 

touring tyre, the Supermaxx ST; this is a 

massive step for the Taiwanese company, 

who invested in new machinery to be up 

there with the traditional big players, and 

it’s taken five years. Although made 

by a Far Eastern company, the 

Supermaxx ST is primarily 

designed for the European 

market, so after initial 

R&D was carried out in 

Taiwan the rest has been 

carried out in the 

Netherlands. 

Race veteran Chris Walker 

has had plenty to do with the 

development. As long ago as 

2012 Walker would receive 

unmarked carcasses to evaluate– their 

rivals’ tyres as well as their own. Bringing 

a racer in to develop a road tyre may seem 

strange, but he was able to help Maxxis 

understand the sporting element of tyre 

design, working specifically on the profile 

and sidewall stiffness. 

Previous tyres had used a Kevlar belt 

construction, so this is where development 

first started, but they ran up against a 

performance brick wall so the whole 

concept was scrapped. A steel belt was the 

Maxxis’ Sportmaxx ST gives sports 
touring riders a good new option 
By Matt Hull

The new kid 
on the block

only answer to give them what they 

wanted – which is where the new 

machinery came in. New silica-rich 

compounds (to help wet weather grip and 

longevity) work with a more uniform 

pattern to give further predictability. 

We tested the new tyres on a variety of 

bikes on track and road. A sports touring 

tyre may not be a race tyre, but why 

shouldn’t you be able to do the odd 

trackday on your road bike? Their 

confidence in the product proved to be 

well founded - the Sportmaxx ST is superb.

Trying the tyres on a Spanish track with 

an air temperature of 29º (with the tyre 

pressures dropped to 31psi front and 28 

rear) offered a very pleasant surprise. This 

 On road and track 

the Sportmaxx ST is  

both stable and 

confidence-inspiring



involved a variety of familiar sportsbikes,

including the Suzuki GSX-R1000, KTM

RC8R and Kawasaki ZX-10R, as well as

Yamaha’s sporty FJR1300 tourer and the

new Suzuki GSX-S1000F. The front felt

stiff yet accurate, and as confidence in it

grew it allowed me to brake as hard in a

straight line as on a race tyre, and almost

as hard while braking and cornering.

One stint was over 10 laps of the

3.5-mile Ascari track, but even so the

tyres gave no signs of overheating,

squirming or being out of their depth. 

The back straight has two daunting 

flat-out corners but whichever bike I was 

on the tyres gave no problems, with great 

accuracy and a nice progressive turn-in 

as the tyre rolled over to its side. This is

something Chris Walker is particularly

proud of, having worked hard to produce

a profile that allows the tyre to tip into a

corner in a gradual way, not like falling

off a cliff. This should help confidence in

wet riding, too, although we didn’t have

any rain during our test.

The rear always felt it was doing as it

should and warmed up quickly enough

to be on the pace by the second lap. It

squirmed a little under power while

leaned over, especially in the transition 

from one side to the other, but this was 

always predictable and didn’t get any 

worse as the laps ticked on. Don’t 

forget this is a road-based tyre 

“I was really impressed – this 
puts Maxxis in the title race”

designed for you to go touring on - 

managing a 1000cc sportsbike’s power 

while on its side is a real achievement. 

After a couple of quick track sessions a 

sport touring tyre should be looking fairly 

ragged, with bobbling and a blueing on the 

surface. The bobbles are from the 

compound getting too hot and the blue is 

where the oils are coming to the surface 

because of the heat being more than they 

are designed for. The Sportmaxx ST had 

neither, even after Walker had been 

abusing them on naked bikes with more 

basic suspension (giving the tyres a harder 

time). Even by the end of the day no tyre 

had more than a little surface feathering.

The boffins on hand explained they use 

fewer processed oils in the compound and 

more silica to help manage the heat in the 

tyre and offer better wet grip. The only 

evidence of track riding was that the 

leading edge of the tread on the rear tyre 

was rounded off through gripping under 

acceleration. This would affect how well it 

cut through water, but then how often are 

you accelerating full pelt in the wet?

We also rode some of the demanding 

roads around Ronda. Mile after mile of 

heavenly twisty roads looks like fun but 

the roads require respect as the surfaces 

can change suddenly, break up or just 

disappear under dust. Then there is the 

invisible olive oil dropped from the fields to 

add a little excitement. The different bikes I 

tried all felt stable, with a confident feel 

tipping in and flicking from left to right. I 

could brake hard enough to produce 

stoppies or getting the ABS to cut in. And 

there was no slip under full acceleration.

I was really impressed – this brings 

Maxxis into the title race. The popular size 

combination of 120/70 ZR17 front and 

180/55 ZR17 rear will cost you £197, with 

the first stocks arriving at 

dealers in January. 

Chris Walker 

knows a thing 

or two about 

torturing tyres

 Less processed 

oils equals a better 

all-weather tyre 

– who knew that?
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED

EQUIPMENT Front and rear 

paddock stand, sockets and Allen 

keys – also a friendly tyre-fitter for 

removing tyres. A tap set, wet and 

dry rubbing paper, brake cleaner,

a Stanley blade, one can of etch 

primer, two cans of top coat and 

one of lacquer. Threadlock.

DIFFICULTY RATING

Steady the bike then take the wheels off
Paddock stands make it easier to remove front and rear wheels. Rear 

stands have either cups that hold under the swingarm (pictured), or forks 

that locate on the bobbins some bikes have sticking out of the swingarm.
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 HANDS ON PAINTING WHEELS

T
HEY GET SCRATCHED by tyre fitters, forgotten on the 

weekly clean, and have road crud, brake dust and chain 

lube thrown all over them. So it’s no surprise your wheels 

can easily start to look secondhand, letting your otherwise 

perfect bike down. But with a little work, and following the 

tips in last month’s story about painting with spray cans, you can 

get them looking like new. 

It costs less than you think, but it does take time – so it can be a 

perfect job for winter. You need to get the wheels off the bike, take 

off the tyres and discs, prep the surface and then paint. Once the 

paint has hardened, everything has to go back on. None of the jobs 

are very technical – unless you have the trouble we did removing 

our discs – but you need to be patient and thorough. 

Paint your wheels
Get your bike looking like new 
by treating your wheels to a 
coat of paint – for as little as £40
By Matt Hull

How to...

MATT SAYS...
It’s worth re-reading last 

month’s story about painting 
panels with spray cans before 
starting work on your wheels, 

because the advice we 
gave there about careful 

prep applies just as 
much here.
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Transform your wheels one step at a time

1  
Tap the threads

To avoid threading the nuts when you

put everything back together, run a tap down

the holes to clean the thread of any old thread

locker or corrosion. This will help you to torque

the new bolts up without damaging the thread.

4   
Get the gunk off

Years of brake dust, chain lube and road

grime needs to come off fully or it will block up

your rubbing-down paper. Use a cotton rag for

best results and if you have no brake cleaner

Gunk will work just as well.

2    
Check they’re straight

Before you start rubbing them down,

check the wheels don’t need repairing. To do

this use a paddock stand or axle stands to hold

the spindle so you can spin and inspect the

wheel for dings or bends. 

5   
Rubbing down

Aluminium wheels can corrode badly

once water gets under the paint. Use a 

coarse-grade wet-and-dry paper on the bad

sections, working down to 300 grit, otherwise

you could flatten the rough finish.

3   
Stripping the old paint

Our local bike shop removed the tyres 

for us so we could get to the paint around the 

sealing face – this helps prevent paint chipping 

off when you fit new tyres. Get any wheel 

weights off with a scraper or Stanley blade. 

7   
Coat with etch primer

Get a light but thorough coat of etch

primer onto the whole wheel. It’s best to do one

side at a time so you can move the wheel to

paint in the nooks and crannies, or paint it 

hanging on its spindle supported by a stand.

6   
Key coat

The next stages are similar to last 

month’s panel painting advice, except wheels 

are much more complicated shapes. Quite often 

a light coat of etch primer will help show up the 

areas that need more rubbing down. 

8   
Apply the top coat

With the etch coat dry, think about the

route you’ll take with the top coat – paint the

spokes first, then the hub and lastly the outer

rim and lip. If you can paint it on the spindle

you can spin the wheel while holding the can.

9   
Lacquer

With the top coat 

dry, a decent coat of 

clear lacquer can go on. 

This will give a glossy 

finish as well as a hard 

protective top coat. 

Once that’s right, leave 

for as long as you can 

before refitting the 

tyres and discs and 

slotting the wheels back 

into the bike.
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 HANDS-ON OUR BIKES

DUCATI 400SS

Bought from the editor 

after he dropped a 

lawnmower on it, this 

1992 grey import is 

underpowered and 

overweight, but tweaked 

suspension gives great 

handling. It’s still a 

Ducati. And it’s red. 

 THANKS To Ian Potter of Tank 

Care Products for supplying the kit 

and advice. Ian can seal your tank 

for you, starting at around £100 for a 

sound but superficially rusted tank. 

He can also open, repair and repaint 

seriously rusted tanks. TCP’s 

Sureseal is also suitable for plastic 

and fibreglass tanks vulnerable to 

high ethanol levels, although they 

may need extra surface preparation.

www.tankcareproducts.co.uk 

07834 415921

W
HEN I TRIED to resurrect the 

Ducati a few months back, I found 

the tank was badly rusted in the 

rear corner - a common issue as 

water sits there and rusts it from 

the inside out. Two choices: get it cut, welded, 

filled and painted, or seal it chemically. No 

question that the former is the best, but it’s 

expensive, invasive and  time-consuming. 

Chemical warfare it is then.

I’ve used sealants in the past, but this time I 

wanted to try a relatively new product from 

Tank Care Products in Norfolk. Sureseal is a 

two-part epoxy that claims to be immune to 

ethanol attack, even at high concentrations. 

We chose the 500ml kit (£63.96, including p+p) 

for tanks up to about 18 litres. The Ducati’s is 

17.5 litres, but with hindsight it has an awkward 

internal shape which means it has a lot of 

surface area for its volume, so we may have 

been better off with the 750ml kit at £72.08.

Ian Potter from TCP makes it clear that the 

instructions have to be followed to the letter, 

especially the bit about warming the sealant 

and the tank to above 45°C before combining 

the two. I’m not good at following instructions, 

but I know someone who is - my wife Carole 

has a degree in physics and a doctorate in 

materials technology. She’s got her own lab 

coat and safety glasses and everything...

Fixing internal tank rust? Time to call in the experts

Kev’s

DUCATI 400SS

TOP TIP

Use masking tape to protect 

from spills. It’s easy enough to 

clean spills off when it’s wet, 

but practically impossible once 

it starts to cure, so be careful 

and keep some nail varnish 

remover and rags handy.
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WHAT YOU GET IN THE BOX
 The Sureseal kit in its entirety. We don’t 

actually need the small metal tin – that’s a 

special chemical designed to dissolve any 

previous sealant and turn it into easily removed 

chunks that can be hoovered out. 

ARREST THE RUST
 First go with the de-rusting treatment is 

pretty impressive. You need to swill it around at 

intervals. Once done, you need to get on with the 

process pronto or it will flash-rust alarmingly 

quickly (see here) and you’ll have to start again.

MIX THE GLOOP
 It takes some perseverance to come up with 

an even creamy colour, but it’s important to get 

it right. Once mixed, you have a limited time 

before it starts to go off (exact times depend on 

the ambient temperature) so best get cracking.

GIVE IT A GOOD SWILL
 Pour the mixture in and swill it about - this 

is not as easy as it sounds. It really didn’t want 

to flow and seemed to be going off quite 

quickly. Warming it again from the outside 

helped it flow again, but it was still reluctant.

MATCH TEMPERATURES
 Our eBay-bought ultrasonic cleaner has a

built-in heater, so it can be used as a bain-marie

to thoroughly heat the two sealant components.

Ian sells an infra-red temperature gauge, but

we used a lab-standard thermocouple device.

WARM THE TANK
We used a combination of a hairdryer and a

heat gun to dry out and then warm the tank.

In retrospect it would have been better to sit

the tank on an electric radiator as well, to

completely soak the whole structure with heat.

ADDRESS THE PROBLEM
 Before. And that’s after all the loose stuff 

was cleaned out... The worst bit is where 

water’s collected when the bike’s on its 

sidestand. This rust-clogged stub is supposed 

to be the drain for the filler neck. 

MIND THE GAPS
 Blocking off the main fuel tap hole. You have 

to get creative in blocking up holes and pipes - 

this is the bottom half of a 35mm film canister. 

For the internal pipes I used short bits of rubber 

tube with old screws forced into them.

AFTER...
 Not pretty, but should be effective. Ian says the curtaining effect is probably due to trying too 

hard to keep it moving about as it was starting to gel. The main thing is that there’s good 

coverage over the badly damaged corner. Now it needs to sit in a cool place for 48 hours – then 

remove the protective plugs on fuel taps and lines and allow to cure for a week before refitting.

How it 
should look
Here’s one Ian prepared earlier. Why 

doesn’t ours look this neat? Well, partly 

because we needed a bigger kit and 

partly because I think we needed to heat 

it more in the first place - stopping to take 

pics probably didn’t help as it allowed it to 

cool and gel too quickly. Another reason 

is that I’d had the kit on the shelf for over 

a year, so it’s possible that some solvent 

in the sealant had evaporated, making it 

thicker than it should have been. Mostly 

though, it’s just that Ian does this every 

day, so he’s very good at it... 

 Smooth as you 

like. That’s what 

you get with the pros
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 LONG-TERM TEST SUZUKI BANDIT 1250S

“The Bandit won’t 
read your mind, but 
you need to relax 
and just trust it”

 It’s a simple bike but some 

of its strengths take a while 

to become apparent
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The 1250 reveals its rugged affability on a ride to the Lakes
By Colin Overland Photographs by Simon Lee

Big, friendly, pliant

Y
OU DON’T NEED to be a scientist or an 

engineer to understand that an engine will 

have a speed at which it’s happiest: at its 

smoothest, most responsive and most 

economical. In fact, this also tends to apply to 

whole bikes, not just engines – at some point all the 

different forces involved will come into alignment to 

make you feel at one with your machine.

After 4000 miles with the Bandit 1250, I think I’ve 

found it. It’s the range from around 60 to 90mph in 

fourth gear, at 4000 to 6000rpm. There’s a lively turn 

of acceleration available, a nicely supportive amount 

of wind hitting your chest from the half fairing, and 

the feeling that the tall, big Suzuki is eager to go 

where you want it to.

At lower speeds it can feel long, heavy and 

reluctant to turn, while at higher speeds it can feel as 

if it’s straining uncomfortably, and you’re conscious 

of the lack of immediacy in the braking system.

All this became apparent during a two-day, 

500-mile ride from the Midlands to the Lake District 

and back recently. Until then, I’d been happy enough 

trundling around on the Bandit, enjoying its comfort 

and every so often indulging in a blast up to the

9500rpm redline for the sheer pleasure of

accelerating quickly for no particular reason.

My Lakes trip involved a lot of rain, none of which

caused particular problems for bike or rider, but did

serve to encourage a bit more motorway use than

normal and perhaps slightly lower speeds. The

Suzuki is a great companion in such circumstances.

It has that wonderfully relaxed, unstressed, entirely

trustworthy feel that prompts you to speculate that

if Harley-Davidson made an inline-four sports

Spec 1255cc inline four, 97bhp, 254kg

New price in this spec £7299

Current mileage 4068

Average mpg 48.3

600-mile service £85

What’s next?

Some new tyres, any day now. And 

there’s always more luggage to try.

OUR BANDIT 1250S

SUZUKI 

BANDIT 1250S

Reliable, practical, 

big-bore fun courtesy of 

the reborn big Bandit. 

Simplicity and great 

value were the bywords 

for the previous model 

– and they still are.

tourer, it would probably be a lot like the 

Bandit 1250.

The surprise came north of Lancaster,

when the weather brightened, traffic

eased and the possibility of fun arose.

The Bandit’s design and technology are

all very last-century, and there’s no

point trying to ride it like a more

modern machine such as the Yamaha

MT-09; the Bandit won’t read your

mind, but it will go where you want it to

if you relax, trust it and give it a decent

amount of throttle. Get it into its broad,

deep sweet spot and it feels lighter,

more responsive and more agile – more

on your side – than at lower speeds.

It’s not pretty but it works
After months of experimentation, I’m very pleased 

with the luggage combination I’ve settled on. The 

tankbag is an Oxford 1st Time 18-litre magnetic. 

Simple and good value, it got a Best Buy triangle in 

our last tankbag test and is yours for around £40.

The tail pack is the Bags Connection Cargobag 

(£121.43) from Motohaus, a soft 50-litre bag that 

straps onto your rear seat. It’s overnight or 

long-weekend size (bearing in mind you won’t be 

carrying a pillion) and while the main compartment 

isn’t huge, it’s easy to get to, plus it has a 

genuinely waterproof liner bag. The side pods 

aren’t quite so dry, but certainly carry more than 

they look capable of. The Cargobag’s got a 

concealed carrying handle and it’s also designed 

for easy fitment of the optional Tent Bag, which 

clips on and off quickly. 

That Tent Bag (£33.43) is superb, although I’ll 

admit that I’ve not actually carried a tent in it. It’s 

great for keeping one lot of luggage separate from 

another (bike clothes vs civilian clothes, for 

instance, or clean vs dirty). It’s tough and light, 

and can be fitted to pretty much any bike 

regardless of whether you have the Cargobag.

 Colin’s carrying 

combo is plenty for 

a long weekend
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 LONG-TERM TEST YAMAHA TRACER

The Tracer is a brilliant machine – but
 the handling has taken some sorting

Kill the twitch

L
ET’S BE CLEAR from the 

outset: the Tracer 

handles brilliantly. If you

ride it sensibly, within

hailing distance of the

speed limit, you’d swear it was

one of the most composed

bikes ever made – especially

if you’re an average-size rider.

Unfortunately, at 6ft 5in and

16 stone, I’m anything but an

average-size rider (more an

average-size rugby forward).

And I must confess that

sometimes I give in to 

temptation and apply my own

definition of sensible speed –

only in the name of

went the other way, softening it, and found that a 

little less rebound seemed to improve the stability 

without turning the front end into a pogo stick.

It’s not a quick process. I’d adjust one thing at a 

time, get used to it for a week, then change another 

thing – all in the name of making sure of the effect 

each change had. It was worth the effort as now I 

find the Tracer reassuringly stable at all speeds. 

TRACER TYRES
During this time, I’ve also changed 

tyres. This is significant, as worn 

tyres can affect stability. Dunlop 

D222s were OK until they started 

squaring off – which was when I 

started noticing the wobble. Pirelli 

Angel GTs were noticeably better, 

but still got the shakes at the end of 

their life. The current Michelin Pilot 

Road 4s, benefiting from the set-up 

work already done, are the most 

stable so far... but we’ll see what 

happens as they wear further.

YAMAHA MT-09 

TRACER

One of 2015’s biggest 

successes, and it’s clear 

why. Same torquey 

three-cylinder engine 

and agile chassis as the 

MT-09, with added 

half-faired practicality.

performance testing of the bike, naturally. This made me 

question the Tracer’s stability. 

Smooth roads were never a problem. It was rougher 

surfaces that, at anything over 80mph, could set off a 

small oscillation at the bars. It wasn’t bad, but it felt 

unnervingly like it could easily escalate into a 

tankslapper – I must stress that it never did. Accelerating 

hard on bumpy roads or clipping a cat’s eye when 

changing lanes could set it off, even getting hit by a 

strong side wind when leant right over was enough to 

make the bars twitch. 

So I set about adjusting the suspension to dial it out. 

I’d already imposed a rough hike of preload to account 

for my weight: but measuring the laden sag showed 

that, actually, I’d overdone it slightly. That improved 

things, pushing the point where the canoeist waggle of

the bars would appear further into the ‘not normal

usage’ speed range. 

As well as preload adjustment on the forks and rear

shock, the Tracer also has rebound damping adjusters

front and rear. I started by increasing the rear rebound

damping in half-turn increments: one step felt better;

two felt worse. Then I tried firming up the front 

damping, but the more I added, the worse it felt. So I

 Little by little: a 

tweak here and there 

has helped stabilise 

the Tracer at speed

 Tracer made light 

work of a trip to the 

battlefields of Verdun

Spec 847cc inline triple, 113bhp, 210kg

Price in this spec £9008

Current mileage 7020

Average mpg 48

What’s next?

Fitting alternative hard panniers.

OUR MT-09 TRACER
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SUZUKI GSX-S1000

More or less a

GSX-R1000 sportsbike

with no fairing and high,

wide bars. The engine is

from the much-loved K5

GSX-R1000, detuned to

143bhp for naked bike

duties. It’s fast, but

is it good?

STANDARD ADJUSTED

Fork preload 16mm 10mm

Fork damping 7 clicks 8 clicks

Shock preload position 4 position 6

Shock damping 1 .5 turns 2 turns

MY SUSPENSION SETTINGS

NOTE: This won’t suit everyone – suspension settings need 
to be tailored to your own size, weight and riding style.

SPEC 999cc inline four, 143bhp, 209kg

Price in this spec £9635

Current mileage 6154

Average mpg 48.6

What’s next?

It’s not urgent, but I’m keen to find the 

time to tweak the suspension and brakes.

OUR GSX-S1000

 Much better view 

ahead than on a 

traditional sportsbike

 A little C-spanner 

action can give you the 

stability you crave

the way of traffic for the first 

few miles, but once I’m slogging 

along the dual carriageway 

there’s a little more – and 

occasionally there’s a queue 

backed up from the A47 exit. 

I’m curious to see how the big 

Suzuki copes in city traffic, but 

on my journey it has an easy 

time. The upright riding position 

gives me a commanding view of 

the road so that queues can’t 

WITH A BIG birthday

to celebrate and an

Italian holiday this

month, I haven't 

had much time 

with the GSX 

apart from 

commuting. It’s 

very good at this 

– I enjoy the ride 

to work on the S.

My journey is 16 

miles, starting with 

some twisty country 

B-roads to reach 

the A1. I don't 

encounter much in 

catch me out and I

feel in total control

of the bike. For a big

bike it’s not actually 

that big and, when 

necessary, I can 

thread in and out of 

the traffic with ease.

The downside of 

dual carriageway 

miles is that the 

tyres are showing 

signs of squaring off. 

Though it arrived 

with over 4000 miles 

on it, if these are the 

originals they’ve 

lasted well: with 6154 miles on 

the clock, that’s a decent life for 

a rear tyre. On the plus side, the 

fuel consumption is pretty good: 

its onboard computer reckons 

it's averaging 48.6mpg.

I’m going to try to get one 

more good weekend away 

before the weather turns. I still 

want to see if I can improve the 

brakes and adjust the 

suspension to suit me better. 

Commuter 

express
It’s not built for commuting, but 
the naked Suzuki is very good at it



GOT 
ALL THE
GEARS
But do you have the right idea
about using them to best effect?
By Simon Weir

WRONG GEAR

In too high a gear, this rider is

finding the bike has a tendency 

to push on, meaning more work 

to fight it through the turn.

T
HERE'S AN EASY way to make most bikes feel better. 

It's not a secret – in fact, it's so simple that many 

people don't even give it a second thought. For those 

already in the know, it's a mystery that everyone isn't 

already doing it. What is it? Use a lower gear.

I know what you're thinking: you know when to change up. 

After all, once you've been riding for a while, changing up to 

keep things smooth becomes second nature. This is true… 

but it's equally true that most advanced instructors will, at 

some point, suggest that using a lower gear would help. 

Bikes often feel good when short-shifting: progress is 

smooth, relaxed and changing up at low revs is great when 

carrying a pillion. But the bike will feel even better in a lower 

gear. We're not talking about screaming along just shy of the 

redline with engine howling, exhaust roaring and petrol 

consumption through the floor – just holding a few more revs, 

so the engine is more responsive and the bike feels lighter.

The key principle is to match the gear to the road speed, to 

use the engine’s midrange. Where this is will vary from bike 

to bike – that might be 4000-5000rpm on a middleweight 

V-twin like a Suzuki V-Strom 650, but 7000-8000rpm on a 

sporty inline-four like a GSX-R600. 

There are two easy ways to tell if the bike's at the right 

point in the rev range. First, while the engine shouldn't be 

screaming, the bike should accelerate instantly when the 

throttle is opened – rather than slowly, after it's had a 

second to let the revs build. Second, when the throttle is 

closed, the bike should slow instantly. If the speed doesn't 

fall when the throttle shuts, the bike is in too high a gear. 

Some people talk of using the gears as brakes; 

the more they need to slow, the more they’ll 

stamp down through the ‘box. Anything to avoid 

using the brakes. Sorry, this is not how to do it. 

The aim of advanced riding is to elegantly 

manage speed on the throttle – not with the 

gears, but with the twistgrip. When the bike is in 

the correct gear and the throttle is closed, revs 

fall and speed drops. As the speed falls, a lower 

gear is selected accordingly. But that’s the 

sequence: close throttle, lose speed, change 

gear. Not ride along in the wrong gear, shut the 

throttle, then when nothing happens change 

down, pop the clutch, feel bike shudder, then

lose speed… all wrong.

If you need to slow in a hurry, use the brakes:

it’s what they’re for. The brakes give proper

braking power, with far finer control over speed

adjustment than going down two gears – and via

the brake light they’ll warn following traffic that

you’re slowing rapidly, so you shouldn’t be 

rear-ended. 

If braking hard, it may be appropriate to 

change down two or even three gears in a 

block. But that’s after braking – not instead of it.

More broadly speaking, part of good riding is 

to read the road well enough that braking isn’t

needed because all changes in speed are

managed seamlessly on the throttle in plenty of 

time. This is possible only if the bike is always in 

the appropriate gear.

Using the gears as brakes
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 BETTER RIDING

 Play to the bike’s 

strengths: use the 

brakes for braking



RIGHT GEAR

With the bike in the correct

gear, this rider is better

able to moderate corner

speed and track a tighter line.

gear that keeps it in its midrange sweet spot for any speed,

from 20mph onwards.

Rather than watching the revs fall as speeds rise and

higher gears are selected, it's better to keep the revs steady

by selecting the appropriate gear to translate engine speed

into road speed. That might well mean fourth gear for

60mph, not sixth. Higher gears have their place: for saving

fuel and delivering a more relaxed ride for cruising or when

carrying a passenger. But for roads that need riding, the bike

needs to be ridden in a responsive gear.

Using lower gears also makes it a lot easier to control your

speed, as you can hear more obviously if you’ve added a few

unnecessary miles per hour. For example, if holding a steady

30mph is a struggle in fourth gear – it’s all too easy to creep

up to 35 or higher without realising until it’s too late – in third

or second the engine note will warn of any increase. Rolling

the throttle even fractionally will bring it back, with

immaculate control.

Ultimately, that’s the aim of precise gear selection: it

delivers better control to all areas of the ride.

If going down a gear is the only way to 

get any engine braking, the bike is 

definitely in the wrong gear.

The third telltale sign is more subtle 

and concerns how the bike takes a 

corner. In too high a gear, there’s a 

tendency to understeer – to push 

deeper into a corner and turn more 

lazily. Other factors do affect cornering 

as well, but if you’re riding with friends 

who always seems to take tighter lines 

than your bike will hold, that’s probably 

their secret: they’re in a lower gear.

Using lower gears isn’t about blasting 

around the back roads, playing racer. It 

is simply about making the bike feel 

more responsive, agile and better to 

ride – at any speed. The aim is not to 

over-rev the engine, just to use the 
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 Focusing on reading 

the road correctly 

goes hand in hand 

with gear choice
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 TRAINING

“I CAN DO THIS!”
RiDE’s marketing manager has 
always wanted to ride but never 
found the time – until now…
By Matt Hull Photographs by Mark Manning

S
ARAH NORMAN IS a busy person. 

She spends her days trying to 

market RiDE and our sister titles 

to the world; her life is a blur of 

deadlines, radio ads, events and 

swearing. So it’s always been easy to find 

an excuse for not doing her bike training, 

even though she has always really wanted 

to ride: “I love the idea of getting out with 

friends on a Sunday, or out on my own 

with no particular place to go. I think it 

would be such a release.”

Most schools offer CBT (compulsory 

basic training) courses and base them 

around an intensive day’s training. But 

BMW Rider Training in Royston, 

Hertfordshire, have recognised a need for 

some new riders to have a little more time 

– and less stress – by spreading it over two 

days. This costs more, but it is perfect for 

raw beginners who are intending to go onto 

further training and tests. They can take 

more time and start to learn to ride, rather 

than do the bare minimum to stay legal.

 “I had been nervous for a couple of 

weeks before my CBT, worrying about the 

weight of the bike, how I would know what 

gear to be in and the swerve test,” explains 

Sarah. “I’d read some books that gave me 

an idea of what to expect, but some created 

more questions. At Royston, everyone 

made me feel at ease and the other pupils 

were a similar age, with a similar lack of 

experience.”  

After a short chat about aims and 

objectives, and what clothing to wear, the 

learners are led out to have a look around 

their bikes – and given some pointers on 

how to look after them. “I’m quite 

mechanically minded, but I was surprised 

by just how much you have to check on a 

bike every day compared to a car,” Sarah 

says.“The acronyms help, like BESTCOP 

- brakes, electrics, suspension, tyres, 

chain, oil and petrol.”

Simple things to most of us, like learning 

the correct way to get a bike off the 

centrestand, helped Sarah’s confidence, 

ticking one point off her ‘worries’ list.

Then once she’s got the CBT in the bag, 

Sarah will go on to attempt to get her full 

licence. Follow her progress in RiDE over 

the next few months.
 Remember the first time you had to get a bike 

off its centrestand? Sarah certainly does
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On the road
By the end of the second day,

Sarah had her DL196 pass

certificate and Paul treated her

to a go on the BMW F700GS

she would be riding on her big

bike course.

After a chat about what to

look out for, Sarah got out

there with radio contact to the

instructor. “We are all car

drivers, so being on the road

felt OK,” she says. “It was just

getting used to riding, getting

the observations in early and

looking for hazards. You have

to plan so much more. I don’t

think I stalled once – and the

faster I went the easier it felt.

“I loved it! It’s so much

easier to ride, I’ve just got to

be more confident with the

weight. But that little go has

got rid of most of my

butterflies.”

BRAKING
“I wasn’t looking forward to this

part,” Sarah says. “I soon got used

to the 70 per cent front, 30 per 

cent rear split and told myself that 

if I was progressive on the front 

brake my emergency stops would 

be OK – at least in the dry. But 

strangely I struggled to find first 

gear after stopping and would 

then panic and stall.

“Paul showed me how it’s not 

easy to get down the gears when 

the bike isn’t moving, so to ease 

the clutch out very slightly while 

having your foot on the gear lever 

to effectively move the gears.”

SLOW RIDING
Keeping with clutch control and

balance, it was time for slow

riding. Paul got the learners to try

U-turns and figure-of-eight moves

while keeping their feet up.

“People think it’s just like riding

a bicycle, but there’s so much

more involved, like dragging the

rear brake lightly to keep the

speed from escalating. You also

get more confidence by moving the

bars more at slow speeds.”

“I soon got used to 70%
front, 30% rear braking”

 “If either 

needle is all the 

way round to the 

right, there’s a 

problem”

GEARS
 “Gears were my biggest fear,” Sarah says. “Which one to be in, how 

you knew what gear you were in and how to remember which way to kick 

the lever. But the strangest thing is that’s the part you seem to get 

straight away – I had to think whether first was up or down a couple of 

times, but otherwise gearchanges were no problem.”

When you get on a bike for the

first time there are a bunch of

acronyms to remember. FIGS –

fuel, ignition, gears and start –

leads on to the hardest part for 

many, clutch control. Sarah 

struggled with the co-ordination 

of throttle and clutch, and getting 

used to the biting point.

“I have small hands so the biting 

point was right at the end of my 

stretch. Paul, my instructor, 

helped adjust my clutch, which 

helped a lot. All I had to do then

was get used to holding the revs

up to hear the biting point. It takes

a little time but I’m quite happy

with it now.”

Paul told Sarah and the others 

to confine their braking to just the 

rear while getting used to pulling 

away, which as car drivers they 

were all happy with: “The front 

brake is fierce, plus my right hand 

couldn’t deal with any more to do 

at the moment.”

Pulling away and stopping

 Start. Stop. Start. Stop. Start. Stop. And repeat

 Low-speed riding is often harder 

than high-speed shenanigans
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 EXPERIENCE

The secret of getting road riders to enjoy dirt biking? 
Make sure you don’t terrify them on day one…
By Chris Moss Photographs by Llewelyn Pavey

The fun
route into 
off-roading

 By the afternoon you 

should have the 

confidence to get your 

very own chunk of air

THE TERRAIN

The varied Welsh landscape

means you start off on the 

simple stuff and build up to

some fairly gnarly tracks

towards the end of the day.

WHAT YOU NEED

You don’t need to bring 

anything more than a spirit of 

fun and sense of adventure.

THE BIKE

With a range of Yamaha WR

and TT machinery, all looked

after by an ex-Armed Forces

motorcycle spannerman,

you know you’re on quality kit.
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essentials of off-road riding. Following this,

customers are then taken for a trail ride

through the school’s private facility, which

is vast in size and offers greatly varied

terrain – though on this course the route is

restricted to the easier stuff.

After taking the long way back to base,

you get lunch and a chance to swap tales

from the morning. Then it’s more of the

same pleasures in the afternoon when

you’re let loose to sample more guided trail

rides and boost your off-road experience

for another two and a half hours winding

through the wonderful scenery. The

instructors are always on hand to give

advice and questions are constantly invited.

It’s not long before fatigue dictates

progress, and is the primary reason the

course comes to a close at around 4pm. In

total you’ll get around four and a half hours

of riding, which allows plenty of time to

learn the fundamentals, practice them and

have some major fun while you’re at it.

I’ve been off-roading keenly for seven

years now and can claim to be competent.

Even so, the basic course still taught me a

few things which I’ve subsequently put to

good effect. Oh, and I had a great laugh too.

Though aimed at them, it’s clearly not just

for those new to the off-road world.

T
HE YAMAHA OFF ROAD

Experience is the name of both a

mid-Wales training school and the 

basic course it offers those new to 

off-roading. It offers a fine mix of 

technique and tuition, and you can use one 

of the very best enduro machines – much 

smaller and lighter than the big adventure 

bikes used on some other off-road courses.

Realising there’s a lot to take in, and well 

aware that the difference between road 

riding and slithering around on the mud 

can feel daunting, the staff deliver their 

lessons gradually and positively. It’s worth 

paying attention at the pre-ride briefing. 

Host John Begley knows his stuff, with 22 

years in the Royal Electrical Engineers, 

riding and spannering for the Armed 

Forces bike teams. His advice is concise 

and humorous, giving a good insight into 

what to expect when the wheels are 

turning – and, with tips on picking up a 

fallen bike, guidance on coping when the 

knobblies come to a sudden halt…

Suited and booted, a gentle run along 

easy tracks and fields lets you get a feel for 

the bike. But as the terrain isn’t too tricky 

or demanding, there’s little chance of 

off-road life feeling intimidating. More to 

the point, there’s a much better chance of 

enjoying things and therefore having the 

desire to learn more. Given adapting to the 

discipline of riding off-road isn’t at all 

straightforward – I’d argue it’s like learning 

how to ride all over again – this easy-going 

intro is very important. Riding a dirt bike is 

huge fun and fantastically rewarding, but if 

your early miles are too tough there’s a 

chance of being put off it permanently. 

There’s no doubt the 2015 Yamaha 

WR250F we all chose to ride helps to speed 

up the learning process. The purpose-built 

machine, designed specifically for enduro 

competition (though equipped so as to 

make it road-legal) is super light and 

responsive with its quality suspension 

assisting control significantly. The 

Yamaha’s very manageable, making a 

BMW R1200GS feel like a supertanker by 

comparison. The engine’s very friendly as 

long as you’re not too throttle-happy.

The 250’s suitability is all the more 

evident when you’re taken to a motocross 

track for further tuition and experience. 

While John talks you through what racing 

star and fellow instructor Dylan Jones 

demonstrates while riding part of the track 

close by, you get a chance to observe and 

understand the essential techniques. With 

Dylan also deliberately showing how not to 

do things, the demo lets you get your head 

around issues as critical as riding position 

and cornering style – both done in a very 

different way to road riding.

The detailed direction really underlines 

how much more exacting off-road riding is.  

Take the alien act of standing on the 

footpegs. It allows far easier movement to 

help your weight generate more tyre grip 

on a slippery surface. There are other 

useful lessons on best use of the throttle 

and clutch, looking ahead, and tips on 

staying relaxed and saving energy; riding 

on dirt is much more tiring than road 

riding so the drinks breaks the school 

provides are always very welcome.

With theory learned, the practice begins 

as you get the chance to circulate the 

gently twisting and undulating course on 

your own. With the instructors looking on, 

it’s a great environment to learn the 

Is this course right for you?
In the 21 years it’s been running, the course 

has been done by everyone from 12-year-olds 

to riders in their mid-70s. Most are in their 40s 

or 50s, with a good amount of on-road 

experience. Bikes include the WR250F, 

WR450F, TT230 and TTR125, as well as 

lowered WR250Fs – or you can bring your 

own, reducing the price to £85. Otherwise it’s 

£200 in the week, £220 at weekends. Lunch is 

included and riding kit is there if you need it.

 Morning 

tuition is 

focused on 

basics and 

light terrain  

to ease you in

 You’re always being  

watched... but in a good way

 Group sizes 

are kept small 

to ensure 

tuition is 

tailored to the 

pupils’ needs
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 HANDS ON

HELPING YOUR KIT WORK BETTER AND LAST LONGER

#1 Winterproof your helmet

At this time of year your visor and 

helmet will get dirty on every ride. 

Even when it’s not raining, there will be 

overnight moisture that creates a top 

layer of easily flung road filth that is 

irresistibly drawn to your lid. You can’t 

fight it, but you can be ready for it.

Clean your helmet at the end of the 

day so you’re not rushing the job in 

the morning, and store it somewhere 

warm and well ventilated or the padding 

will retain the previous day’s sweat, 

drool, dead skin etc. Nice.

As well as being clean, your visor 

needs to be braced for warm 

breath on a cold day. Whether it’s 

hardware, such as a Pinlock or a breath

deflector, or an anti-mist potion such as

Fogtech, now’s the time to put it to use.

Be ready to clean your visor 

mid-journey. A strategically 

deployed finger can work, but can easily 

add to the smearing. Best to stop and 

whip out your microfibre cloth and small 

squirter of Shift-It or SDoc100 visor 

cleaner. SDoc also do highly convenient 

and effective visor and helmet wipes 

(these are good for several uses, so not 

as pricey as they might first appear).

Visor 

Vision 

do excellent 

helmet care kits 

that include 

everything you 

need for the weekly 

big clean, top-up cleans and 

anti-mist treatment in between, as 

well as Raincoat to keep rain rolling 

off your visor. The one thing missing 

is something that’s easy to provide 

yourself: cotton buds to de-crud 

your vents, thus allowing the 

helmet the air it needs to keep 

you cool and your visor clear.

 USEFUL ADDRESSES: 

www.visorvision.co.uk

shop.shift-it.co.uk

www.sdoc100.co.uk

Q My dad used to ride bikes and 

swears that he used to wear 

nothing but leather all year 

round. He pokes fun at my 

bulky, greasy textiles and 

says I should get some decent 

(non-perforated) leathers and 

slap on a layer of proofing 

solution. Is he right?

A Who are we to doubt his 

word… but the fact that he 

used to ride may be significant. 

His memory may be playing 

tricks. Yes, a lot of people over the 

years have worn just leather, and 

they’ve got wet. 

Gore-Tex-backed leather can 

work, and there are various proofing 

solutions that can add a degree of 

water resistance to regular bike 

leathers. But if you want to stay dry 

you need something designed 

for the purpose.

Q I’m fed up with getting a 

wet neck every winter. 

What I’m after is a waterproof 

neck tube, presumably one 

that goes over the jacket 

rather than inside. The 

problem is that I can only 

find balaclavas that are 

waterproof and sit outside 

the jacket, not neck tubes. This is 

an issue because I really don’t like 

balaclavas, and in any case my 

helmet fits closely without a 

balaclava.

A We have come across 

waterproof neck tubes along 

these lines – BMW used to do one – 

but they tend not to be as waterproof 

as you’d like. The problem is that rain 

will sooner or later find its way in 

over the top of the neck tube – they 

never form as close a seal with your 

helmet as you need.

Get Geared have a good selection 

of waterproof balacl avas, if you can

face trying one again. A DIY solution

could be trying to customise a 

balaclava by snipping the top off.

 Suitable gear 

is essential for 

when the clouds come
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SPECIALIST DIRECTORY

01484 353 600 or

0845 458 0077

Fast
international
delivery

www.motorworks.co.uk

we go the
extra mile

visit our
website to see

new products for 2013

www.bumpstop.co.uk
tel: 01604 845050  sales@bumpstop.co.uk
Ideal for: van, trailer, workshop, transportation, and security* (*Thatcham approved version)

As used by the 
Police, Suzuki GB, 

Condor Ferries etc...

Quality new & used parts
01206 793111

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk 
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk 

www.ride.co.uk

www.ride.co.uk

BMW NEW & USED PARTS

ACCESSORY & PARTS RETAIL

ACCESSORIES

BATTERIES

CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

CLOTHING RANGE

BUMPSTOP

Escorted
TM

mcitours.com
01619417149

Worldwide
Motorcycle
Holidays

FlyRide
TM

SelfGuided
TM

RaceMeets
TM

NEW! - Online
Travel Insurance

To advertise 

within our 

 

Specialist 

Directory 

please 

contact 

Jordan 

Challis on 

01733 366406

BLACK FOREST, GERMANY
Pension Williams

Small English run hotel - just 5 minutes 
from the famous B500 and many other 

wonderful, quiet roads.
A Bikers Paradise.

www.pension-williams.com 
e-mail: info@pension-williams.de

Tel: 0049 7842 2853

CLOTHING & 
ACCESSORIES

ACCOMMODATION

OVERSEAS TOURS
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England and Wales no. 2600841.

Save up to £243 with a Multi-Bike
policy through Carole Nash*

          *

Based on reviews from 
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers 

would recommend 

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCEcarolenash.com / insidebikes @insidebikes

Six Wheel  |  Modern Bike  |  Off Road  |  Custom  |  Future Classic  |  Classic |  Vintage

SOUTH AFRICA

blazingtrailstours.com
The Planet's Tastiest Motorcycle Adventures

�� ���� �	
 ��	 £1795!

Call: 05603 666788

Included: Bikes | Accommodation | Mountain Passes | Support Vehicle

Rivers | Amazing Scenery | Baboons | Transfers | Experienced Guides

Beaches | BBQs | Dirt/Tarmac/Both | Sunsets | Knobblies | Weather

Breakfasts. Optional: Flights | Wine | Elephants | Beer | Safaris | Biltong

Shark-Diving | Extra Days | Lion-Walking | Riding Instruction | Giraffes

VFR-NEWZEALAND

Call 07779 656 253
www.vfrnewzealand.com

Honda Pan Europeans,
VFR800s and VTECs

Fly drive holidays now booking to May 2017

Recommended by

See us at the 

NEC Hall 4 

stand E58

Motorcycle Holidays in the USA & Canada | info@roadtrip-usa.com

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

OVERSEAS TOURS

SHOCK ABSORBERS

INSURANCE BROKERS

To advertise within our  
Ride Specialist Directory  

please contact Jordan Challis  
on 01733 366406

Demo Rides
Johns Of Romford

SUZUKI CENTRE
162 Rush Green Road, Romford, Essex RM7 0JU

01708 761047/ 01708 754775
rushgreen@johnsofromford.co.uk

DEALERS UK
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INSURANCE BROKERS

INSURANCE BROKERS

Freephone:

0800 954 9843
Online quotes at: www.bwhh.co.uk

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van,
multi-vehicle, home & travel

Proud sponsors
of the new 2015

Be Wiser
Kawasaki

British Superbike
Team

O� �The best policy at the best  

price, buy and save

O� �We search over 30  

insurance companies

O� FREE Breakdown Cover

O� FREE legal protection

O� Instant cover and instalments

O� �FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover 

including Personal Accident Cover

0844 338 69 13*
Call one of our friendly team today!

mcebikes.com
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri,
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun
Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your
phone company's access charge.

BIKE
INSURANCE
What you could get with an MCE Policy:

EUROPE

CLUB MCE
MEMBERSHIP

183 DAYS FREE
EUROPEAN 

COVER

FREE TRACK
DAY COVER

#OnTrack #RideOut#MCEBSB

VIP
VIP

0800 
083 
5566

Carole Nash, a name 
you can trust

Save up to £243  
with a Multi-Bike policy 
through Carole Nash*

If you ride more than one bike, 
you could save money!*

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat
9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. *Based
on an average customer saving of £243.
Saving compared to buying two separate
Carole Nash policies. Average customer  
= 48 year old male with 7 years NCB,
riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a 
BMW R1200 GS. Carole Nash Insurance 
Consultants Ltd is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority, firm reference no. 307243. 
Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole 
Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered 
in England and Wales no. 2600841.

2015

MOTORBIKE NSURANCE

2013

MOTORB KE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE NSURANCE

Based on reviews from 
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers 

would recommend 

Carole Nash96



 SPECIAL READER OFFER

SUBSCRIBE ONLINE OR BY PHONE

01858 438884 OVERSEAS READERS CALL +44 1858 438828
Lines open 8am-9.30pm (Mon-Fri), 8am-4pm (Sat). Quote ref: ELF1

THREE 
GREAT 
DEALS

SAVE 63 %* O  UP  
TO



www.greatmagazines.co.uk/ride
Terms & Conditions: *63% saving is based on the purchase of a print and digital subscription. Not available for overseas subscribers. Subscriptions will start with the next available issue. The minimum 
term is 12 issues. After your first 12 issues (1 year) your subscription will continue unless you are notified otherwise. You will not receive a renewal reminder and the Direct Debit payments will continue 
to be taken unless you tell us otherwise. This offer closes on 30th December 2015. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Calls from a BT landline will cost no more than 4p a minute. 
Call charges from other landline providers or mobile phones may vary. Order lines open 8am-9.30pm (Mon-Fri), 8am-4pm (Sat). UK orders only. Overseas? Phone +44 1858 438828. Calls may be monitored 
or recorded for training purposes. For our full terms and conditions go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/offer-terms-and-conditions.

OFFER 1 PRINT ONLY
Direct Debit 12 issues £31 saving 37%

Credit/debit card 12 issues £36 saving 27%

OFFER 2 DIGITAL ONLY
Direct Debit 12 issues £30 saving 40%

Credit/debit card 12 issues £32 saving 35%

OFFER 3 PRINT & iPAD 
Direct Debit 12 issues £36 saving 63%

Credit/debit card 12 issues £41 saving 58%
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 YOUR SAY

LETTERS Email ride@ride.co.uk, 
Write to us RiDE, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

WIN AN OXFORD
AQUA30 BAG
WORTH £50
This heavy-duty roll-top luggage bag
is dry and rugged, easy to fit to a bike
and convenient for carrying around.

Win another fantastic Oxford

product in next month’s RiDE

LETTER OF THE MONTH

In September’s issue Andrew Dalton was discussing what to all intents 

and purposes are people playing at being police officers, for whatever 

reason they might have.

Today I have been at Aysgarth Falls in the glorious Yorkshire Dales – 

sun shining and great biking. There were two immaculate Honda Pans 

parked in the car park, so we walked into the cafe thinking there may be 

someone to chat to.

There, sat with their backs to us, were our fluorescent-clad ‘heroes’ 

with the word POLITE in white on blue emblazoned across their 

shoulders in an exact copy of the way POLICE is usually displayed. 

I couldn’t bring myself to go up to them, but my pal took one look and 

said: “Sad *******s.”

Why do people do it? It doesn’t make them safer, it doesn’t give them 

special powers and, above all, it doesn’t make them a cop – whatever 

they may wish. What it does do is make them look like saddo 

wannabes, gives bikers a bad name and (speaking as an ex-cop myself) 

is far more likely to wind up the very people they are pretending to be.

Get over it folks, just enjoy bikes and biking for what it is, the greatest 

of all pastimes. Leave the coppering to those who do it for real.

Roger Smith

Playing pretend 
is for children

not disgrace a four-star hotel. 

Superb. I would definitely 

recommend anyone exploring North 

Wales to stay there. 

Mick Post

Under-loved Sprint GT

I’ve just returned from a two-week 

holiday in Galicia on my Triumph 

Sprint GT – 3000 miles, two-up, 

full luggage, and a 48mpg average.

Supreme comfort was shown by two 

400-mile days without numb bum or 

wrist ache. No oil consumption and 

my main worry of chain stretch 

amounted to a mere 4mm.

It’s much better then the previous 

two years by BMW which cost Green 

Flag the earth and ruined our 

holidays. “Unstoppable”? Quite the 

reverse in my experience.

So why is the Sprint the runt of the 

litter? Dealers have no interest is 

selling them, getting a test ride is 

nigh-on impossible – no call, they 

say. Well there won’t be, will there? 

It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Not everybody wants a 

tall-rounder you know.

Ian Newton

Getting on the horn

A friend of mine was recently

knocked off by an elderly ‘sorry

mate, I didn’t see you’ car driver

while riding through traffic lights. The

driver was turning right across him

and simply failed to see the 

bike despite my friend’s hi-vis and

headlight at 10.30am in the morning.

My friend told me: “I was sure he

must have seen me and was about to 

stop.” In a heartbeat he’s been hit 

and his 10-month-old Triumph Tiger 

is written off. He suffered heavy 

bruising to his foot and was 

otherwise shaken, but OK.  

We were discussing changes to 

riding style to combat this and I think 

we bikers need to be much more 

frequent with our use of the horn.

Instead of waiting until they move 

across us or pull out, we need to 

anticipate that this is exactly what 

they are going to do and let them 

know of our presence before the 

event. I’ve started to do this as a 

matter of course now and at the 

moment it’s making me feel a bit 

more in control of the situation.

Perhaps if we all started to do this 

it might make a difference? 

Paul Walker

 Vanishing tricks

Having just read November’s RiDE I 

just wanted to congratulate you on 

your Vanishing Trick article. I do feel 

vanishing points are overlooked by 

many, perhaps because they don’t 

realise that most of us naturally watch 

them on every corner of every ride.

Yours was a great description of 

how, on long corners, watching the 

vanishing point movement dictates 

when you roll on and off the gas. 

It reminds me of riding the 

Grossglockner pass on a European 

tour in 2013 and making the most of 

the roads while being prepared for 

corners that tighten unexpectedly.

I really believe the article will help 

other riders ride more safely while 

making the most of those corners as 

they open up.

Matthew Cooper

V-Strom: all you need

I’ve followed with interest the

long-term test on your Suzuki 

V-Strom 650. I bought one from 

Sheffield Motorcycles in February 

2014, partly due to your praise for 

the Suzuki over the years and partly 

due to their excellent attitude to test 

rides and their friendliness towards 

me and my partner .  

We have covered 11,000 miles 

since then, often fully loaded. We 

have just been to Holland, Germany, 

Austria, Slovenia and Italy and back: 

panniers, top box, tankbag and we 

got 64mpg – and we don’t do 40mph 

all the time. I’ve even seen 70mpg.

I can honestly say that now I’m a 

bit older it feels like enough bike for 

Width, not height 

Many of us fit tall screens to improve 

airflow over our helmet but I’m not so 

sure that it does anything to improve 

wind noise. Obviously, the size of 

your torso, riding position and other 

factors that you can’t change make a 

lot of difference.

However, I’ve come to the 

conclusion that a lot of the noise is 

caused by the air flowing off the side 

of the screen and rushing under the 

sides of the helmet. This would mean 

that a lower screen that directs the 

air from the side onto the shoulders 

might create less noise.

A naked bike with a wider 

handlebar-mounted screen might be 

better than one with a half fairing, 

going against the current trend with 

adventure bike styling.

I’d be interested to know what 

other bikers think.

Mike Johnson

What a B&B!

I’d like, through your Letters pages, 

to thank everyone at the Ponderosa 

Café on the Horseshoe Pass for the 

fantastic treatment I received both 

on the way over to Ireland (from my 

home in Sussex) and on my return.

Even though I did not reply to a 

voicemail, my room was kept vacant 

and it was not a confirmed booking. 

The facilities in the B&B would also 
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me and I recommend it to anyone

prepared to listen.

I must say I agree with your reader

Steve Jenkins and would like to make

the point to manufacturers that rear

mudguards or huggers really ought

to be fitted as standard. Coating

your pillion’s boots with mud and

other brown substances does not

add to the fun. The V-Strom was

particularly bad for this, but a

hugger cured it and prevents the

rear shock and linkages getting

covered in crap, too.

Thanks for inspiring us to do the

Dolomites, which were absolutely

stunning – as were Grossglockner,

Lake Bled and Salzburg. Sounds like

I’d better get another ferry booked...

Steve Hirst

No pain in Spain

Having just returned from a week’s

holiday in Barcelona, I can’t get over

the number of motorbikes of all

shapes and sizes that filled the city.

But what amazed me most was

that I didn’t see a single accident

– and these bikers were running in

close proximity with lorries, taxis,

cars and tourist buses. Is it because

the other drivers are more aware of

the bikers, or perhaps that they are

also bikers or have been bikers in

their youth?

Another thing that struck me

was that the only form of safety

equipment was a helmet.

I understand that it is hot and

leathers may not be the

biking gear of choice, but for

the most part riding gear

was a camisole top,

shorts or mini-skirt

and stilettos for the

female riders and

shorts and T-shirts

for the males. Oh, or a

 Not a single RiDE 

triangle-winning 

product in sight

Aftermarket

mudguard

makers rejoice:

it’s the S1000XR

suit if you work in an office. It just 

makes me wonder what their 

accident statistics are compared to 

ours and the results of the accidents 

with no safety gear.

I also wondered what their rider 

training system was like compared to 

ours as a lot of the riders were young 

kids. It seems that the population of 

Barcelona have embraced two 

wheels as a way of life and an 

answer for easy movement through a 

large and busy environment. 

Perhaps the fact that two wheels 

becomes such an important part of 

the Spanish lifestyle from such an 

early age is why there are so many 

good Spanish riders in Moto3.

David O’Brien

Form over function?

I’ve just read your test of the BMW 

S1000XR in the September issue and 

I am sure it’s an excellent bike – 

except for that front mudguard 

finishing just behind the fork legs. 

Those two radiators are going to be 

continually blasted with road crud. 

It’s styling over practicality.

P Russell
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Where BSAs Dare!

Author: Norman Vanhouse

Price: £14.95

www.panther-publishing.com

 A cracking read, this is the astonishing story of the 

stunt BSA pulled in 1952 when – to promote the new 

Star Twin – they got three trusted racers to ride three 

standard bikes to compete in the super-tough 

International Six Days Trial in Austria, carry on to 

Norway for high-speed testing, and then ride home. 

Author Norman Vanhouse (who died in 2011) was one 

of the three riders. He uses simple, elegant prose to 

convey the excitement and anxiety as the intrepid team 

pulled off what, at the time, barely seemed possible, 

given the unreliability of 1950s bikes. Filled with drama 

and a wealth of excellent photos, his portraits of the 

main protagonists are vivid, with some sly digs along 

the way at one or two less than helpful individuals. 

Colin Overland  
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The Dead 2: In India

Director: Ford Brothers

Price: DVD £7.99

 As a love letter to both India and

Royal Enfield, The Dead 2 is beautiful;

a rich palette creates a real vibrancy,

with excellent photography and high

production values. Sadly the film’s

appeal ends there, with a minimalist

plot that drags as slowly as its 

zombies. The use of locals over 

actors can sometimes be a smart

move, but here the performances are

often stunted by language barriers.

We revelled in the glorious terrain

riding and Indian scenery, however.

Naila Scargill  

Test Rider

Author: Julian Amos

Price: £8.99

www.austinmacauley.com

 Mostly waffle, but there are gems 

amongst the poor jokes, self-pity and 

petering-out anecdotes. Julian Amos 

has done many interesting things, the 

relevant bit being his work as a 

development rider for Triumph. The 

detail of how those riders go about 

their business is fascinating – year 

round, in all weathers, piling on the 

miles and filling in the forms. His 

yarns about his life as a musician are 

good, too, but it’s all very unfocused.

Bill Noyce  

Fast & Furious 7

Director: James Wan

Price: DVD £19.99; Blu-ray £24.99

 Bikes may be a fringe presence 

in the Fast & Furious franchise, but 

this is a superbly well put-together 

instalment, with a strong cast that 

includes Jason Statham and Kurt 

Russell alongside regulars Vin Diesel, 

Dwayne Johnson, Michelle Rodriguez 

and the late Paul Walker. It features 

the usual stunning stunts, but is 

really driven along by a crackling, 

vibrant script. Sure, you can pick 

holes, but you can’t ignore the wit, 

intelligence and excitement involved. 

Bob Farren  

Home entertainment 
for motorcyclists

Terminator series

www.amazon.co.uk

 With the latest film in the 

Terminator series due for DVD 

release, it’s a good time to 

catch up on the predecessors. 

As films, the first two are true 

classics. T2 in particular has 

epic production values, 

warmly human acting, and 

both Arnie on his Harley Fat 

Boy (“I need your clothes, your 

boots and your motorcycle”) 

and John Connor on a Honda 

XR80 that sounds suspiciously 

like a two-stroke. Rise of the 

Machines is pretty dreadful, 

while Salvation is an awkward 

fit with the rest, but uses a 

Ducati Hypermotard to good 

effect. We review Terminator 

Genisys on DVD next month.



I LIVE MY LIFE AT A 
45DEGREE

ANGLE.

Dunlop tyres are dedicated to real riders. 

Those who never give up and most of all, 

who enjoy the sheer passion and excitement 

of riding their bikes. 

The Dunlop SportSmart 2 is made for them. 

The Performance and confidence they’d 

expect on a racetrack, perfectly adapted 

for the road.

www.dunlopmotorcycle.co.uk



WE cover your mate’s bike when 
YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.  
^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. *Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding 
a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

� UK & European breakdown and accident
recovery, including Homestart assistance
worth over £100

����Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

� RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage 
cover when riding other bikes

��FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^

��Dedicated UK based call centre

�������������
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

Based on reviews from 
January 2015  June 2015

of customers 

would recommend 

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

SAVE UP  
TO £243

ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY *


